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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HoneywellTechnology Center(HTC) is pleased to submit this final report (Panoramic, Large-Screen,3-D Flight Display System
Design) to NASA Langley ResearchCenter (LaRC)in fulfillment of the Statement of Work (SOW)of Contract NAS1-20073,of
November 8, 1993.
In this report,Honeywell has documentedand summarized the results of the contract work, including the results of the required
evaluationsspecified in the SOW and the design specificationsfor the selected displaysystem hardware.We have also included the
proposed developmentplan and schedulewith our estimated ROM (rough-order-of-magnitude)costs to design, fabricate and demonstrate
a flyable prototype research flight displaysystem.
The thrust of our effort was in the developmentof a complete understandingof the user/system requirements for a panoramic,collimated,
3-D flyable avionic displaysystem, and the translationof the requirementsinto an acceptablesystem design for fabrication and
demonstrationof a prototype display in the early 1997time frame.The display system is intended for research applicationsin one or both
of a motion-basesimulator and an aft-compartmentairbome simulator. The concepts and technologiesdescribed in this report may also
show futurerelevance for panoramicdisplay in next-generationtransportaircraft.
Honeywellpresentedeleven display system design concepts to NASALaRC during the performance of this program. One of these
concepts was down-selected to a preferred displaysystem concept at our January 1995review meeting with NASA LaRC. Although the
concept selecteddid not currently meet the resolutionrequirementsof the image source, we have shown that the display system is capable
of beingupgraded to the higher resolutionwhen the image sourcesbecome available in late 1997. Anticipatingthat the higher resolution
image sourceswill become availablein a reasonabletime frame, the displaysystem collimation opticshave been designed to
accommodate the higher resolution image sources. A summarydiscussion of the selected system is provided in Section 3.4. A
comprehensive,detailed descriptionof the selectedsystem is availablein Section 6.2.
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Honeywell's technicalapproach to determinethe preferred display system design concept was divided into the following six tasks that
fulfilled the requirements of NASA LaRC's SOW.These six tasks also correspond with the major sectionsof this report:
Task 1: Display Requirements Analysis
Honeywell formulateda set of preliminarydisplayrequirements, includinga justification for each requirement. Measurement
approaches were also developed for selectedrequirements.These preliminary requirementswere establishedin consultation with
NASA LaRC personnel and with a review of the intended application environments (i.e., motion-base simulation and airborne
simulation).
Task 2: Display Techniques and Technology Review
Honeywellperformedan in-depthreviewandevaluationof the state-of-the-artin imagesourcetechnology,3-D methods,collimation
methods,andinteractionmethodsfora Panoramic,3-D Flight DisplaySystem.Includedin this taskwas a criticalanalysisof these
technologiesrelativeto the preliminarydisplayrequirements.
Task 3: Concept Formulation
Honeywelldevelopedeleven candidateconceptualdisplay system designsthat couldbe used in a motion-base simulator and that would
be adaptable to flightin a research vehicle.These display system design concepts provide the best technologiesand trade-offs for
meeting the displaysystem requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System that can be fabricatedand demonstrated in the
early 1997 time frame. We reviewed these displaysystem design concepts with NASA LaRC at our January 1995 review meeting.At
thatmeeting, a recommended display system concept was selected and approved. In February 1995, several•laboratoryproof of
concept demonstrationswere made to NASA LaRC personnel.
Task 4: Required Technology Developments
Honeywell identifieddisplay technology improvementsand risk reductionswhich were associatedwith the maturity of the technologies
of the preferred display system design concept.
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Task 5: Design Specification
Honeywellprepared a design specification for the preferred display system design concept.The design specificationrepresents the
distillation of the analysisand concepts from the preceding four tasks, describedin this report, into a concise statement of functional
requirements for the preferred display system design concept for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System.
Task 6: Development Plan
Honeywellprepareda developmentplan which is dividedinto three phases and containsan outline of the actionsnecessary for
translating the design specificationsinto a deliverableprototype display system. The development plan provides a road map for final
engineeringdesign, risk reduction/assessment,component•procurementand fabrication,and integration into the final display system
and final acceptance testing. Included is a ROM cost for the three phases of our program for the design, fabrication, integration,testing
and demonstration of the Panoramic, 3-D, Fight Display System prototype. ? • •
In addition to the six major report sectionsdescribed above,Honeywell has included the following appendices to the report:
Appendix A- Supplementary Optical Drawings
Honeywellhas providedsupplementaryengineeringdrawingsof opticalcomponents/subassembliesfor the Panoramicl3-D Flight
DisplaySystemprototypedesign.
Appendix B- Supplementary Electronics Design
HoneywellhasprovidedsupplementarydesignmaterialfortheelectronicsinterfaceforthePanoramic,3-D FlightDisplaySystem
prototype. .
Appendix C- Bibliography
A generalbibliographyof citedandrelatedsourcematerialsis presentedwiththe citationsgroupedintomajortopicalareas.
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Appendix D- Subject Index
In the interestof avoidingambiguity,much of the informationpresentedin thisreport is in tabular rather than prose form. Because the
large numberof tables and technical termscan make browsing through thedocument difficult,Honeywell has included a subject index
at the end of the report to supplement the table of contents.
o
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1.0 DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Wide field-of-view (FOV),stereoscopic displays offer the potential to increase head-up time and improve visibility and spatial awareness
for flightpath guidance following as well as detectionof out of tolerancesystem parameters and obstacles,especially during low-altitude
terminal-areaflight and in adverse visibilityconditions. The effectivenessand acceptance of such displays hinges on the appropriate
specification of displayattributes such as display resolution, FOV, color, gray scale, stability, and 3-D (stereoscopic and/or volumetric)
display parameters.Furthermore, the integration of such display systems into cockpits and airborne simulators imposes further
requirementssuch as low volume, light weight, sunlight readability, and high reliability. A human-centereddesign approach is vital for
the appropriateselectionof these parameterlevels.
In this section, we presentbackground assumptions and preliminary display requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System.
The material is presentedcomprehensivelyin the followingtables, with supplementary comments provided in the body of this text.
r Table
1-1 Characteristicsassumed for three applicationsof the Panoramic,•3-DFlight Display System
1-2 Definitionof terms used in the preliminary displaysystem requirements
1-3 Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System
1-4 Justificationof preliminary display requirementsfor the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System .
1-5 Calculation/measurementof displayparameters referenced in Table 1-3 •
1-6 Generalspecificationsand standards for research electronicequipment installed in NASA LaRC aircraft
Honeywellhas viewedthe close cooperationof NASA LaRC and Honeywell scientists as critical in developing unique understandings of
the requirements for thePanoramic, 3-D Flight Display System design. Therefore, an important element of Honeywelrs methodology
for defining preliminarydisplay requirements has been consultation with NASA LaRC personnel. NASA LaRC expertise has been
drawn on through formal as well as informal contacts with Honeywell to determine context-specific guidelines regarding display system
application environmentsand displayed informationcontent and format. NASA LaRC experience with the VISTAS (Visual Imaging
1.0 Display Requirements Analysis 1
Simulator for TransportAircraftSystems) and TSRV(TransportSystemsResearchVehicle) aircraft has also played an important role in
Honeywellefforts to definecontextually specific and relevant requirements,especialb; with respect to what constitutes a "flyable" display
system. NASA LaRC has demonstratedparticularexperiencewith stereoscopicimaging parameters,a displays research emphasis also
shared at Honeywell.Where possible, this work has beenused to establishpreliminary display requirements relevant to stereoscopic
viewing.
Honeywell assumedthat no singlesystem concept was likely to comply fully with all thepreliminary requirements (due to either inherent
limitations in constituenttechnologiesor technologyimmaturity).Therefore, these preliminaryrequirementsshould not be confused with
the display specification,presentedin Section 5 of this report.Relevant technologyconstraints and required technology developments
which impactpreliminaryrequirementsare identifiedin intermediatesections.
1.1 Applications :
The Panoramic,3-D FlightDisplaySystemwill be atestbedfordisplaysystemconceptdevelopment,testing,demonstration,and
validation.Ultimately,the displayconceptsexercisedwiththis simulatormayfindapplicationto the High SpeedCivil Transport
(HSCT),tentativelyscheduledfor operationafterthe year2005. The simulatoris expectedto be locatedin one of two researchsettings:a
motion-basecockpitsimulatoror the aft-compartmentsimulatorof the NASATSRV currentlya 737 butexpectedto be upgradedto a 757
by the time the Panoramic,3-D FlightDisplaySystemwill be readyfor installation.In the future,the technologyspecifiedfor the
simulatormayevolveand maybe incorporatedin the developmentof acockpitdisplaysystemfor HSCT.Assum_tionsmadeduringthe
displayrequirementsanalysisregardingthese threeenvironmentsare summarizedin Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1. Characteristicsassumed for three applications of the Panoramic, 3-D FlightDisplay System.
_t|rib tei_ _::] _i__ __M_U_Base_S_mu_at_r_=_i_i_ii_`_ii_i_[_i_ft_C_mpartment_SR_i_ ln_i[allatto_i[_.-_i_ HS_: !_ _:_i_i_:::__! :i__:_=:l
Acceleration Maximumsimulatedaccelerationasgreatas Maximumaccelerationexperiencedin normal Maximumaccelerationexperiencedin normal
that experiencedin normal HSCTflight 757 flight. Assumedto be no greaterthan2 g HSCT flight. Assumedto be no greaterthan2
(contingenton the fidelityof the simulator), constant(RMS)accelerationon the axis g constant(RMS)accelerationon the axis
Assumedto be no greaterthan2 g constant parallelto the fuselage, parallel to the fuselage.
(RMS) accelerationon the axis parallel to the
fuselage.
Cooling Dependingon implementation,cooling Dependingon implementation,cooling Dependingon implementation,cooling
• concerns couldinclude hazardof externalheat concernscouldincludehazard of externalheat concerns couldincludehazard of external heat
to operators, noise of active cooling system, to operators, noise of active cooling system, to operators, noise of active cooling system,
capacity of auxiliary air conditioning system, capacity of aircraft air conditioning system, and capacity of aircraft air conditioning system, and
and dust accumulationassociated with suction dust accumulationassociated with suction of dust accumulationassociated with suction of
of ambient air. ambient air. ambient air.
Cost Development Cost (See Section6) DevelopmentCost (See Section6) < ~ $100K(estimatedproductioncost goal) :_'
Duration of 10 minutes to 10 hours 2 flights/day, 2 to 4 hours per flight 3 to 6 hours per flight (est)
Use
Glare Sources None normally, butdirect and indirect diffuse None Sunlight shafting through side windows may :
and specularglare sourcesare availablefor produce directglare topilots as well as diffuse
simulation testing if desired, and specular glare on the display•
Humidity: 10% to 70% Relative Humidity 5 % to 80% Relative Humidity . 5 % to 80% Relative Humidity
Operating
Humidity:. 10% to 70% Relative Humidity 5 % to 95% Relative Humidity 5 % to 95% Relative Humidity
Storage
Illumination: Laboratory lighting, controllable from dark to No windows within line of sight from the Sunlight and sunlight shafting through side
Ambient 1000 fc, withdiffuse or specular light sources• simulator station. Ambient of test aircraft windows•Ambient of cockpit assumed to vary
simulatorcabin assumed to range from dark to from dark to 4000 fc, with direct glare sources
200 fc. as high as 8000 fL (assuming windscreen
transparencyof approximately 80%)•
Power 120 V or 240 V, 60 Hz, 20 A max each circuit Compliant with Mil-Std 704. 400 Hz 115 or Compliant with Mil-Std 704 (est).
208V AC, 3 phase or 3 single phases• 90 KVA
max for each of 2 generators (757). Conversion
from 400 Hz to 60 Hz with external power .....
...... converters is not preferred. 28V DC is
available, but of low quality and capacity,
requires filteringand regulation if used.
Pressure 0 to 10000 feet 0 to 15000feet (maximum equivalent pressure 0 to 50000 feet (assumes possible loss of
Altitude altitude of pressurized cockpit or cabin) pressurization in cockpit or cabin)
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Table 1-1. Characteristicsassumed for three •applicationsof the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Redundancy Redundancynot required(delayof experimentis Redundancynot required (scrubbed test flight is Redundancyis required toprevent loss of
(Failure) allowable), allowable),unless airborne testing of redundant primary flight guidance and navigation display.
systemis desired.
Service Date IQ, 1997 1Q, 1997 2005
Shock Maximum simulated impulse shock as great as Maximum impulse shock experienced in Maximum accelerationexperienced in normal
that experienced in normal HSCT flight normal 757 flight. Assumed to be <3 g HSCT flight. Assumed to be <3 g impulse
(contingent on the fidelity of the simulator), impulse (_<20ms) on the vertical axis and _<1.5 (_<20ms)on the vertical axis and _<1.5g
Assumed to be _<3g impulse (_<20ms) on the g impulse on the horizontal axis. impulse on the horizontal axis.
vertical axis and _<1.5g impulse on the
horizontal axis.
Temperature: 15 to 27 deg C I0 to 32 deg C 10 to 32 deg C
Operating
Temperature: 12 to 35 deg C -45 to 65 deg C -45 to 65 deg C
Storage
Users Users of variedage, flight experience,and Experiencedcommercial aircraftpilots, 30-50 Experienced commercialaircraft pilots, 30-50
visual capability; 1 user. years of age, typically male; 1user years of age, typically male; 2 users/2 displays
Vibration Minor exposure to vibration from HVAC Moderate exposureto vibration from Jet Moderate exposure to vibration from Jet
system. Possible simulated vibration from Jet Enginesand turbulence through fuselage. Engines and turbulence through fuselage.
Engines and turbulence, contingent on the Power of vibration is expected to be as much
fidelity of the simulation, as 100times greater on the lateral and vertical
axes as compared to the fore/aft axis for
frequenciesbelow 10 Hz (Boff and Lincoln,
1988):At higher frequencies, power is equally
distributed among all three axes. Highest
vibrationpower is expected at frequencies
• below 15Hz, with power inversely related to
frequencyof vibration.
Volume Open laboratory space withhigh ceiling. Cockpit mockup placed in aft compartment of Forward flight deck installation, likely to be
(Dimensions) Volume constraints are contingent on whether 757 fuselage, open to rear of cockpit mockup, more narrow than Contemporarynarrow body
a new simulator cab is developed, or retrofit to Installationmay require new aft simulator cab, commercialaircraft.
an existing simulator is required. " or retrofit of existing 737 TSRV aft-
compartment simulator cab.
Weight Must be supportable by raised, ventilated Maximum of 100pounds per separate _ Maximum of 100pounds for one display
(Display) flooring (est. maximum of 400 pounds for component to allow manual handling during system, including displayProcessor (estimated
display system) retrofit installation. Total display system production weight goal).
weight maximum of 400 pounds.
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1.2 Preliminary Display Requirements
Discussionof displayrequirementsin a general sense (i.e., prior to detailedconceptdevelopment) requires a special vocabulary. Toward
that end, Table 1-2presents definitions of four terms used in these preliminarydisplay system requirements.
Table 1-2. • Definition of terms usedin the preliminary display systemrequirements.
. - t .
CenterLineofSight Thelineofsightthatoriginatesinthecenteroftheheadmotionboxandintersectsthecenteroftheimage.
ColorElement Thesmallestaddressableareaofthedisplay. Individualcolorelementsmayvaryinluminancebutarelimitedtoa single
dominantwavelength, except incaseswherecolorelementsare equivalent to pixels (e.g. subtractivecolordisplays or
• projection displays using optical combinationof multiple image sources).
ComerLineofSight Thefourlinesofsight that originate in thecenter oftheheadmotionboxandintersectthefourpoints located10%fromthe
outercomersofthetotalFOValong the diagonals formedbetweenthesecomers.
Pixel Acombinationofoneor morecolorelementsufficienttodisplay anycolorwithinthecolorgamut ofthedisplay system.
Colorelementsare equivalent to pixels formonochromedisplays, subtractivecolordisplays, and projection displays using
optical combinationofmultiple imagesources.
Table 1-3 is a summary of the preliminary display requirementsfor the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System,A definitionis provided
for each parameter, and recommendedvalues are given. Thejustification for selectingeach recommended value is given in Table. 1-4.
Table 1-5details thecalculationand measurementof selecteddisplayparameters.Thesepreliminary displayrequirements were developed
using the most demandingassumptions from the two near-term application environments described ifiTable 1-1.In addition, the
assumptionwas made that a path must be provided for maturity of the display technology to suitabilityfor cockpit integration.
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1.2.1 PreliminaryRequirements
The preliminary displaysystemrequirements included in Table 1-3 are those valueswhich are likely to yield the most satisfactory display
system performance from the user's perspective,given an implementation-independentassessment of what may be technologically
feasible. All preliminarydisplay requirements in Table 1-3should be met over the full operating environmentalrange of the display, over
the full usable life of the display. Complex tradeoffsamongthe many displayparameters outlined here must be made in any display
system design. Systemconcept development(see Section3) producedmodified requirements for the system specificationwhich account
for these tradeoffs.
A sample of the displaysystem parameters addressedinthe preliminaryrequirementsare discussed in the text below.
1.2.1.1General Display Parameters. Display resolutionis a major determinant of the availabilityof task-relevantinformation to pilots as
well as the perceiveddisplay image quality. It is important,therefore, that display resolutionbe selectedwith regard to characteristics of
the human observer, other system (e.g., optical) components, environmental constraints (e.g., vibration), and any sensors which are
providingimages to the display.
A classic means to characterizehuman vision is the contrastthreshold function (CTF) or its inverse, the contrast sensitivity function
(CSF). A typical CTF relates the ability of an observer to detect luminancemodulation as a function of spatial frequency.Generally
speaking, low spatial frequenciesare important for form recognition,while higher spatial frequencies are used to discriminate detail.The
humanvisual systemacts as a band-pass filter, with peak sensitivity to spatiallymodulated light occurring at 3 to 5 cycles per degree
(cpd). Spatial frequenciesbelow 0.5 cpd and above 30 to 50 cpd are largely attenuated. The shape of the CTF, as well as the upper and
lower spatial frequencylimits, varies as a function of vari0us observer and displayparameters such as the display luminance, the age of
the observer, the size of the visual field, temporal characteristicsof the display, the exposure of the observer to vibration and
acceleration,and many other factors.
o .
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ObserverCTFs maybe used to estimate the sampling requirementsof the display. In considerationof the Nyquist Sampling Theorem, an
image must be sampledat the displayat a rate of at least 2 samples per cycle to obtain an adequate representation of that image.This
theoreticalpixel samplingfrequencymust be modified by a kell factor which represents the differencebetween the theoretically
achievablesampling frequency and that which is practically achievable.The value assigned to the kell factor will vary as a function of the
displaymedium, the image source, and the method of image transmission.
The above analysis techniqueas well as extensive human factorssimulations conducted in Honeywell laboratories (e.g., Reinhart, 1993;
Krantzand Silverstein, 1989) have demonstrated that the limiting display resolution under ideal viewing conditions is likely to be
approximately75 to 95 pixels per deg (48 to 38 arcsec per pixel), with the highest limiting resolution for binary displays. That is, while
coarser displayresolutionswill generallybe discernible to observersand may impact image quality, artifactsassociated with visible pixel
structure such as spatialaliasing noise can be attenuated on a display incorporatingmultiple levels of gray by using a variety of anti-_'
aliasing and noise-reduction techniques.
Perhaps more significantly,other critical sources of resolution reduction exist. Because field conditions in the aircraft (e.g., acceleration
and vibration) are not ideal, the limiting resolution for observers of the Panoramic, 3-D FlightDisplay System is likely to be considerably
coarser than the ideal limit. Finally, the effects of other system factors such as sensor or database resolution should be considered to
determinethe effective resolution of the system as a whole.
Display field of view (FOV) will impact pixel density, vection (illusionof self-motion) and motion perspective perception, situation
awareness,and the Compeilingnessof Stereoscopicdisplays. The visual field must be large enough such that the pilot maintainssufficient
visual capability during key flight phases such as flare and takeoff rotation as well as on approach where turbulence may induce sizable
deviations in pitch and yaw. Typically, a complex tradeoff exists in selecting an appropriateFOV where a fixed resolution image source
exists. A narrowFOV allows higher pixel densities to be displayed while a wide FOV promotes the greatest situation awarenessand
vection. Stimulationof the Visualperipheryand/or use of a wide FOV display is more likely to produce a compelling vection effect than
is the use of a small, foveally presented display. Similarly, wide FOV displays allow more accurate and complete assessments to be made
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of motion perspective.Motion perspectiverefers to the perceptionof the differentialflow of points in the visual scenelBoth vection and
motion perspectiveperceptionare importantsources of situation awareness,especially for low altitude terminal area maneuvers.
The lighting environmentsin which thedisplay system is expected to operate willhave a significantimpact on several displayparameters
and must therefore be well-characterized.When viewedin full daylight, manydisplays become impossible to view as both luminance and
color contrastare greatly reduced due to reflected ambient light. In addition, pilot adaptationto high forward-scene iuminances imposes
significantpenalties in time required for pilots to adapt to the relatively low display luminance. In general, visual adaptationtransients
from the display to the surrounding (groundor airborne)visual field should require a change of no more than 10times in luminance.
However, transient factorsof as great as 100 are commonly encountered in flight.
Four dimensionsof the lighting environmentare of particularimportance:
• Illuminationincidenton the display;
• Specularand diffuse reflectionsfrom thedisplay surface;
• The ratio Ofdisplay and forwardscene lurninances;and
• The presenceof direct glare sources, especially the solar disk.
Display luminancecontrast is typicallyoptimized for viewingfrom a design eyereference point (ERP), with off-axis viewing associated
with reduced contrast and occasionallycontrast reversals for some image source and most collimation technologies.For cockpits where
multiple ERPs exist and cross-cockpitviewing is•required,the selectionof an optimum viewing angle and an envelope of acceptable
contrast ranges is usually weighted by considerationof criticality and frequencyof use.
The advantages of providingfull-color displaysystems in cockpits have oftenbeen debated. The most often cited merits include
enhanced realism, improvedinformationsegregation or grouping, and greater pilot acceptance. Without a doubt, pilot acceptancehas
been a dominant criterion for the introductionof color displays into the cockpit. However, significantpenalties are also typically incurred
when colordisplays are selected.The most notable colordisplay penaltiesusually include reducedeffective resolution,rei:tuceddisplay
luminance, increased complexity of display optics, and the risk of obscuring informationby cluttering the display.
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The selectionof a display color gamut is of greatimportance because color is typically used as a method of encoding information. It is
critically important that pilots and crew be able to correctly identify the colors presented.The colors red, green, blue, yellow, and white
are among the most commonly used colors on commercialcockpit displays. Pilots are often trained to assign specific meanings to these
colors. Moreover, training manuals and display documentation identify these colors by name. Unfortunately,the "red" specified for
avionic displays frequently appears'moreorange than red while the specified "blue" often appears more cyan or aqua than blue. A second
problem that may occur with specified colors is that the white produced using the full intensity red, green, and blue may be too close to
yellow and the yellow and whi{emay be confused. Problems with color identificationmay be exacerbated during low-visibility and high-
workload flight.Post et. al. (1986, 1988, 1989)have established establish color naming boundaries that identify regions within the CIE
1976Uniform Color Space (UCS) where observers reliably call colors by specific names. These boundaries may be used as guidelines
to reduce the likelihoodthat colors will be mis-identifiedby pilots. _'
For display systems using digital driver electronics, selectionofthe number of displayed gray levels as well as the distribution of these
gray leVelsover the display luminance rangeplays an important role in producinga display with superior image quality. The use of
multiple gray scale steps for anti-aliasing is necessary with most matrix displays because the sampling rate of the display is within the
pass band of the humanvisual system. By applying a discrete approximationof a Gaussian point spread function to an image prior to
sampling of that image, perceptiblespatial artifactssuch as stairsteppingof lines can be significantly reduced. The elimination of
perceptiblespatial aliasingin turn leads to improved image quality.
Research conducted at Honeywell (e.g., Silverstein et. al., 1989; Krantz and Silverstein, 1989; Reinhart, 1992a, 1991b) has addressed
the identificationof an asymptotic gray scale level for subjective image quality: that is, the maximum number of gray steps beyond which
no further improvements in subjective image quality may be expected.Generally, for binary, color, graphic line images displayed on
color matrix displays (e.g., LCDs) ranging from 150 to 200 dots per inch and viewed at 28 inches, the use of 3 bits of linearly
distributedgray scale antialiasing (8 levels of gray, where the first level is the "off"state) produces asymptotic subjective image quality
ratings.ComparableHoneywell research indicates that performanceand image qualityjudgments are likely to continue to show
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improvementbeyond•3bits of gray scale for sensorvideo and color digitalmaps, contingentupon the luminance and resolution of the
displays and image data source (e.g., sensors, databases).
Several physicaldisplay dimensionsmust be specified in light of the integrationof the display system with the installation environment.
Some of the importantdimensions include:vertical and horizontalextent of the activedisplay area; height, width, and depth of the display
system packaging;and weight and approximatecenter of gravity of the display system.
Design eye referencepoints must be designatedfor theoptimizationof displayparameters.Specifically, a determinationof display
placement with respect to pilot(s)and glare sources must be made, as well as a determinationof cross-cockpit viewing requirements. For
many collimateddisplays, specificationof a head motionbox and headrelief are conventional.
Many display technologiesmay produceundesirable visualphenomena when improperly configured. Examples of visual artifacts
include:speckle, misconvergenceof image sources, aliasing•(spatial,chromatic, and temporal), nonuniformities,highly visible and
misaligned seams for tiled displays,image instability,as well as a large number of stereoscopic display artifacts (see below). These
artifactsmust be well-controlledto maintaina high-qualityimage.
Speckle is a random interferencepattem of intensity which results from the reflection or transmission of highly coherent light (e.g., laser)
from (or through) an opticallyrough surface or turbulent medium. The speckle pattem appearsas a three-dimensionalpattern of light and
dark grains, Withthe random nature of speckleformation causing the individualspeckle grains to be irregularlyshaped. Speckle may lead
to visual masking,accommodativefatigue,and a general reduction in subjective image quality.
Image instability includesboth jitter and flicker. Jitter is present when uncontrolledexcursions of displayelements occur over time. The
major cause ofjitter in a scanneddisplay is raster instability.Flicker is influencedprincipally by display refresh rate, display persistence,
FOV, and luminance. A scannedlaser displaywill have no useful persistence.Therefore, its refresh rate must be sufficiently fast to avoid
flicker at anticipatedroom illuminationand display luminance levels.The problem is made unfortunatelyworse by increasing the size of
the display to include appreciableperipheralvisualcontent (the eye is most sensitive to flicker at about 20 deg off the optical axis). With
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no persistence, the refresh rate may have to be well in excess of 80 or 90 Hz to avoid flicker. In the 3-D image case, the presence of
flicker may cause theperception of image "breakup" in one or more dimensions,which could be even more disconcerting and
unacceptable than flickerin the 2-D case.
.
For displaysystems relying on external sensors to provide imagery, the relationshipbetween sensor parameters and display system ....
parameters requires scrutiny:For example, the relationship between field-of-regardof the sensor and FOV will strongly influence the use
of the display system. In addition, mismatches in sensor and display resolution introduce the possibility of scan conversion artifacts.
1.2.1.2Stereoscopic Display Parameters. Stereoscopic displays may offer extradegrees of realism, awareness, and piloting accuracy
when properly implementedin pictorial displays as well as providingenhanced displaydecluttering or alerting value to symbolic displays
(e.g., Busquets, Parrish, and Williams, 1990, 199lb; Nataupsky and Crittenden, 1989; Reinhart, 1992b).Honeywell experience with
hyperstereoscopicFLIR imagery (e.g., Lippert and Benser, 1987)indicates that stereoscopic displays may also serve to mask
independentsensorchannel noise:Complementing the pioneering research conducted at NASA LaRC, Honeywell has conducted
extensive human factors research to optimize stereoscopic implementations (e.g., Reinhart, 1992a, 1992c, 199lb; Yeh and Silverstein,
1990a, 1990b).Criticalsystem parameters which will impact the successful implementationof a panoramic stereoscopic display include:
image source symmetryand stability; the presence of optical crosstalk; apparent depth range; the coordinated overlay of sensor
information,computer-generatedimagery (CGI), and the outside scene; interactionswith basic display performance parameters; and the
use of monocular depth cueing.
Syntheticstereoscopicdisplay is accomplishedby simulating the spatial retinal disparitypresent between left and fight eyes when
viewingobjects at differentdistances from the eyes. While the human visual system is able to detect horizontal image disparities as small
as 5 to l0 arcsec under ideal viewing conditions, a number of display system artifactsmay be introduced which will jeopardize
stereoacuity,reduce apparentimage quality, and may even promote viewer discomfort. In order to promote the best visual comfort and
stereoscopicimage quality, the two image sources should closely match each other in instantaneous luminance, luminance range,
chromaticity,and any visible geometric or temporal qualities or artifacts. That is, there should be good symmetry between the visible
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characteristicsof the left and right displays. The effectsof stereoscopicasymmetriesare generallycumulative until such time as visual
discomfort, degraded stereopsis, and even double vision (diplopia) may result.
Honeywell laboratory investigationshavebeen conducted to determine the effects of stereoscopic asymmetrieson pilot performance
(e.g., Lippert, 1990).Luminance imbalances as small as 15%will be detectableby pilots. Stereoscopic viewing is particularly sensitive
to verticaldisparities (dipvergence)existing between leftand right images. Dipvergence is easily introduced when using a convergent
stereocamerageometry or a rotationalstereoscopictransformationalgorithm.Vertical misregistrationsas small as 19arcminutesmay
produce immediateeye strain, while diplopiawill occur at45 arcminutes of dipvergence.Sensitivity to dipvergencewill increase as a
function of time, so lower thresholds should be designedto. For example, dipvergence thresholds as low as 5 arcminutes have been
reported. Furthermore, smaller amounts of dipvergencemay degrade stereoscopic image quality without producingeye strain.
Dipvergence maybe minimized throughcareful controlof factors such as field flatness and image stability.
Optical crosstalk in stereoscopic displays gives rise to the perceptual phenomenon known as ghosting, the low-contrastghost of an image
of one element of a stereopair being superimposedover the other. Crosstalk is a common form of stereoscopic asymmetry and is usually
the result of undesired image persistence or leakage of the filter mechanism used for stereoscopic selection. Crosstalkmay be exacerbated
by screendepolarization in stereoscopic projectiondisplays.The magnitude of crosstalk may also vary as a function of display
chrominance.
Effectiveuse of stereoscopicdepth mandates the appropriateuse of the available range of depth. Generally speaking, the depth viewing
volume createdby synthetic stereoscopicdisplays is predictedby the geometry of the two converging optical axes of the eyes and the
positionof left- and right:eye viewingelementswith respectto the imaging medium. When the projected opticalaxes cross beyond the
depth of the plane of accommodation,images are said to be seen in display space with uncrossed disparity, the net perceptionbeing that
of the object existing within or behind the display.When the projectedoptical axes cross before the depth of the plane of accommodation, _.-
images are said to be seen in viewer space with crossed disparity,the net perceptionbeing that of the object existingin front of the
display.The theoretical limit for perceivedcrossed disparitydepth is determinedby the distance of the viewer to the displayor the width
of the display image, but the inability of observersto fuse stereo pairs with extreme crossed disparity and accuratelyinterpret fine
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increments in this perceivedspace places thepractical limit at a much smaller value.The maximum apparent depth in viewer space after
which binocular fusion is impossible has been estimatedto be approximately 45% of the distance from the observer to the plane of
accommodation(Yeh and Silverstein, 1990b).However,Williams and Parrish (1991) recommend 25% as a limit for comfortable
viewing. Similarly,as vergence angles approachzero (i.e., as the projected optical axes of the two eyes approach parallel), the theoretical
limit for perceiveduncrossed disparity depth approachesinfinity. Yeh and Silverstein (1990b)report a maximum fusion limit of
approximately250% of the distance from the observerto the plane of accommodation,while Williams and Parrish (1991) recommend a
limit of approximately60% to ensure accurateand comfortableviewing.
Specificationof apparentdepth limits is best expressed as a functionof observer to display distance because it is a well-documented fact
that apparent depth increasesas a function of viewingdistance in synthetic stereoscopic display systems. The range of apparent depth
may also be expanded by collimating the display (Busquets, Parrish, and Williams, 199la).
While many stereoscopicimages are presented orthostereoscopically,it is occasionallybeneficial to select a hyperstereoscopic
presentation. Orthostereoscopicdisplay principlesprescribe, in part, that the amount of apparent depth in the stereoscopic image will
accurately match that seen by the observer if he or she were to view the scene directly with their own eyes. Hyperstereoscopic displays
introduce an exaggerateddisplay of the depth dimension by assuming a larger than normal stereoscopic base (i.e., sensor or eye point
separation). For displaysystems relying entirely on computer-generatedimagery, a hyperstereoscopicdisplay may be effectively used to _-
highlight display elements.However, where superimposition of imagery with an outside scene is necessary, hyperstereoscopic
presentations could interferewith image superimposition.
For computer-generatedstereoscopic imagery, the nature of the transformations used to map the 2-D world into 3-D stereoscopic viewing
space will significantlyinfluence the nature of the apparent viewing volume. For example, Williams and Parrish (1991) point out that the
use of asymmetricdisplayclippingwill increase the effectiveFOV in the 3-D viewing volumebeyond that obtained through symmetric
clipping. Similarly, theirpiece-wise linear approach to mapping the visual scene to the stereo viewing volume can afford greater control
over partitioning of the depthviewing volume than traditional asymptoticmapping.
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The simultaneousdisplayof sensorvideo, CGI, and the direct view (either in the viewof instruments with the cockpit or the view of the
forwardscene through the windscreen or canopy) requiresa considerationof where and when information should be displayed
stereoscopically.Status informationdisplayed stereoscopicallyshouldbe displayedas close to the plane of convergence as possible to
avoidextremedisparities. In addition, displays which appearto project within solid objects in the cockpit may be a cause for concern.
Many of the basic displayparameter levels selectedwillrequire special considerationfor stereoscopic presentations. For example, the
presenceof unique forms of spatial sampling artifacts in stereoscopicimagery suggests that the gray scale guidelines developed for use
with 2-D sampled imagery may not be appropriatelyapplied in the stereoscopic domain.Honeywell laboratory data (e.g., Reinhart,
1992a, 199ib) have demonstratedthat stereoscopicdisplaymayprovide a form of spatial averaging which significantly reduces
perceptiblespatial and chromaticaliasing and consequentlylowers therequirement for the use of gray scale anti-aliasing in stereoscopic
imagery.However,extreme aliasing mismatchesbetween left and right images may introduce viewingdiscomfort.
Narrow FOV stereoscopic displays may produce a highly visible frame effect (i.e., a high-contrast display border). Such borders tend to
reduce apparentdepth in stereoscopicimages, particularlywhere stereoscopicobjects simultaneouslyextend outward toward the viewer
and touchthe border of the active area of the display.Consequently,wide FOV displays may further contribute to the compellingnessof
visualscenes by removingstereoscopic displayartifacts from the central area of visualattention.
In addition to the stereopsiscue provided in electro-opticalstereoscopicdisplays, successful 3-D presentations also make use of the
various monocular sources of depth information (e.g., Reinhart, 1990a, 1990b).These depth cues include interposition, linear
perspective(relative size, texture gradients, elevation), shading,shadows, aerial perspective (luminance contrast, color purity, hue), and
motionparallax.While the applicationof monocular depthcues is not reviewed in this report, it shouldbe noted that the relative impact of
these sources of depth information is interactive,with diminishingreturns with the addition of greater numbers of depth cue sources. In
addition,the misapplicationof one or more cues (e.g., motionparallaxwithout control of object interposition)can lead to ambiguous or
erroneous perceptions of image depth.
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1.2.1.3Volumetric Display Parameters.Volumetric displays are those having images that occupy three-spatial dimensions. That is, the
images have measurableheight, width, and depth that may be viewed simultaneously from different ERPs by multiple observers.
Volumetricdisplays requireconsiderationof unique or more stringent displayrequirements, beyond those basic and stereoscopic display
• parametersalready enumerated.
One stringent_,olumetricdisplay requirement is bandwidth, which may increase above that required for 2-D or stereoscopic approaches
in direct proportion to the addressabilityof the depth dimension. In light of bandwidth constraints, a unique considerationfor volumetric
displays is the amount and degree of surface transparency required; large areas with opaque surfaces may help mitigate bandwidth
constraints.
Determinationof the viewingvolume for volumetric displays is more strongly tied to cockpit geometry constraints than conventional
stereoscopic approaches,because volumetric displays must occupy a 3-D portion of the cockpit space to use as the active display area.
Specification of appropriatedisplaycontrast as a function of viewing angle will be especiallychallenging for a volumetric display because
such displays are typicallyintended to be viewed simultaneouslyfrom multiple ERPs.
Volumetricdisplays are likely to require that the display medium is bounded on all sides by a transparent material such as glass or plastic.
The use of multiple surfaces is likely io compound problemswith specular glare in all but the most dimly illuminated environments.
Direct manual interactionwith volumetricimages is not practicallyachievable withoutjuxtaposition of a physical pointer with the display
medium. This constraint, not present for uncollimated stereoscopic imagery, will require the use of indirect pointing devices (e.g.,
trackball, mouse, Spaceball) for interaction with volumetric displays.
1.2.1.4System Electronics Parameters. Carefully designed electronics play a crucial role in any display system. Even the best display
technology will not be successful Withoutappropriate interfaces, convenient reconfigurability, and electronic solutions to technology
shortcomings.There are at least three primary technology considerations for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System electronics: 1).
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scan conversion,2) display specific electronics, and 3) electronic solution of display media limitations (e.g., Hancock and Johnson,
1991).Honeywellhas considerable experiencein the area of scan conversion for reconfigurable displays, including NTSC, 675, 875,
and 1536line formats,FLIR, weather radar, etc. Our lab units can scan convert PC and workstation outputs and display those on in-test
display technologies.The primaryelectronicingredientsfor achieving this capability are an analog to digitalconverter, a•ping-pongimage
memory, an addressingunit that can be phase locked to the incoming videoand an output digital to analog converter. Typically, most of
the high speed video componentscan be obtained commerciallyoff-the-shelf.All of these factorsmust be considered when analyzinga
new display system concept for payoff potential and risk,and these factors need•tobe considered in light of electronic •trends,including
ASIC, processor, RAM developments.
The drive electronicsare a significantaspect of how crisp the image is, how much detail it has, how uniform it is, how noise free it is,
etc. Some of the relatedcriteriamost certainly will involvesome of the followingtraditional metrics:
• Signal to noise ratio
• Resolution
• MTF
• DynamicRange
• Bandwidth
• Refresh Rate
• UpdateRate
Traditional compensationand drivecircuits include look-up tables for gamma correction, piece-wise linear approximation for complex
non-linear distortionpincushioncorrection,multiplier-accumulatorcombinations to account for stroke system non-linearities, and
response time compensationmemories for liquid crystalSpeed-up.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-DFlight Display System.
Acceleration Gravities(g) Themaximumaccelerationforceto whichthe display <2g constant(RMS)acceleration The failuremodeof display
systemmaybe exposed,in termsof gravities,duringand onthe axisparallelto thecenter componentsin light of
afterwhichthe displayis expectedto operatenormally, line of sight, extremeaccelerationshould
alsobeconsideredwhen
Thedisplaysystemshould selectinga head relief.
withstandthemaximum
accelerationmagnitudesand
durationsreasonablyexpectedto
beencounteredin ground-based
simulationor TSRVflight,
whicheveris moreextreme.The
displayshouldcontinueto operate
normallybothduringandafter
suchexposurewithout ,
measurableloss,eithertemporary
or permanent,in performanceor
MTBF.Temporarylossesin
imagequalityduringacceleration
exposureshouldneitherinterfere
with imageinterpretationnor
inducepilotcontrolerrors.
Aliasing Subjective Mostgenerally,thepresenceof visiblespatial No aliasingshouldbe apparenton Rasterdisplaysincorporating
nonuniformitieson thedisplaywheresuchnonuniformities the display, mechanicalscannersmaybe
donot exist in the originalimage.Aliasingmaytakemany vulnerableto aliasingartifacts
forms,includingluminanceorcolorbandingandspatial associatedwithstepping
discontinuitiesor "jaggies"in linesandedges.Visibilityof (discreteapproximationof
spatialaliasingmaybe determinedempiricallyas indicatedin continuousscanning).
Table1-5.
Altitude Feet Theequivalentpressurealtituderangeoverwhichthe display 0 - 15000feet Assumes 15000feet is
(Pressure) willoperatenormally,eitheron groundor in a pressurized maximumequivalentpressure
cabinor cockpit, altitudeof pressurizedcockpit
or cabinper RTCA/DO-
160C.
AspectRatio: Ratio Theratioof the widthof thedisplay imageto theheightof 1.78:1 A 1920x 1080pixel count
DisplayImage thedisplayimage.Perceptually,the apparentshapeof the with squarepixelswillyield
rectangulardisplayimageasviewedfromthecenterofthe an imageaspectratioof
headmotionbox. 1.78:1.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-DFlight Display System (continued).
Aspect Ratio: Ratio The ratio of the width of a pixel to the height of a pixel. 1:1pixel aspect ratio Applies only to matrix-
Pixel Perceptually, the apparent shape of a pixel, addresseddisplays.A delta-
triad arrangementwith square
color elements has also been
demonstrated tooffer
satisfactory image quality at
high pixel densities.
Astigmatism: Diopters A form of optical aberration in which objects locatedoff the See MTF. Oblique astigmatism is
Oblique optical axis are imaged with differingorientations, depending assumed to be reflected in the
on the imaging distance. Perceptually, astigmatic display requirement for MTF.
optics require the observer to shift accommodation to bring
image features of differingorientationinto focus. Unfocused
image components will appear blurred.
Chromatic Diopters A form of optical aberration in which objects of different See MTF. Chromatic aberration is
Aberration colors have different image distances.Perceptually,display assumed to be reflected in the
optics with chromatic aberration require the observer to shift requirement for MTF.
accommodation to bring image featuresof different colors
into focus. Unfocused image components will appear
blurred.
Color Element Percent, The loss of addressability of individualcolor elements or Maximum of 0.5% total failed Applies only to matrix-
Failures Total clusters of color elements. Color elements may fail either on blue color elements, 0.25% total addresseddisplays.
or off. See Table 1-5 for details on calculation of color failedred and greencolor
element failures, elements. Maximum adjacent
failed color elements (clusters of
the same color) are: (10) clusters
of 2 failed elements, (5) clusters
of 3 failed elements, (2) clusters
of 5 failed elements, and (1)
cluster of I0 failed elements.
Element cluster restrictions apply
to each image source used.
i i
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplayrequirements for thePanoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Color: u', v' The identificationof each color primary (red, green, blue) u' v' These UCS coordinates serve
Maximum within the CIE 1976 uniform color space (UCS) when red .469.522 as an example of a
Gamut and displaying the maximum white luminance and the green .127.560 commercial, avionic-grade
Uniformity uniformity of these primaries across the display TFOV. blue .175.158 CRT primary flight display.
Large-area chromaticuniformity refers to the absence of
unintendedchromaticdifferencesas measured from the center Maximum deviation for each
line of sight and the corner lines of sight. Small area primary is described by a circle
chromatic uniformity refers to the absence of unintended with a radius of 0.015 around
color differences within 0.5 deg of the image TFOV. The each primary coordinate. This
measurement of color gamut and uniformity as well as the uniformity requirement also
conversion between 1976UCS and 1931 color spacesare applies to unintended variation in
detailed in Table 1-5. color between or among :_:
stereoscopic image fields or
image tiles.
Coma No Units A form of optical aberration in which points viewed off the See MTF. Coma is assumed to be -
optical axis appear elongated. Coma contributes to image reflected in the requirement for
blur. MTF.
Comfort No Units The generalease of use of the display system, including 3-D No muscular (eyes, hands, arms, Some 3-D display methods
interaction,especially over extended periods of use. Comfort neck) or visual discomfort should may be prone to visual
concerns include such subjective phenomenon such as eye be produced through normal use discomfort. Some 3-D
strain, disorientation, and hand or ann fatigue, of the display system, interaction methods may be
prone to hand or arm fatigue.
Convergence No Units A control should be provided to adjust display color Manual control of display color A manual control should
Control convergence, convergence is required, incorporate physical
Automatic control, in addition to displacementand resistance as
manual control, is preferred but feedback to actuation.
not required.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D FlightDisplay System (continued).
Cooling No Units Considerationmust be made of the constraints associated Passive cooling is acceptable
with the use of either passive cooling, forced air cooling, or provided heat dissipation does not
suction of ambient air for cooling, significantly raise the temperature
of the operations environment and
the external temperatureof the
display unit does not present a
hazard to operators(see
Temperature: External). Active
coolingis acceptable, provided
• adequate provision is made for
noise isolation, relative to the
general noise level of the
• operations environment. In
addition, exhaust air should not
cause discomfort to operators.
Forced cool air is acceptable
provideddemand does notexceed
the capacity of the available air
conditioning system. Suction
application of ambient air is "
acceptableprovided dust filtering
is used and provision is made in
the design of the electronics for
dust accumulation.
Crosstalk Percent The amount of light "leakage" from one stereoscopic view to <5% for white or any primary Screen depolarizationmay
the other, due to imperfect stereoscopic selection or color, cause crosstalk in projection
excessive image persistence. Perceptually, the extent to displays. Crosstalk is
which ghost images are present. See Table 1-5for details on typically chromatically
measurement of crosstalk, dependent.
Dipvergence Degrees The presence of disparities betweenstereoscopic eye points <0.08 deg. Vertical disparities may also
in the vertical direction due to vertical misregistration be introduced through
between stereoscopic fields. Thispreliminary requirement rotational stereoscopic
refers to the maximum dipvergencebetween stereoscopic transformation algorithms.
fields as measured from two binocular eye points, separated
by a nominal IPD such as 2.5", anywhere within the head
motion box. See Table 1-5for a dipvergencemeasurement
procedure.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Distortion Percent A formof opticalaberration.Thenetpercentageof <_5%distortionoverthe total,
unintendedvariationin thepositionof an imageelement binocularFOV.
withrespectto anidealimage.Perceptually,the degreeto
whichopticalaberrationssuchaspincushionor barrel
distortionare presentin the image.SeeTable 1-5fordetails
on thecalculationofdistortion.
Drift No Units Theextentto whichdisplaycharacteristicsuchas image Maximumcolor gamutdrift is Stereoscopicdisplaysmaybe
registration,relativeimageposition,andchromaticityvary 20%of themaximumdeviation especiallysensitiveto drift if
overa 24hourperiod, over24 hours, thetwo stereoscopicfieldsare
Maximumdipvergencedrift is differentiallyaffected.
20%of the maximumover24 ....
hours.
Maximumdrift in registration ::
accuracyis 20%of the maximum
deviationover24 hours.
Wheredriftis anticipated,
controlsshouldbeprovidedfor
calibration.
DwellTime Micro- Thetimerequiredto changeapixelfromits minimum Dwelltimeshouldbe minimized
Seconds luminanceto its maximumluminance.SeeTable 1-5for to meetthe requirementsfor total "
calculationof dwelltime. : numberof pixelsandrefreshrate.
FieldCurvature Diopters A formof opticalaberrationin whichthe imageof a flat < +/-0.25 dioptersover the total,
objectdoesnotlie in a plane,with objectpointsfallingoff binocularFOV.
opticalaxis showingthe aberration.Perceptually,the
presenceof variationsin theaccommodationdistancewhere
noneshouldoccur.SeeTable1-5fordetailson measurement
andcalculationof fieldcurvature.
Fieldof View: Degrees Theangularsubtense,horizontallyandVertically,ofthe Equivalentto the instantaneous A smallerinstantaneous
Instantaneous, imagethat is visiblewithoneeye fromwithinthe head binocularFOV. monocularFOVmaybe
Monocular motionbox withno headmovement.Calculationof necessarydueto optical
monocularIFOVis givenin Table 1-5. constraints.
Fieldof View: Degrees Theangularsubtense,horizontallyandvertically,ofthe Equivalentto thetotal binocular A smallerinstantaneous
Instantaneous, portionof the imagethatis visiblewith both eyes from FOV. , binocularFOVmaybe
Binocular withinthe headmotionbox withnoheadmovement, necessarydueto optical
Calculationof binocularIFOVis givenin Table 1-5. constraints.
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Table 1-3. Preliminary displayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Field of View: Degrees The angularsubtense, horizontally and vertically, of the >48 deg (horizontal) x 27 deg Minimum FOV assumes
Total, image that is visible with both eyes from within the head (vertical) preferredresolution.Preferred
Binocular motion box. Calculation of binocular TFOV is given in FOV assumes minimum
Table 1-5. Preferred is 60 deg x 33.8 deg resolution.
Field Rate Hertz The number of times within a 1-see interval that all display Minimum of the frame rate Time-multiplexed
pixels in a single time-multiplexedfield may be addressed, multiplied by the total number of stereoscopic displays will
For time-multiplexed displays, a single frame is the sum of fields, have two fields corresponding
all constituent fields (see Frame Rate). Time multiplexing to the left and fight eyes.
includesconventional spatial interlacing techniques as well Time-multiplexed color
as time-multiplexedcolor and time-multiplexedstereoscopic displays will typically have
display.Perceptually, field rate is a strong determiner to three fields corresponding to
whetherflicker may be perceived in the display, three primary colors.
Flicker Subjective The visible and unintended modulationof large area display The displayshould be "flicker - Flicker thresholds vary as a
luminance as a function of time, usually due to inadequate free." function of the age of the
framerate or short image persistence. Visibility of flicker observer, as well as display
may be determined empirically as indicated in Table 1-5. parameters such as ambient
and display illumination and
display FOV. Display refresh
rate may interact with some
indoor lighting frequencies to
form visible beats.
Frame Rate Hertz The number of times within a one-second interval that all _>60Hz. Display devices with inherent
displaypixels may be addressed.For time-multiplexed 70 Hz preferred, memory may have special
displays, a single frame is the sum of all constituent fields requirements. Frame rate
(see Field Rate). Time multiplexing includes conventional should be compatible with the
interlacing techniques as well as time-multiplexed Colorand image data source.
time-multiplexedstereoscopic display. Perceptually, frame
rate is a strong determiner to whether flicker may be
perceived in the display.
Gray Scale: Total The number of discretelyaddressable luminance levels for >_32linearly distributed shades of Applies to digital display
Shades of Gray each color primary. Number of gray scale stepsmay be gray per color channel, where the systems only. Assumes
per Color empirically validated as indicatedin Table 1-5. first luminance step is equal to displayof computer-generated
Primary the background luminance (If gray graphics. A larger number of
shades are nonlinearly distributed, gray shades may be required to
as described below, the minimum display video.
requirementmay be lower)
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Table 1-3. Preliminary displayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Gray Scale: Equation The algorithm describingthe lineadty of thedistribution of Minimum is linear.Nonlinear Applies to digitaldisplay
Distributionof available gray scale steps over the luminance range of the approachesmay be considered, systems only. Equation from
Luminance display. Validation of thisalgorithm may be made such as: Luminancen = McCartney(1992). This
empirically as detailed inTable 1-5. [(Lmax113- Lmin 113)* n/(steps advantageof this approachis
likely to be context/imagery-
- 1) + Lminl/3] 3, where n = 0 to dependentand shouldbe
(steps - 1), steps is the number of empirically validated.
gray scale steps incorporatedin
thegrayscale, and Lmax and
Lmin define themaximum and
minimum display luminance.
Head Motion Inches The three-dimensionalvolumefrom which the complete Horizontal: +/- 4 inches The head motion box must;be
Box binocular image is visible without vignetting. Requirements Vertical: +/- 4 inches larger than the viewer's
fordistortion,field curvature,and luminance contrastmust Depth: +/- 4 inches interpupillarydistance to
be met within the entire head motion box. allow some head motion
The centerof the head motion without binocular image loss.
box intersectsthecenter line of A larger head motion box is
sight and is located at the on-axis desirable.Performanceroll-off
headrelief, outside of the head motion
box should be gradualrather
than abrupt. -
HeadRelief Inches The range of physical clearancebetweenthe nearest display >_12inches on-axis relief in any Head reliefshould be
system component (on-axis) and the head of the display direction from the center of the determinedthrough
observer, head motion box, assuming consideration of viewer safety,
shoulder and lap belts are used. ease of ingress/egress,
>_25inches relief if shoulder and visibility of other cockpit
lap belts are not available, displays, and pilot reach
<33 inches in either case. envelope to cockpit
Preferred is 29 inches, instruments. Where possible,
the use of break-away,fold-
away, or paddeddisplay
components may mitigate the
risk of injury.
Humidity: Relative The range of ambient relative humidity over which the 5 % to 80% Relative Humidity
Operatifig Humidity display is expected to operate normally.
Humidity: Relative The range of ambient relative humidity over which the 5 % to 95% Relative Humidity
Storage Humidity display is expected to be stored without damage.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Image Depth Percent The range of apparent stereoscopicimage depth between the System should be capable of See Justification for estimate
observerand theplane of accommodation(crossed depth) and displaying crossed depth of up to of requireddisparities
behind the plane of accommodation(uncrosseddepth) 25% of the image distance. For expressed in distance units.
achievableby the display device, large image distances (collimation Applies only to stereoscopic
near infinity), uncrossed disparity displays. Maximums are
will not be effective and should derived from testing of
not be used. For closer image uncollimated stereoscopic
distances, system should be display and may not
capable of displaying uncrossed generalize to collimated
disparity of up to 60% of the systems.
image distance.
Image Depth Total Depth Minimum number of discretely addressabledepth planes. Sufficientaddressability should be 3-D images may be
Addressability Planes provided such that image features undersampledand produce
extending or moving through 3-D visible aliasing artifacts.
space appear to do so
continuously.
ImageDistance Inches The distance from the center of the head motion box to the Variable image distance is not
plane of visual accommodation, required.Preferredimagedistance
is between 48 inches and infinity
and must approximate a
• : conformal display. As a
minimum, the apparent image
distance must be external to the
simulated cockpit.
Image Milliseconds The extent to which a pixel remains active after no longer Maximum of the inverse of the Imagepersistence interacts
Persistence being addressed. Imagepersistence is a brief (milliseconds) frame rate. For time-multiplexed with field rate in determining
phenomenon which is a factor in display luminance, flicker, displays, maximum should be crosstalk in time-multiplexed
and crosstalk, less than the inverse of the field displays. Special devices,
rate, the exact amount to be such as the Tektronix split-
determinedempirically to ensure screenshutter, may be used to
compliance with crosstalk mediate crosstalk for longer
requirements. Minimum for all persistence.
displays tobe determined by
compliance with the luminance Some display media, such as
and flicker requirements, rastered laser light,yield no
inherentoersistence.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Image No Units The visible presence of an image or portion of an image No visible image retention should
Retention while the display is not active. Image retention is a lasting be observed over the usable life of
phenomenon (minutes, hours, or days) with no desirable the display. '
contribution to display system performance.
Interaction No Units A display interaction method allows display users to interact Display interaction must be This interaction requirement
Method with display images. Interaction may include selection of possible in real,time (i.e., is assumed tobe separate
image objects, manipulation of these objects, manipulation without apparent lag between from flight controller
of a cursor, and/or rate control, input and displaychange) and requirements. It is assumed
smoothly and accurately at high- that a separate means (e.g.,
resolution (commensurate with column-mounted yoke or side-
the 3-D resolution of the display), stick controller) will be used
Display interaction should be to control flight in the _:
user-selectable from 1to 3 simulator. No need for
degreesof freedom (DOF). rotational control is
anticipated.
The interaction method must be
suitable for rate control. The
interactionmethod should allow
visual attention to remain on the
display. The interaction method
should be compatible with arm
and/or wrist support to allow _..
stable control under vibration. :_
Multiple methods or devices may
be used in combination to
accomplish the interaction
requirements.
Interlacing Ratio The conservation of display system bandwidth by addressing 1"I (spatially noninterlaced)
(Spatial) only a subset of total display pixels during each display
refresh cycle. Each subset of pixels addressedcomprises a
field, with the combined fields in time forming a frame.
Interlacing is described by the ratio of fields to frames.
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Table I-3. Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic,3-D Flight Display System (continued).
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Jitter Degrees/ The combined verticaland horizontal angularexcursion of a _<0.01deg per second Applies to raster displays or
Second pixel location acrossthe display FOV over a one-second displays where jitter may be
period of time due to instability within the display system introducedby a sensor or
(not including instability caused by environmental forces image generator.
such as vibration). Perceptually, the movement of the image
or portions of the image with respect to stationary elements
of the display system. See Table 1-5 for details on
measurement of jitter.
Line Failures Percent The temporary or permanentloss of addressability of a No line failures are allowable. Applies only to matrix-
complete row or column of color elements or pixels. Lines addresseddisplays.
may fail either on or off. See Table I-5 for details on
definition of line failures.
Luminance Foot The luminous intensity of a surface in a given direction per >_30fL (white), measured after the A higher luminance will be
Lamberts unit of projected area. See Table 1-5for details on closest optical element to the eye. required at the image source to
(fL) measurement of luminance. Preferred is >60 tL to allow account for transmission loss
greater gray scaleseparation, in the display system optics
and any stereoscopic selection
devices such as glasses or
shutters.
Luminance Percent The percentagedifferencein luminancebetween stereoscopic <10%.
Asymmetry image fields or tiled images when the desired value is
identical. See Table 1-5 for details on calculating luminance
asymmetry.
Luminance Contrast The most common method of expressingdisplay luminance >_50:1within the head motion
Contrast Ratio contrast in the display industry. The method for calculating box. Preferred is 100:I
contrast ratio is detailed in Table I-5.
Luminance No Units A control, either manual or via computercontrol, should be Manual luminance control is Manual controls should
Control provided to adjustdisplay luminancefor each stereoscopic required in the form of a balance incorporate physical
image field or tile. control between (or among) displacementand resistance as
stereoscopic image fields or feedback to actuation, as well
image tiles, as a guard or lockout to
• ' prevent inadvertentactuation.
Luminance Hours The time requiredfor themaximum luminance of thedisplay >1000 hours and the light
Half-Life to be reduced to below 50% of the initial value over the life source(s) must be replaceable.
of the display.
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Table 1-3. Preliminary display requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Luminance Percent Thepercentageofunintendedvariationin luminancebetween _20%forlarge-area
Nonuniformity twoareasacrossthedisplayTFOV.Large-arealuminance nonuniformity.
nonuniformityrefersto unintendedluminancedifferences <10%forsmall-area
betweenthat measuredfromthecenterlineof sightandthe nonuniformity.
comerlinesof sight.Smallareanonuniformityrefersto
unintendedluminancedifferenceswithina 0.5degareaof the
displayTFOV.SeeTable1-5fordetailson measurementof
luminancenonuniformity.
MisconvergencePercent Thecenter-to-centermisregistrationdistancebetween <33%of line width. Applies to projection
: Spatial overlappingcolorelementsformingthe samepixel, displays;CRTs,andother
expressedasa percentageof thewidthof aprimarycolor displaysusingoverlapping
line.Perceptually,the spatialseparationof a colorpixelinto colorprimaries. :
constituentprimarycolors.SeeTable 1-5fordetailson
measuringspatialmisconvergence. _,
MisconvergenceSubjective Thedegreeto whichdisplaycolorsappearto alternateover No apparentcolorseparation Appliesonlyto displays
: Temporal time,whena single,fusedcolor presentationis intended, shouldbe visibleas aresultof usingtime-multiplexedcolor.
Temporalmisconvergencemaybeempiricallydetermined usingtime-multiplexedcolor
usingthe proceduredetailedin Table1-5. mixing.
Modulation MTF Theminimummodulationtransmittanceof the display MTF>_0.3at the display
TransferFactor opticsat the maximumdisplayresolution(frequency). resolution(incyclesperdeg).(atdisplay Perceptually,the extentto whichthe displayoptics
resolution) faithfullyrepresentimagesharpness.
Packaging No Units Themechanicaldesignof thedisplaysystempackaging Packagingandfasteningmustbe
(housing)andthe meansby whichthe packageddisplay compliantwiththe mechanical
systemis securedto the simulatoror aircraft, designrequirementsreferencedin
Chapter5 of LHB7910.1(see
Table 1-6).Packagingmustalso
becompliantwith the
requirementforoveralldisplay
systemvolume(seeVolume)
Pixel Count / Total Totalnumberof addressabledisplaypixelsor linesin both >_1920x 1080pixels. A 1920x 1080pixelcount
LineCount thehorizontalandverticaldimensions, withsquarepixelswillyield
an imageaspectratioof
1.78:1.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System(continued).
Power Amperage, The totalpower requirements for the display system, TSRV-installed unit should be AC Power may be available
Voltage, excluding graphicsprocessors, compliant with Mil-Std 704. 400 on TSRV aircraft, but of
Frequency Hz 115 or 208V AC, 3 phase or limited quality and capacity.
3 single phases. Electrical design External ACpower converters
should be compliant with Chapter are discouragedfor TSRV
5 of LHB 7910.1 (see Table 1-6). installation.
Reflectance: Percent The percentage ratio of the display luminance contribution <0.4% diffuse reflectance.
Diffuse due to ambient light divided by the illuminance on the
display due to that ambient light, where the luminance
contributiondoes not include specularlyreflected
components of the ambient light. Perceptually, the degree to
which display luminance contrast is susceptible to wash out
by environmental veiling luminance. See Table 1-5for
details on measurementof diffuse reflectance.
Reflectance: Percent The sum of the percentages of luminance from equivalent _<4%specularreflectance.
Specular specular light sourcesreflected by the correspondingdisplay
optical elements. Perceptually, the degree to which images
of the surroundingenvironment are mirroredby the display
optics (commonlyreferred to as the "white shirt effect" in
commercial cockpits).See Table 1-5 for details on
measurementof specularreflectance.
Refresh Rate Hertz A nonspecific term used interchangeablyfor either Field Rate See Field Rate and Frame Rate.
or Frame Rate.
Registration Degrees Maximum allowableangulardeviationof correspondence _<4deg deviation. Approximate registration
Accuracy between the display image and thereal-world forward scene, accuracyis needed for correct
spatial orientation, but the
lack of display transparencyto
: the forward visual scene
eliminates the need for precise
visual overlay.
Resolution Pixels The total number of color elements subtended within one >32 pixels/deg (horizontal) x 32
/Degree degree at the observer's eye in both the horizontal and pixels/deg (vertical).
or vertical directions.See Table 1-5for details on calculation of
Lines/Degree resolution. Preferred is 40 pixels/deg x 40
pixels/deg.
ServiceDate Year,Quarter The date on which the display system is expected to begin 1997, 1st quarter.
its useful service life.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Shock Gravities (g) The maximum impulse force to which the installed display <3 g impulse (<20 ms) on the The failure mode of display
systemmay be exposed, in terms of gravities, after which vertical axis. <1.5 g impulse on components in light of
the display system is expected to operate normally, the horizontal axis. extreme shock should also be
considered when selecting a
The display system should head relief.
withstand the maximum shock
magnitudesreasonably expected This preliminary requirement
to be encounteredin ground-based is for impulse shock generally
simulation or TSRV flight, applied to the system via the
whichever is more extreme. The aircraftor simulator airframe
displayshould operate normally and does not addressimpact
= after such exposure without shock directly applied to any
measurable loss, either temporary optical elements or other ...... ':
or permanent, inperformance or specific display system ::
MTBF. components.
f
Smearing No Units The apparent blur of display elements between refresh cycles Smearing should not be See image persistence, dwell
when displaying object motion. Smearingis caused either by observable when moving time, refresh rate, and
mismatchesbetween image persistence and refresh rate or symbology is displayed, update rate. ,5
mismatchesbetween update rate and refresh rate.
Speckle Subjective The apparent scintillating or stationary granularity of pixels The display should be "speckle Applies only where light
due to interferencepatterns of coherent light. Visibility of free." sources of relatively high : ":
specklemay be determinedempiricallyas indicated in Table coherence are used, Suchas
1-5. laser light. Speckle patterns
may appear stationary in
collimated displays.
Spherical Diopters A form of optical aberration in which focal length varies as a See MTF. Sphericalaberration is
Aberration function of object distance from the optical axis. assumed to be reflected in the
Perceptually, the presence of blur at the edges of the image, requirement for MTF.
Stability No Units See Drift. See Dn'ft Stability is assumed to be
reflected in the requirement for
Drift.
Stepping No Units Raster displays incorporatingmechanical scanners may be See Aliashtg Stepping artifacts are assumed
Artifacts vulnerable to aliasing artifacts (e.g., luminance banding) to be reflectedin the
associated with stepping (discrete approximation of requirement for Aliasing.
continuous scanning).
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplay requirementsfor the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
P_r_mete_ ulremen
Temperature: Degrees The maximum temperatureof any external (unprotected) Externalsurfaces intended to be
External surface of the display system, touched during normal operation
should not exceed 35 deg C.
External surfaceswhich may be
inadvertentlytouchedduring
display system operation should
notexceed 50 deg C.
Temperature: Degrees The range of ambient temperatureover which thedisplay is 10 to 32 deg C
Operating expected to operatenormally.
Temperature: Degrees The range of ambienttemperature over which the display is -25 to 60 deg C
Storage expected to be stored without damage.
Tiling: Pixel Percent The center-to-centermisregistrationdistancebetween adjacent <100% of line width. Applies only to tiled displays.
Registration color elements on adjacent, tiled images,expressed as a
percentage of the line width. Perceptually, the misalignment
of tiled images. See Table 1-5 for details on measuring tiling
pixel registration.
Tiling: Percent The percentage of unintended variationin luminance at <25% nonuniformity. In addition, Applies only to tiled displays.
Luminance seams where two images have beenjoined to form a larger tile seams will not intersect the
Nonuniformity image. See Table 1-5 for details on measurement of tiling center line of sight.
luminance nonuniformity.
Transmittance Percent The percentage of light transmittedby any head-mounted _>30%transmittance. Most likely to apply to
(Head-Mounted transparencies(e.g., stereoscopicselection eyewear) (if Preferred is _>60%. stereoscopic selection
Transparencies) active, in the "on" state). This requirement addresses the eyewear. Although a 100%
visibility of all visual information in the cockpit outside of transmittance is optimally
the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System itself, iincluding desirable,reduced
other head downdisplays, transmittance of cockpit light
to the eye is acceptable
provided there is not a large
differencebetweenthe net
luminance of the Panoramic
Display (to the eye) and that
of other cockpit displays.
Transparency Percent The relative contributionof luminancefrom the forward No transparencyrequired.
(See-Through) scene (outside of the cockpit) to thetotal display luminance.
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Table 1-3. Preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
ulremen
UpdateRate Hertz The number of times within a one-second interval that the Display updaterate should match
display image source (e.g., sensor, graphic generator) may be the displayrefresh rate to preclude
updated, temporal aliasing.
Vibration Frequency The maximum ambient vibration to which the display The display system should Estimated maximum
(Hz), Power system may be exposed, in terms of both magnitude and withstand the maximum vibration vibration (based on Boeing
Spectral durationof exposure, duringand afterwhich the display is magnitudes anddurations 777 DU target) is:
Density expected to operate normally, reasonably expected to be
(PSD), encountered in aft compartment Hz PSD (G2/Hz)
Hours TSRV flight, including vibration 10 0.03
frequencies as high as 2,000 Hz. 30 0.03
The display should continue to 75 0.002
operate normallyboth duringand 1,000 0.002 _':_"
after such exposure without 2,000 0.0005
measurable loss, either temporary
or permanent, in performance or Lower PSD values may be
MTBF. Temporary losses in suitable for simulator
image quality during long-term specification.
vibration exposure should be
preventedif necessaryand
possible through vibration
isolation measures.
Volume Inches The physical dimensions of the display system, including <20 inches high See Justification in Table 1-4
(Dimensions) power supplies, light sources, and display cooling but not <__30inches wide for qualification of these
graphics processors. _<40inches deep dimensions.
Weight Pounds The weight of the display system, including power supplies, <100 pounds per separate Excludes Silicon Graphics and
light sources, and display cooling but not graphics component to allow manual other image data sources.
processors, handling during retrofit
installation. Total display system
weight _<400pounds.
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1.2.2 Justificationof PreliminaryRequirements
Table 1-4 describes the justification for each preliminarydisplay requirementgiven in Table 1-3.Where possible, direct empirical sources
are cited to justify requirements. Some requirementswere established on the basis of past displaydevelopment programs. Some
requirementsare NASA LaRCrequirementsestablishedin the SOW for this program.
k
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminary display requirements for the Panoramic,3-D Flight Display System.
Acceleration Gravities (g) Expected acceleration will depend on specific simulator or airframedesign as well as flight profile. However, the preliminary
requirement is based on a best estimate of reasonable accelerationtolerance for a large commercialjet aircraft such as the 737 or
757 (used in a research capacity)
Aliasing ' Subjective Visible aliasing is likely to significantlydegrade the apparent image quality of the display and could degrade display legibility.
Visibility of aliasing will be strongly impacted by apparent pixel/line density and number of and distribution of gray scale steps,
with aliasing generally less visible as these other display factors increase.
Altitude Feet Assumes 15000feet is maximum equivalent pressure altitude of pressurized cockpit or cabin per RTCA/DO-160C. Furthermore,
(Pressure) assumes all display system components are to be located within a pressurized compartment. Also assumes failure of display
system is permissible should loss of cabin pressure occur.
Aspect Ratio: Ratio Minimum NASA LaRC requirement, based on expected display formats. A 1920 x 1080 pixel count with square pixels will
Display Image yield an image aspect ratio of 1.78:1.
Aspect Ratio: Ratio Based on Burnette (1976), cited in Decker et. al., (1987), p. 44. Using a 5x7 character matrix on a simulatedmatrix-addressed
Pixel display, Burnette (1976) demonstratedsuperior reading speed, search time, and low reading errors for square, monochrome pixels
versus vertically rectangular and horizontally rectangular pixels. A delta-triad arrangement (additive color) with square color
elements has also been demonstrated to offer satisfactory image quality at high pixel densities.
Astigmatism: Diopters Astigmatism contributes to image blur and is therefore reflected in the requirement for MTF. See MTF.
Oblique
Chromatic Diopters Chromatic aberration contributes to image blur and is therefore reflected in the requirement for MTF. See MTF.
Aberration
Color Element Percent. Decker at. al., 1987 and Lloyd et. al. 1991presented performance data that indicate that random monochrome cell failures below
Failures Total 0.5% will not effect search accuracy or speed of reading, regardless 0f failure polarity. No data are known to exist regarding
tolerance to element failures in color displays. However, related Honeywell display programs (i.e., MEDS, B777) have addressed
color element failures. To allow for image quality effects, the maximum allowable element failures for red and green elements
was taken to be 50% below the performance criteria from Decker and Lloyd. Blue element failures are likely to be more tolerable
due to the relative insensitivity of the eye to small blue elements (i.e., small-field tritanopia) and therefore a higher failure rate is
allowed. Cluster tolerances are derived from target values in the MEDS program.
Color: u', v' Primary color coordinates are based on the actual color gamut of the 757/767 cockpit CRTs. The target color gamut for the B777
Maximum LCD is more constrained, especially with regards to red, but may represent a more readily obtainable gamut for LCD-based
Gamutand display systems. The uniformity requirement is based on target values from the MEDS program.
Uniformity
Coma No Units Coma contributes to image blur and is therefore reflected in the requirement for MTF. See MTF.
Comfort No Units Discomfort is assumed to jeopardize pilot acceptance and possibly pilot performance.
Convergence No Units Assuming that display convergence is susceptible to drift, a means is required to calibrate convergence. In the event that
Control automated convergence calibration is provided, the ability to manually control convergence is still required because the resolution
of automated control may be insufficient.
Cooling No Units Based in part on comments from NASA LaRC EFSS and in part from ANSI/HFS 100-1988.
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Table 1-4. Justification of preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Crosstalk Percent Experiencewith theTektronix SGS 620 field-sequentialstereoscopic CRT (e.g., Reinhart, 1990)indicates that typical leakage
values of 10% to 20% for white images leads to unacceptable levels of ghosting. Ghosting detracts from the stereoscopic
presentationby adding a perception of artificiality,and in extreme cases may interfere with stereoscopic fusion. The acceptable
limits and performance consequencesof ghosting have not been adequately studied, however. A maximum value of 5% was
selected by subtracting 3% from the leakage levels typically experienced for the red phosphor in the SGS 620 system, which
appeared to be minimally acceptablefor wire-frame images. Convergent evidence for selection of this value comes from
laboratorymeasurement of rear projection screens at Honeywell (i.e., Jachimowitz and Trimmier, 1991),where 5% crosstalk was
identifiedasthe thresholdfor subjectiveacceptability.
Dipvergence Degrees Stereoscopic viewing is particularly sensitiveto verticaldisparitiesexisting between left and right images. Verticaldisparitiesare
often the result of using a convergent stereo camera geometry, a rotational stereoscopic transformationalgorithm, or misaligned
display optics. Vertical misregistrations as small as 19arcminutes may produce immediate eye strain, Whilediplopia (double
• . images) will occur at 45 arcminutesof dipvergence. Sensitivity to dipvergence will increase as a function of time, so lower
• thresholdsshould be designed to. For example, dipvergence thresholds as low as 5 arcminutes have been reported. Furthermore,
• smaller amountsof dipvergencemay degrade stereoscopicimage qualitywithout producing eye strain. Dipvergence in
stereoscopic displays may be minimized through careful control of factors such as field curvature and distortion.
Distortion Percent Based on typical distortion tolerance allowed in Honeywelloptical designs.
Drift No Units A 20% maximum drift over 24 hours ensures that no parameter may drift out of the required range in less than 5 days.
Specificationof drift requirements for image registration and dipvergence ensures control of image position.
Dwell Time Micro- Large dwell times will limit the total number of pixels and the refresh rate.
Seconds
Field Curvature Diopters Based on typical field curvature tolerance allowed in Honeywell optical designs.
Field of View: Degrees . •Basedon assumption that 100%binocular overlap will lead to superior viewing comfort and stereoscopic performance.
Instantaneous, Consequently, monocular IFOV is specified as equal to binocular IFOV.
Monocular
Field of View: Degrees Based on assumption that a knothole effect is undesirable. Consequently, binocular IFOV is specified as equal to binocular
Instantaneous, TFOV.
Binocular
Field of View: Degrees MinimumTFOV based on requirement for preferred resolution. Preferred TFOV based on minimum requirement for resolution.
Total,
Binocular
Field Rate Hertz In order to satisfy the minimumrequirements for frame rate, time-multiplexeddisplays (including conventional spatially-
interlaceddisplays) must use field rates faster than the frame rate by a factor of the number of fields composing each frame. As an
example,contemporary field-sequentialstereoscopicCRTs incorporating 120Hz stereoscopic field rates (60 Hz frame rate) have
beendemonstratedto offer "flickerfree" performance.
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminary display requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Flicker Subjective While flicker has generally notbeen shown to be associated with specific performance decrements,the presence of flicker is
acknowledged to be a distraction and, in general, detracts from overall subjective image quality. Related display design parameters
which will influence flickerinclude frame and field rate, image persistence, FOV, and luminance.
Frame Rate Hertz Minimum is NASA LaRC Requirement. Generally, a 60 Hz frame rate is sufficiently high to produce a flickerless display.
However, as display luminance and FOV increases, correspondingincreases are also seen in the critical flicker frequency.
Gray Scale: Total Prior research at Honeywell (Reinhart, 1992; Silversteinet. al., 1989)has addressed the identification of an asymptotic gray-scale
Shadesof Gray level for subjective image quality; that is, the maximum number of gray steps beyond which no further improvements in
per Color subjective image quality may be expected. By in large, for binary, color, graphic line images displayed on LCDs ranging from
Primary 150 to 200 dots per inch (dpi) and viewed at 28 inches, the use of 3 bits of linearly distributed gray scale antialiasing per color
channel (8 levels of gray, where the first level is the "off' state) produces asymptotic subjective image quality ratings. However,
experience both at Honeywell and elsewhere suggests that 32or more levelsof linearly distributedgray scale_!percolor channel)
may be required to display video imagery (see discussion of resolution), with the requirement being conting_t on application. .- ;,_........ :
and figure of merit. The use of a power function to distributegray scale (see below) may lead to more econ0inical use of gra}i.....
scale and a need for fewer discretesteps.
Gray Scale: Equation Minimum requirement is to insure smoothly varied gray scale. Preferred may be a distribution in the form of a power functiria, .- _
Distribution of because is well known that the perceptual dimension of brightness is not linearly related to luminance (e.g., Carter, 1993).
Luminance Rather, brightness is best expressed as a Stevens' power function of luminance (e.g., brightness = luminancea, where 0 < a < I).
Although values recommended for the exponent in this power function vary (see Hartmann et. al., 1993),values of 0.3 to 0.5 -
appear to be typical. Although a factor of the square root of 2 is a frequently used guideline for separation of gray scale steps ' _:"
'-4.(e.g., Rash et. al., 1990;Farrell and Booth, 1984), this factor tends tOexaggerate separation of gray scale steps at all but the
lowest levels. A power function of the general form AL= L 1/3, whereAL is the minimum change in luminance from the gray
scale step with luminance L, provides a more perceptually even distribution of luminance. In either case, it should be noted that
the visual threshold to gray scale changes (as measured in controlled laboratory conditions) is likely tObe smaller than is
suggested by the separation given by these functions. The consequence of the nonlinearity of the luminance-brightness
relationship is that linearly spaced gray steps on a display are perceptually inefficient, with gray steps at the high end of the
luminance range appearingto be very fine and gray steps at the low end of the luminance range appearing to be very coarse. The
practical implementationof such an algorithm is uncertain and must be empirically validated. Preliminary results at Honeywell
suggest a strongdependence on image class.
Head Motion Inches Based on estimate of minimum reasonable tolerance, allowing for imprecision in seat height adjustments, variable posture, and
Box uncontrolled head movements. This parameter is not distance invariant and is therefore not expressed as an angle (i.e., the
minimum head motion box should not change in size with changes in the designed head or image position).
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminary displayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-DFlight Display System (continued).
HeadRelief Inches Minimum based on estimate of minimum head clearance necessary to maintain safety from accidentalinjury during ingress,
egress, and uncontrolled movement of the whole body or head. Although the typical head relief for HUD combiners in military
aircraft is 22 inches (F-14A) to 33 inches (F-15) (Egan and Goodson, 1978, p. 23), the head relief for the Flight Dynamics HUD
combiners in transport aircraft is only 12inches at the design eye reference point (Aarons, 1991).Use of a smaller head relief
will allow greater freedom in selection of a collimation method, but should only be allowed if involuntary upper body
movementsare restricted through the use of conventional aircraft lap and shoulder belts.
Maximum head relief based on typicaldesign eye reference distance for conventional primary flight display (e.g., Boeing 777).
Use of larger head reliefs couldjeopardize the visibility of such displaysas well as pilot reach to cockpit instruments. Preferred
headrelief is based on the range from the average military HUD head relief and the maximum head relief, assuminga larger head
relief will enhance operationalsafety. The use of fold-away, break-away,or padded components may also improve safety.
Humidity: Relative Based on estimate of ambient humidity range in aft compartmentduringnormal operation.
Operating Humidity
Humidity: Relative Basedon estimateof ambienthumidityrangein aft compartmentduringstorage.Storage Humidity
ImageDepth Inches The depthviewing volumecreatedby syntheticstereoscopicdisplaysis predictedby the geometryof the two convergingoptical
axes of theeyes and the positionof left- andright-eyeviewingelements.When the projectedopticalaxes cross beyond theplane
Ofaccommodation,images are saidto be seen indisplay spacewith uncrosseddisparity,the netperceptionbeing thatof the
objectexistingbehindthe planeof accommodation.Whentheprojectedopticalaxes cross beforetheplaneof accommodation,
imagesare said to be seen in viewerspace with crossed disparity,the netperceptionbeing thatof theObjectexisting in frontof
theplaneof accommodation.
The theoreticalimitforperceivedcrosseddisparitydepth is determinedby the distanceof theviewerto the planeof
accommodation,butthe inabilityof observersto fusestereopairswith extremecrossed disparityandaccuratelyinterpretfine
incrementsin this perceivedspaceplaces thepracticallimitata much smallervalue. For uncollimateddisplays, themaximum
apparentdepth in viewerspace afterwhich binocularfusionis impossiblehasbeen estimatedto be approximately45%of the
imagedistancefrom the observer(Yeh andSilverstein,1990b).However,Williams andParrish(1991) recommend25%as a
limitforcomfortableviewing.
As vergenceangles approachzero (i.e., as theprojectedopticalaxes of the two eyes approachparallel), the theoreticallimitfor
perceiveduncrosseddisparitydepthapproachesinfinity.Yeh andSilverstein(1990b) reporta maximumfusionlimitfor
uncollimateddisplaysof approximately250%of the imagedistance,while Williams andParrish(1991) recommenda limitof
approximately60%to ensureaccurateandcomfortableviewing.For collimateddisplays,Parrishet.al. (1993) demonstratedthat
uncrosseddepthis unusablewhen large image distancesare used(collimationnear infinity).As thedegreeof collimationis
reduced,the utilityof uncrosseddepthis likely to increase.
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminarydisplayrequirements for the Panoramic,3-D FlightDisplay System (continued).
The above guidelines can be translatedto approximatedistanceunits for maximum crossed anduncrossed disparity using the
• followingequation: Da -- DvSd/(Ipd-Sd),where Da is the apparent depth of the stereoscopic form relative to the accommodation
distance, Dv is the image distance, Ipd is the interpupillary distance, and Sd is the horizontal disParity,all expressed in distance
units (Cormackand Fox, 1985).For uncrossed disparities, values of Da and Sd are expressed as positive numbers. For crossed
disparities, Sd and Da are negative numbers. Values of Da increase to infinity for crossed disparitieswhen Ipd is equal to Sd. The
value of Da is 50% of Dv when the absolute value of Sd is equal to Ipd. To calculate the maximum disparity as percentages of
Dr, a general form of the equation can be derived as follows:Sd=percent/100(Ipd-Sd).Using a value of 72 mm to represent the
largest expected Ipd, the crossed disparityrequirement is calculated to 24 mm for 25% of the image distance (remembering to
express Sd as a negative number for crossed disparity). For positive disparity, the requirement is calculated to be 56 mm for 60%
of the image distance.
.., ..
Note that the extent to which these guidelines, developed for uncollimated displays, will generalize to collimated displays is_:
untested.
Image: Depth Percent Depth aliasing is likely to significantlydegrade the apparent image qualityof the display and could degrade display legibilityand
Addressability control.The depth addressability of contemporary stereoscopic displays does not come close to approaching the limits of hunian
stereoscopic acuity, and jagged image features as well as discontinuous object motion are commonly seen in 3-D images.
Subpixel addressing (e.g., Diner and Sydow, 1991) may be used to reduce depth aliasing.
Image Distance Inches Accommodation distances as close as 12inches would be minimally tolerable for comfortable accommodation (ANSI (HFS 100-
1988)),but a larger distance is likely desired to approximateconformal display.
Image Milliseconds To avoid smearing of images, no visual evidence of a display image should remain on the display longer than one frame cycle
Persistence after the image has been commanded to be removed. Image persistence should be based on field rate for time-multiplexedcolor
displaysand time-multiplexed stereoscopic displays to minimize crosstalk. NASA LaRC experience with time-multiplexed
projection CRTs (120 Hz field rate) indicates that green phosphor persistence must be less than 2 ms to prevent excessive
crosstalk; this corresponds to a persistence of approximately 24% of the inverse of the field rate (8.3 ms/cycle). Tektronix CRT-
mounted LC stereoscopic shutters use a horizontal split (two shutters, one above the other) to allow longer phosphor decay times
with less crosstalk. Selection of minimum persistence should allow compliance with display luminance, display flicker, and
crosstalk requirements.
Image No Units Retained images can reduce display contrast and introducevisual artifacts in images currently displayed.
Retention
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminary displayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D FlightDisplay System (continued).
Interaction No Units Devices for 3-D interaction may be generallyviewedas operating linearly (e.g., thumbwheel), on a plane (e.g., trackball), or in a
Method volume(e.g., magnetic or inertial sensor for hand position). Beaton et. al. (1986;1987)have demonstrated the accuracy
advantages of manipulating 3-D images with an array of linearcontrols and Reinhart (1990;1991)has demonstrated the effective
• use of a combined thumbwheel-trackball approach. Both of these approachesallow selective isolation of control to discrete lines
and planes within the 3-D volume, a possible advantage in an airborne environment due to vibration and acceleration. The
penalty for these approaches is a reduced speed of control. Volumetric techniques (e.g., Reising et. al.) have shown positive
laboratoryperformance and allow a more natural and rapid interactionwith 3-D images but may be prone to acceleration,
vibration, and calibration problems.
Interlacing Ratio NASA LaRC requirement.
Jitter Degrees/ Derived from maximum ANSI (HFS 100-1988)jitter for workstation displays.
Second
Line Failures Percent Deckerat. al:,1987 and Lloyd et. al. 1991presented performance data that indicate that random monochrome line failures below
: 0.5% will not effect search accuracyor speed of reading, regardless of failure polarity. No data are known to exist regarding
tolerance to line failures in color displays.However, line failures are likely to degrade subjective image quality and may lead to
• inadvertenterrors in displayed color. A randomly occurringline failure could also interfere with display legibility if it is
coincident with small characters or symbols.Related Honeywell display programs (i.e., MEDS, B777) have target values of zero
line failures for these reasons.
• Luminance Foot NASA LaRC minimumrequirement for luminance. A higher luminance at the display will be required if a reduction in
Lamberts luminance due to transmission loss as a function of stereoscopic selection devices is anticipated.(fL)
Luminance , Percent Honeywell laboratory investigations have been conductedto determine the effects of stereoscopic HMD asymmetries on
Asymmetry helicopter pilot performance (e.g., Lippert, 1990).Luminance imbalances as small as 15% will be detectable by pilots.
Luminance Contrast Preferred ANSI (HFS 100-1988)contrast ratio for workstation displays is 7:1. Although there appearsto be little performance
Contrast Ratio benefit associated withhigher contrast ratios on binary displays, a higher value will be required in order to achieve meaningful
separation of gray scale steps. The value of 50:1 is derived from the MEDS program. A more demanding target CR (100:1) is
found in the B777 program, but the lack of high levels of ambient illumination in the aft flight deck and motion-base simulation
environments should allow selection of a lower display contrast.
Luminance No Units Periodiccalibration of luminance symmetry requiresprovision of luminance balance control.
Control
Luminance Hours Based on estimate of tolerance to interruptions for servicing the display. For comparison, a typical LCD cold cathode fluorescent
Half-Life backlight has a luminance half-life of approximately 10,000 hours.
Luminance Percent Maximum ANSI (HFS 100-1988)large and small area luminance variations for workstation displays are 50%. However, more
Nonuniformity conservative values were derivedfrom the transmittance uniformity target in the MEDS program (20% and 10%) as more
consistentwith the requirement for symmetry between stereoscopic image sources.
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Table 1-4. Justification of preliminary displayrequirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System(continued).
MisconvergencePercent Datacitedin Silversteinat. al. (1985)indicatethatnoticeabledecrementsin performanceandimagequalitywilloccurfor
: Spatial misconvergencevaluesbeyond1arcminutes(0.0167deg)or 33%of line width.Sinceapparentmisconvergenceis sensitiveto
line width,thelinewidthfigureof meritwasselected.
MisconvergenceSubjective A generallyrecognizedproblemwith time-multiplexedcolordisplaysis thepotentialforperceptualcolorseparationassociated
:Temporal withrelativehead/displaymovements.It isassumedthat suchcolorseparationis notacceptablefor thisdisplayapplication.
Modulation MTF This generalexpressionof opticalqualityis assumedto encompassopticalaberrationssuchas coma,sphericalaberration,
TransferFactor chromaticaberration,andastigmatism.Amodulationtransferfactorof 0.3at the limitingresolutionof the displayhasbeenused
(at display at Honeywellto representthethresholdabilityof observersto seemodulation.In theory,however,amore complete
resolution) characterizationof usabledisplaymodulationis obtainedbycomparinga completemodulationtransferfunctionwithan observer
contrastthresholdfunction.
Packaging No Units NASAI_aRCrequirementforresearchaircraft. -_......
Pixel Count / Total NASALaRCrequiresa minimum1280x 1024pixelformat.To meetthe minimumrequiredimageaspectr'atioandwide :__
Line Count horizontalbinocularTFOV,eitheran alternativehighdefinitionformatis requiredor tilingof multipledispl_iys(introducesrisk -
of tilingartifacts).
Power Amperage, NASALaRCestimateof 757 TSRVcapabilities.Useof externalpowerconvertersto provide60Hzpower'forTSRV . i_
Voltage, installationis discouragedby NASAforreliabilityandeaseof handlingreasons.
Frequency
Reflectance: Percent Basedon twicethetargetvalueusedin the MEDSprogram,becauseglaresourcesareexpectedto be considerablylesscommon
Diffuse in the simulationenvironmentsbeingdesignedfor.
Reflectance: Percent Basedon twicethetargetvalueusedin theMEDSprogram,becauseglaresourcesareexpectedto be considerablylesscommon
Specular in the simulationenvironmentsbeingdesignedfor.
RefreshRate Hertz SeeFieMRateandFrameRate. ""
Registration Degrees Basedonapproximately10timesthe accuracyachievablein precision-mountedHUDs(e.g.,Wood,1991,p. 349).It is estimated
Accuracy butnot testedthatthis valuewillbe sufficientforspatialorientationandcontrol. -
Resolution Pixels/Deg ArecentHoneywelldisplaysimulation(32 lineargray scalelevels,stereoscopicviewing,subtractivecolor,40 fL maxwhite,
or 40"I CR,and70%apertureratio)demonstratedexcellentimagequalityfor videoimagesatas lowas 32pixels/deg.Giventhe
Lines/Deg similaritiesbetweentherequirementsof thePanoramic,3-DFlightDisplaySystemandthe displaysimulationreferenced,32
pixels/degwasspecifiedas a minimumresolution.To allowforvariancebetweenthe simulationandthedisplaysystem•being
designed(e.g.,the possibleuseof additiveratherthansubtractivecolor,the possibilityof alowerapertureratio),a preferred
resolutionis specifiedas25%higherthantheminimumresolution.Notethat foradditivecolordisplays,the numberof rowsor
columnsof colorelementsmustbe convertedto pixelsto calculateresolution.For example,fora deltatriadarrangementofthree
colorprimaries,the numberof rowsis multipliedby 1/_/3(approximately0.577)to obtainan equivalentnumberof pixels.The
equivalentimagequalityofadditiveandsubtractivecolordisplayswithequalresolutionscalculatedin thisfashionis only
estimatedandshouldbe tested.Notealso thatapertureratiowillhavea significantimpactonrequiredresolutiondueto its effect
on the visibilityofline structurein the image.Simulationsarecurrentlybeingconductedat Honeywellto addresstheseissues.
ServiceDate Year,Quarter NASALaRCestimate.
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
_...,.-,,
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Shock Gravities (g) Expected shock will depend on specific simulatoror airframe design as well as flight profile. However, the preliminary
requirement is based on a best estimate of reasonable shock tolerance for a large commercialjet aircraft such as the 737 or 757
(used in a research capacity). This preliminary requirement for impulse shock generally applied to the system via the aircraft or.
simulatorairframe and does not address impact shock directly applied to any optical elements or other specific display system
components.
Smearing No Units Smearingdegrades image quality and the effective display system MTF for moving objects. Smearingcan be a significant
problem with LCDs, especially at low temperatures.
Speckle Subjective In addition to detractingfrom the overall subjective image quality, speckle has been demonstrated to degrade the effective
modulation transfer function of the display.
Spherical Diopters Spherical aberrationcontributes to image blur and is therefore reflected in the requirement for MTF. See MTF.Aberration
Stability No Units See Drift.
Stepping No Units Stepping artifacts such as luminance banding are assumed to be a specific case of aliasing. See Aliasing.Artifacts
Temperature: Degrees Based on recommendations for maximum externaldisplay unit temperaturesfound inANSI/I-IFS100-1988.External
Temperature: Degrees Basedon estimate of ambient temperaturerangein aft compartmentduring normal operation.
Operating
Temperature: Degrees Based on estimate of ambient temperature range in aft compartment during storage.
Storage
Tiling: Pixel Percent Based on the estimated maximum tolerable misregistration.While smaller values are desirable, technology constraints will make
.... Registration thisunlikely.
Tiling: Percent Visible tile seams in the form of abrupt changes in display luminance are assumed tObe unacceptable distractions which may
Luminance interfere withdisplay legibility as well as stereoscopic fusion. The luminance uniformity requirement for tiled displays is
Nonuniformity assumed to be a special case of the general requirement for large-area luminance uniformity. Visible tile seams intersecting the
center of the image are assumed to be especiallyundesirable.
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminarydisplay requirements for the Panoramic, 3,D Flight Display System (continued).
Transmittance Percent The transmittance of head-mounted transparenciessuch as stereoscopicselection eyewear will impactboth the net display
(Head-Mounted luminance at the eye and the luminance of other cockpit instrumentation. It is important to note that this requirement applies to
Transparencies) the transmittance of the transparency itself, irrespective of any other display selection devices incorporated (e.g., display-mounted
shutters) and therefore is principally directed at controlling the visibility of cockpit objects other than the Panoramic, 3-D Flight
Display System (e.g., head down displays).
Although a 100%transmittance is optimally desirable, reduced transmittance of cockpit light to the eye is acceptable provided
there is not a large difference between the net luminance of the display (to the eye) and that of other cockpit displays. Assuming
that a typical maximum luminance of self-luminous head-down cockpit displays is 100 fL white (e.g., Boeing 777, MEDS), a
head-mounted transparency transmittance as low as 30% will yield a luminance of 30 fL (to the eye) for such displays, which
matches the minimum required luminance of the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System. Convergent evidence that a 30%
transmittance will be acceptable is that conventional sunglasses (typically 20%-30% transmittance) are currently allowed in the
cockpit. A 60% transmittance is preferred to allow a luminance match if the preferred luminance for the display is used (i.e._f!0
fL). Note that transparencies with low transmittance may not allow visibility of reflective cockpit displays uiiless supplementary: !;
instrument lighting is provided.
Transparency Percent The display system is assumed to incorporate synthetic image generation, with no forward scene available for viewing through a
(See-Through) transparent display in either the aft cockpit or the motion-base simulator. Consequently, no display transparency is required.
UpdateRate Hertz The effects of mismatches between update rate and refresh rate on moving objects will depend on the velocity and duration of
movement (see Lindholm, 1992).For very short durations and steady eye fixations, jerky movement will be seen. For longer
durations and smooth pursuit eye movement, images will appear blurred and have reduced contrast, the magnitude of degradation
depending on the extent of the mismatch. A similar but separate perceptual phenomenon is smearing, i
Vibration Frequency Expected vibration exposure will depend on specific airframeand engine design as well as flight profile. However, the values i_
(Hz),Power given are representative of those included as target test requirements for the B777 DU Program. It is possible, and perhaps likely,
Spectral that a more relaxed requirement will be suitable for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System when used for simulation.
Density
(PSD),
Hours
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Table 1-4. Justificationof preliminarydisplay requirementsforthe Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System (continued).
Volume Inches Several possible installation concepts are possible, each with implications for the volume constraints on the display system. The
(Dimensions) display could be installed at eyeheight, essentially presenting a synthetic window. Alternatively, the display could be installed in
the location of contemporary head down displays (i.e., PFD, NAV, EICAS, etc.). The maximum display height was selected to
be compatible with either installation.
In either installation, there is alsoquestion as to whether a new aft cockpit simulator cab or ground-based simulator cab will be
developed, or whether retrofit of the existing 737 TSRV simulator cab will be selected. The maximum display depth is likely to
be compatible with an upper installation in either a new or retrofit cab. However, a lower installation assuming retrofit will be
complicatedby existing compartmentequipment such as rudder pedal linkage. If a limited retrofit is desired, significantly greater
detail must be considered regardingthe existing equipment dimensions.
Finally, assuming the display is to be used by a single viewer, and that it may be desirable to make side-by-side comparisons of
the Panoramicdisplay with conventional displays, a maximum display width was selected which occupies approximately 50% of
the width of the 737 TSRV aft-compartment simulator instrument panel.
Weight Pounds Based on estimated manual handlingrequirements for retrofit installation in TSRV. TSRV is assumed to have moveable ballast
to accommodate introduction of relatively heavytest equipment without perturbations of center of _ravitv.
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1.2.3 Calculation/Measurementof Display Parameters
The value of most displayparameters is contingenton the operational definitionof the parameter as well as the measurement technique
applied. Therefore, those displayparameterscited in the display requirements which have potential for ambiguity have been reduced to
operationaldefinitionsin Table 1-5.While no such table can be complete, Table 1-5may be used in conjunction with Tables 1-3and 1-4
to establish more clearlywhat is meant by each requirement, and the extent to which the requirement is a reasonable one.
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Table 1-5. Calculation/measurementof displayparametersreferenced in Table 1-3.
Aliasing Subjective Eight viewers should serve as subjects in a test of aliasing visibility. Subjects should be between 18and 35 years old including
both males and females, or a representative sample of the targetpopulation who will use the display. If visual acuity or color
normalcy are important attributes of the target population, these should be tested as well. The display should contain
representative imagery normally encountered during simulatoruse, with display luminance set as high as would normally be
used. The display used for testing should be of a representative apparent pixel density and images should be used with
representative amounts and distributions of gray scale. Subjects should view the display from the center of the head motion box
and move their visual attention across the binocular TFOV of the display. For each class of imagery, subjects should indicate
whether they see aliasing, in the form of spatial discontinuities, jagged lines, or color banding. To be considered "aliasing free,"
at least 90% of subjects should report no aliasing for the conditions tested.
Color Element Percent, Percentage color element failuresmay be calculated as follows:(Elementsfailed / Elementstotal)100, where Elementsfailed is the
Failures Total total number of failedcolor elements for red, green, or blue and Elementstota1is the total number of active pixels. Color
elements may fail "on" or "off." Allowable clusters are total allowable clustered failures, where a cluster is defined as two or
more adjacent color elements of the same color.
Color: u', v' Large area chromatic uniformity is determined by measuring u', v' coordinates from the center and corner lines of sight. Small
Maximum area chromatic uniformity is calculated using the points of largest difference within a 0.5 deg portion of the display TFOV.
Gamutand Uniformity measurements should be made for all three color primaries (red, green, blue) as well as white.
Uniformity The conversion to 1931 CIE x, y from 1976CIE u'v' is as follows: x = 27u'141[(9u'12)-12v'+9],y = 3vT[(9u'/2)-12v'+9]. The
conversion from 1931 CIE x, y to 1976 CIE u'v' is as follows: u' = 4x/(-2x+12y+3), v' = 9y/(-2x+12y+3).
Crosstalk Percent Crosstalk may be measured by presenting a white image to one stereoscopic channel but not the other. The luminance of the
image should be measured as seen from each channel (e.g., through each lens of stereoscopic glasses). The selection leakage is
defined as follows: leakage = (Luminanceoff/Luminanceon) 100,where Luminanceoff is the luminance as measured through the
nonselected channel and Luminanceonis the luminance as measured through the selected channel. This measurement should be
performed from the center line of sight, as well as the four comer lines of sight. This procedure should be repeated for red, green,
and blue. This procedure should be repeated with the image being sent to the other stereoscopic channel.
Dipvergence Degrees Dipvergence may be measured in the following way. A calibration image constructed of numbered horizontal lines should be
presented to each display channel, with the vertical position of selected lines noted with respect to a fixed reference (e.g., a
viewing reticle). Samples should be taken at multiple positions on the lines and for multiple lines because image rotation or
other image distortions may exist. The physical vertical separation of equi_,alenttest image lines can be converted to degrees of
visual subtense as: 2 tan-1(V/2F), where V is the vertical separation of equivalent test lines and F is the focal length of the
display optics.
Distortion Percent Distortion is commonly measured by displaying a uniform grid pattern and measuring the maximum deviation in the displayed
grid positions from the expected distance from the center of the grid. Distortion is then calculated as:
2(Ih2-h11)/(h2+hl) 100or 2(Iv2-Vll)/(v2+vl) 100, where h1and h2 correspond to the expected and measured horizontal distance
from the center of the grid and Vland v2correspond to the expected and measured vertical distance from the center of the grid.
These calculations should be made as a minimum with respect to the four_corner lines of sight.
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Table 1-5. Calculation/measurement of display parametersreferenced in Table 1,3 (continued).
Dwell Time Micro- Dwell time is calculated as: (Duty Factor) (Frame Rate'l); where duty factor is the time spent addressing each pixel. Duty factor
Seconds is the inverse of the smallest number of display units (pixels or lines) whichmust be addressed within each frame (e.g., line-
addresseddisplays have a significantly higher duty factor than scanned displayswith an equal number of pixels).
Field Curvature Diopters Field curvature should be measured, as a minimum, from the center line of sight, as well as the four corner lines of sight. There
are several measurement methods, and the most appropriate for the design will be selected.
Field of View: Degrees Instantaneous, monocular FOV is calculated as a percentage of the instantaneous, binocular FOV.
Instantaneous,
Monocular
Field of View: Degrees Instantaneous, binocular FOV is calculated as a percentage of the totalbinocular FOV.
Instantaneous,
Binocular -_:,
Fieldof View: Degrees Total, binocular FOV is calculated as: Pixels/Resolution, where Pixels is the total number of pixels either horizontally or =h
Total, vertically and Resolution is the number of pixels per deg either horizontally or vertically. Alternatively, FOV may be calculated
Binocular as: 2 tan-l(I/2F), where I is the horizontal or vertical extent of the image source and F is the focal length of the display optics. ._
Flicker Subjective Twenty viewers should serve as subjects in a test of flicker visibility, each viewer allowed to adapt to the normal light levels of
the simulator environment for ten minutes prior to testing. Subjects should be between 18and 35 years old including both males
and females, or a representative sample of the target population who will use the display. If visual acuity or color normalcy are
important attributes of the target population, these should be tested as well. The display should contain representative imagery
normally encountered during simulator use, with display luminance set as highas would normally be used. Subjects should view
the display from the center of the head motion box and alternatively fixate at the center of the binocular TFOV and 20 deg to the
right of the right edge of the binocularTFOV for 15 seconds each. At each fixation point, subjects should indicate whether they
see flicker.To be considered"flickerfree,"at least 90% of subiects should report no flickerfor theconditionstested.
Gray Scale: Total To verify the total number of gray shades available per color channel, the luminance of the display should be measured in a dark
Shadesof Gray room while each primary color channel is addressed from zero in the smallest increments possible.
per Color
Primary
GrayScale: Equation To verify the nature of the gray scaleluminance distribution, the values recordedfrom the aboveprocedure should be plotted
Distribution of against their digitally-commanded values and a regression equation fit to the data.
Luminance
Jitter Degrees/ Jitter of characters or arbitrary symbols should be measured from the center line of sight, as well as the four corner lines of sight.
Second The maximum horizontal and verticalexcursionof each character(expressed indegrees) is recordedover a one-second period. Jitter
is calculated for each point as: (H2+ V2)0"5,where H is the horizontal excursion and V is the vertical excursion.
Line Failures Percent Percentage line failures may be calculated as follows: (Linesfailed/ Linestotal)100,where Linesfailedis the total number of failed
rows or columns and Linestotal is the total number of display rows or columns. Lines may fail on or off.
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Table 1-5. Calculation/ measurementof display parametersreferenced in Table 1-3 (continued).
Luminance Foot Luminance should be measured from the center line of sight, as well as the four comer lines of sight. A solid white image should
Lamberts be used for measuring foreground luminance.A solid black image should be used for measuring background luminance. A
(tL) photometer witha one deg acceptanceangle is appropriatefor these measurements.Photometers should be periodically checked
againstan NIST-traceableluminancestandard.
Luminance Percent The proceduredescribed underLuminance is used to measure each stereoscopicimage field or image tile. Luminance asymmetry
Asymmetry is calculated for each of the pairs of measured luminance values as: (ILuminancelow- Luminancehighl/ Luminancehigh)100,
where Luminancelowrepresents the lowest luminance of the pair and Luminancehighrepresents the highest luminance of the
pair.
Luminance Contrast The luminance and background luminance should be measured from the center line of sight, as well as the four comer lines of
Contrast Ratio sight. Contrast ratio is calculated as: CR = Lmax/ Lmin, where Lmax is the higher of the two luminance measurements and
Lmin is the lower of the two luminance measurements.
Luminance Percent Large area luminance nonuniformityis calculated as: (I LuminanceA- Luminance¢ I/ Luminancec)100, where Luminance¢ is
Nonuniformity the luminance of the image measuredfrom the center line of sight and LuminanceA is the luminance of the image measured from
each of the comer linesof sight.
Small area luminance uniformity is calculated as: (ILuminanceB1"-LuminanceB21/ Luminancec)100, where LuminanceC is the
luminance of the image measuredfrom the center line of sight and LuminanceBl and LuminanceB2 represent the image'
•luminance measured anywhere within a 0.5 deg circle within the TFOV. A photometer with a one deg acceptance angle is
appropriatefor measuring large-arealuminance nonuniformity. However, an acceptance angle of no larger than 0.25 deg must be
used formeasuring small-area nonuniformity.
Misconvergence Percent Line profiles should be measured using a scanning radiometer on a positioning stage. Misconvergence is measured as the
: Spatial separation of red, green, and blue primaries in a white line, vertically for a horizontal line and horizontally for a vertical line.
Misconvergenceof white cross-hair targets should be measured in the image from center and comer lines of sight.
Misconvergence is defined as: (linewhite- lineprimary)/lineprimary)100,where linewhite is the half-amplitude width of the
• luminance profile of the white line and lineprimaryis the half-amplitude width of the luminance profile of the widest of the three
primarycolor component lines.
Misconvergence Subjective Eight viewers should serve as subjects in a test of temporal misconvergence. Subjects should be between 18and 35 years old
• Temporal includingboth males and females, or a representative sample of the target populatiOnwho will use the display. If visual acuity or
color normalcy are important attributes of the target population, these should be tested as well. The display should contain
representative imagery normally encounteredduring simulator use, with display luminance set as high as would normally be
used. Subjects should view the displayfrom the center of the head motion box and move their visual attention across the entire
binocular TFOV of the display. Rapid head movement or vibration andjolting of the display system should be included in the
test conditions if they are likely to be encountered in normal use of the display. For each class of imagery, subjects should
• indicate whether they see temporalmisconvergence, in the form of colorseparation. To be considered "free of temporal
misconvergence," at least 90% of subjects should report no color separation for the conditions tested.
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Table 1-5. Calculation/ measurement of display parameters referenced in Table 1-3 (continued).
Modulation MTF Luminance modulation, M, is defined as: (Lmax- Lrnin)/ (Lmax+ Lmin),where Lmaxis the higher luminanceof the foreground
TransferFactor or background, and Lmin is the lower luminance of the two. The modulation transfer factor, MTF, is calculated for any given
(at display spatial frequency as: Mout / Min, where Mout is the modulation of the image after transmission through the optical system and
resolution) Min is the modulation of the image prior to transmission through the optical system.
Reflectance: Percent Diffuse reflectance is measured by placing a small non-directional light source (simulating a point source) in the center of the
Diffuse head motion box. A small white reference surface having approximately 100%Lambertian reflectance is placed at the first optical
element along and normal to the center line of sight. Reflectance is given by (LuminanceR / LuminancewH)/100, where
LuminancewH is the reflected luminance of the white reference surface and LuminanceR is measured from a second point in the
head box and at an angle of 10degrees from the center line of sight, and aligned such that no specularreflection is included in the
luminance measurement. The measurements are made in an otherwise dark room and with the display lamps turned off.
Reflectance: Percent Specular reflectance is measured by aiming a photometer along the center line of sight. For each surface contributing sigfiificant,
Specular noticeable specularreflectance (wherea clear image of a hght source can be seen), the specular reflectance contribution from that ."
surface is measured by placing a light source with a white diffusing filter in a location such that the corresponding specul_ ;_
image is sampled by the collection angle of the photometer• The reflectance contribution is given by (LuminanceR /
Luminances)/100, where LuminanceS is the luminance of the diffuse source and LuminanceR is the luminance of the reflected _
image of the diffuse source. Specular reflectance is the sum the contributions from the collimating mirror, the beamsplitter, and
all additional significant specular reflections. The measurements are made in an otherwise dark room and with the display lamps
turned off.
Resolution Pixels/Deg Resolution is calculated for horizontal or vertical image directions as: pixels / FOV, where pixels is the total number of _
or addressable pixels, either horizontallyor vertically, and FOV is the binocular, total FOV. Note the distinction between color
Lines/Deg element and pixel (Table 1-2).
Speckle Subjective Eight viewers should serve as subjects in a test of speckle visibility. Subjects should be between 18and 35 years old including
both males and females, or a representative sample of the target population who will use the display. If visual acuity or color
normalcy are important attributes of the target population, these should be tested as well. The display should contain
representative imagery normally encountered during simulator use, with display luminance set as high as would normally be
used. Subjects should view the display from the center of the head motion box and move their visual attention across the
binocular TFOV of the display. For each class of imagery, subjects should indicate whether they see speckle, in the form of
scintillating or stationary, granular alternations of light anddark. To be considered "speckle free," at least 90% of subjects should
report no speckle for the conditions tested.
Tiling: Pixel Percent Tiling registration should be measured using a scanning radiometer on a positioning stage. Tiling registration is defined as:
Registration (separation - linewidth)/linewidth)100,where separation is the center-to-center separation of two abutting white lines on adjacent
image tiles and linewidth is the average half-amplitude width of the luminance profile of the two lines. Measurements should be
•made with 8 test points falling within 10% of the TFOV of the tile seam.
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Table 1-5. Calculation/ measurementof display parametersreferenced in Table 1-3 (continued).
Tiling: Percent Tomeasuretilingluminancenonuniformity,theproceduredetailedformeasurementof large-arealuminancenonuniformity
Luminance shouldbe followed,withthe exceptionthat comparisonsto imagecentermeasurementshouldbe madewith8 testpointsfalling
Nonuniformity within10%of the TFOVof thetile seam.
Transmittance Percent To measuretransmittance,theluminanceof a whitelightsource(nonpolarized)shouldbe measuredwitha photometerboth
0-lead-Mounted directlyandthroughthetransparency.Transmittanceof the transparencyis calculatedas follows:transmittance=
Transparencies) (Luminancetransparency/Luminancedirect)100,whereLuminancetransparencyis thesourceluminancemeasuredthroughthe
transparency(e.g.,stereoscopicselectionglasses)andLuminancedirectis the luminanceofthe sourcemeasureddirectly.
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1.3 Additional NASA Display Guidelines
Additionalguidelines for flight researchequipment are referenced in NASALHB 7910.1 andare presented here in Table 1-6.
Table i-6. General specificationsand standards for researchelectronicequipment installed in NASA LaRC research aircraft.
;_Tii
LHB 7910.1 NASA Flighi ResearchProgram Management.
MIL-C-172 Cases;Bases, Mounting; and Mounts, Vibration for Use with Electronic Equipment in Aircraft.
MIL-E-5400 Electronic Equipment,Aerospace, General Specification for.
MIL-B-5087 Bonding, Electrical and Lightning Protection, for Aerospace Systems.
MIL-W-5088 Wiring,Aerospace Vehicle.
MIL-E-7080 Electric Equipment, Aircraft Selection and Installationof.
MIL-T-8700 Installation and Test of Electronic Equipment inAircraft.
MIL-W-22759 Wire, Electric, Fluoropolymer Insulated Copper or Copper Alloy.
MIL-SPEC-C-27500 ' Cable,Electrical Shieldedand Unshielded,Aerospace.
MIL-P-27733 Procedures for Installation of Equipment inAircraft for Test Purposes.
MIL-W-81044 Wire, Electi'ic,Crosslinked Polyalkene, Crosslinked Alkene-Imide Polymer, or Polyarylene Insulated, Copperor CopperAlloy.
MIL-STD-202 Test Methods for Electronic and Electrical Component Parts.
MIL-STD-454 StandardGeneralRequirements for ElectronicEquipment.
MIL-STD-810 Environmental Test Methods.
RTCA DO-160A-80 Environmental Conditionsand Test Procedures for Airborne Equipment.
T.O. 1-1A-8 StructuralHardware.
T.O. 1-1A-9 AerospaceMetals- General Data and UsageFactors.
T.O. 1-IA-14 Aircraft Electric and Electronic Wiring.
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2.0 DISPLAY TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
This sectionof the report presents a summaryof technologiesand methodsavailable for potentialuse in the Panoramic,3-D Flight
Display System.A general reviewis presented first, followedby a rating of technologiesand methodsrelative to the preliminary
displayrequirements.The reviewand rating material areorganized by thefollowing four technology areas:
• ImageSourceTechnology
• 3-DMethods
• CollimationMethods
• 3-D InteractionMethods
For the purposes of the techniques and technologiesreview, these four areas are treated independently.The interactions among these
groups are consideredin Section 3 of this report.The material is presentedcomprehensively in the following tables, with supplementary
comments providedin the body of this text.
•Table
2-1 Definitionof termsused in the technology review
2-2 Surveyof image source technologies ••
2-3 Surveyof 3-D methods
2-4 Surveyof collimation methods
2-5 Surveyof 3-D interactionmethods
2-6 Strawmanrequirements for rate and compare analysis
2-7 Ratingof image source technologies •
2-8 Rating of 3-D methods
2-9 Rating of collimationmethods
2-10 Rating of 3-D interactionmethods
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2.1 Technology Survey
The technologysurvey is a summary of the candidate methodsand technologies reviewed for potential use in the Panoramic, 3-D
FlightDisplay System. The tables include a description of each method or technology, alongwith general discussion of major
benefits and considerationsfor each. General categories and methods are discussed at the beginning of each table, with subsequent
sectionsdescribing implementationsof these categories.As described,each implementation clearly encompasses a wide variety of
detailed configurationalpossibilities, many of which can be readily found in the relevant literature. In certain cases, the
nonorthogonalnatureof these methods imPlies that there willbe some overlap among theVariousimplementations.Additional
combinationsof the listedmethods are possible.
;7.
The tables als0 list attributesand comments about the methodsor technologies.While resembling a list of advantages and
disadvantages, a moregeneral interpretation is implied. No comparisons against a specific baseline are being made at this point,
and an attributewhich leads to a significantadvantage or disadvantagein one configuration maybe inconsequential.inanother. The
•headings"Benefits"and "Limitations/Considerations"wereselectedto be consistentwith this generalnature of the remarksat this
stage. , - _.
Technicalterminologyis sometimes imprecise. In common usage, many terms take on a range of meanings, depending uponthe specific
context in which they are used as well as the background of the authoror reader. To aid in the interpretationof theassociated matrix
discussions, some guidelines are given below (Table 2-1) with respect to certain terms used in those discussions. The terminology
should still be interpretedbased upon the context in which it isused, including any additional qualifiers.
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Table 2-1. Definition of termsused in the technologyreview.
i ! !ii i i ii !ii i .............. i,,i
Bandwidth The time-averaged rate of information flow through a system or system component. For example, "channel bandwidth" refers to the
bandwidth for one image source and the data path (including image data generators or sensors, image data processing and interface means)
associated with it. "System bandwidth" includes the total average rate of information flow to meet the image quality objective for all
displayed perspectives (e.g. both eyes for stereo) using the 3-D methods and configurationsunder consideration. Used without a qualifier,
"bandwidth" refers to both the system and its individual components.
Assumed throughout the comments in these tables is a consistent image quality objective to each eye for the various methods. Thus, for
example, a stereoscopic display is assumed to provide two perspective views of image quality equal to a that of a comparable non-stereo
display (i.e. would not rely on reducingthe vertical resolution of each field Oron changing the frame rate). Hence, the system bandwidth
for the stereo display is assumed to be twice the system bandwidth of a non-stereo display. As a further example, a generic, ideal time-
multiplexed single-channel system would not sacrifice resolution or frame rate as comparedto a system incorporating two separate
. channels, one for each eye or perspective. Hence, the "channelbandwidth" for the time-multiplexedsingle-channel image source and data
path would be twice that of the individual channel bandwidths in the two-channel system, although the display systems would have
equivalent system bandwidths.
Image Source An electro-optical display element or displaydevice which converts image data from electrical to optical form. An image source can be
either monochrome or color. Some color image sources, such as a subtractive color AMLCD image source, may be made up of multiple
• monochrome image sources. " ,.
Resolution The term "resolution" typically has many connotations, including the total number of pixels, the pixel density on the display device, or
the pixel density in the final image (versus angle or position). It can also be taken to include tonal resolution or grayscale, temporal
resolution, or a number of other image quality or optical metrics. For the purposes of this program, we prefer to keep this term general and
defined by the context. Resolution in terms of pixel density can be readily related to total number of pixels by knowing the intended image
dimensions or angular FOV.
Temporal Temporal artifactsare any time-related anomalies which are introduced by the display (and possibly sensor or processing) components.
Artifacts Examples of such artifacts include image smear, lag, flicker, persistence-induced stereo crosstalk, strobe effects, discontinuous motion, and
multiple images associated with interlaced/non-interlacedscanning or sensor/display refresh rate mismatch in the presence of motion. There
may be instances in which motion-related artifactscould introduce spurious stereoscopic depth cues in a 3-D system.
Tiling In both conventional displays and 3-D displays, it may be advantageous to subdivide the image source and/or the data path. This
opportunity is assumed to be present in all cases, and carries with it obvious implications on the channel bandwidth of each "image source
tile".
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2.1.1 Image SourceTechnologies
This portion of the technology survey identifies and categorizes the primary image source candidates for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight
Display System (Table2-2). While no such list of display technologies can be complete,the major categories are included. With the
exceptionof certain CRT-baseddisplays, the candidatetechnologies are not currently routinely available with sufficient pixel counts to
meet anticipatedresolutionand FOV requirements (Table 1-3)without a tiled or mosaic approach. For the technologiesbeing most
activelyextended to high informationcontent, examples of recently reportedlaboratory prototypes are given. It should be recognized that
neither large nor smallformats are favored in this survey,since the applicabilityof each is strongly dependent Ul_0nthe collimation and 3-
D methods to be considered, and both projection and direct collimation are possible.
Artifacts such as image retentionand non-uniformitycan occur in all of the display technologies listed. These are not explicitly discussed
below, as they are quitedependent upon the details of the implementation. It is reasonable to expect that the suppressionof these effects _
can be correlated with the maturityof the technology.Significant progress is continuing in many of these technology areas.
The key attributesfor identifying a successful candidateimage source technologyfor panoramic displays are versatility, availability,
maturity and the perceivedability to meet the needs of the program. As part of the technology survey, Honeywellhas reviewed a broad
4+,
range of image source methods.
Out of the manypossible known display technologies for panoramic systems, Honeywell has concentrated its internal development
efforts on light valve projectionand laser projection.A fundamental advantageof the laser and light valve approaches is the effective
decoupling of resolution and luminance as competingobjectives.This greatlyincreases the flexibility for covering large display area or
functioning in high ambient illuminations. As with the projection display industry in general, Honeywelrs primary interest is in •
development and applicationof Active MatrixLiquid Crystal Display (AMLCD) light valves. The laser displayapproach is seen, at this
time, as offeringpotentialadvantages to meet special needs, with broad applicabilitycoming later.
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Alternate light valve technologiesexist, but lie outside the mainstreamof light Valvedevelopment. One such device which deserves
consideration is the deformablemirror light modulator (DMD). Research and developmenton this approach has been ongoing for a
considerableperiod of time, but has been limited to a comparativelysmall numberof companies,most notably Texas Instruments.
Reported and demonstratedresults have been quitepromising, but are often difficult to assess in terms of real performance, reliability and
path to commercialization.Becauseits implementationas a light valveis in manyways comparableto the use of an AMLCD light valve,
AMLCD light valve conceptualdesignswill in many waysexhibit a reasonable physicalcompatibilitywith designs using the DMD (or
other light valve). .....
2.1.1.1 AMLCD Light Valves.The most established lightvalve approach for high resolution, speed and contrast is clearly the twisted
nematic (TN) AMLCD. The AMLCD is widely acceptedas a highlycapable technologyon a strong evolutionarypath.The capability of
thesedevices continuesto be improvedat a rapidpace, and the cost promises to remain competitive due to the applicationof established
processingmethods and the size of the markets which can use such a device. AMLCDs provideexcellent performancefor both direct
view and projection applications.Both of these modes havebeen explored for compatibilitywith the preliminary display requirements.
Due to practical size limitationsin current fabricationmethodsfor direct view AMLCDs,projectionof•theseelectricallyaddressed light
valves is very appealing.Light valve projectiondisplaysare commercially available,but most current devices have insufficient resolution
for use in a panoramic display.Resolution is limited by materials, processing capabilities, fabrication techniques and device bandwidth.
Current AMLCD devices arewell-suited for projectionof television images and presentationgraphics. Other LCD systems, such as laser
addressed thermal smectic LCDs,provide superb resolutionand•grayscale, but are slowwhen compared with the requirements for real
time displays. ••
A light valve, for this discussion,is a multichannellight modulator which does not produce light but rather controlslight generated by an
external source. Typical advantagesof light.valveprojectionsystems include: •
• Light valve technology is being driven by the television and computer markets to continually higher resolution and gray scale
capability, although theresolution at this time still falls short of that needed for a high-resolution panoramicdisplay.
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• Light valve systems generallyhave no moving parts.
• Lifetime can be very long, with the possible exception of the lamp.
• The luminance and chromaticitycan be made quite high through prudent lamp and optics selection.
• The lamp canbe physically separated from the deflection apparatus, where heat canbe more easily dissipated.
• Display luminanceand resolution are less interrelated thanin certainother display technologies.
• Color gamut can be large, and color matching is simplified.
• No speckle problems areexpected, unless a laser or other long coherence length source is used.
•• •Systemscan be relativelycompact and light.
• Optics are generally more straightforward than in approaches requiring wider collection angles, such as high-luminance CRT
projection. _
Some current limitationsof light valv.esshould be stated as well: °
• Current light valves leave room for improvement in one or more areas: resolution, gray scale, transmission, contrast or speed.
• System design is less straightforward if extreme luminance levels are required or if the area of coverage is large. The challenges
of high sourceluminance, high collection efficiency and thermal effects begin to play an important role under these conditions.
• Lamp lifetime and operatingconsiderationsare generallynot ideal.
• The imaging characteristicsare somewhat different from those of a CRT, e_g.pixel versus raster, hence direct comparison can be
difficult.
• Typically, current light valves have environmental constraints, such as temperature range, which must be checked relative to the
intendedapplication.
The generalgoals in selectinga light valve for a projectionavionics display include:
• High transmittancein thechromatic regions of interest
• High resolution
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• Good grayscale capability
• Video rate switching speed
• Compact i
• Goodenvironmentalperformance
• Rugged
• Long life
• AcceptableCost
The AMLCD was selectedas the preferred high performance light valve for other display developmentefforts. While much of the current
work in AMLCDsis directed toward relatively large displays such as the display unit (DU) for the Boeing 777, there is considerable
interest in the miniaturizationand resolutionenhancementof small activematrix displays. In particular, Honeywell has been actively
pursuingdevelopmentof a high-resoh_tion,smallformatAMLCD light valve well suited for projection displays:Key to this development
is the incorporationof integrated drivers using single crystal silicon, allowing resolution of 1000 lines per inch or more. In addition to
panoramicdisplays, this technology is also directed toward a new generationof light-weight, high'resolution, high-luminanceand low-
voltage head mounted displays.
Honeywellhas completed a contract for developing a Miniature Color Display (MCD Final•Report, 1993; Sarma et.al., 1993),based
upon subtractivecolor LCD technology. Under this program,full-color AMLCD image sources have been fabricated at a resolution of
300 linesper inch (lpi).For applications not requiring the compact image source affordedby the subtractivecolor approach,more
conventionaladditivemethodshave also been evaluated.
Honeywellhas completed the subtractivecolor AMLCD portionof the ARPA-fundedKopin AMEL/AMLCDprogram.One of the goals
of this program wasto provide 1280 x 1024monochrome•AMLCDdisplays for integrationinto the CVCHMD (Combat Vehicle Crew
Helmet-MountedDisplay). Honeywell demonstrateda monochrome, 1280x 1024AMLCD at the ARPA Joint Services WorkingGroup
meeting in Washington, D.C. in June, 1994.The video rate monochrome light valves are approximately 1000lpi, contain integrated
drivers and provide 6-8 bits of tonalresolution. The light valves resulting from this program are prime candidates for use in a panoramic
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display system. The results of the Kopin team effort on the ARPA and AdvancedVisionics System (AVS) will be essential in assessing
the risk, cost and performanceof an AMLCD light valve approach for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System.
Use of 1280x1024 lightvalves will minimize the amount of display tiling required as compared with commercially available light
t
valves, although some tiling may still be necessary. One option for managing the tiled segments is overlapping the segments slightly,
with the smoothingof the seamadjusted electronically.A key benefit of the AMLCD approach,however, is the potential for even greater
pixel densities. Considerableinterest has been shown in developing even higher resolution devices, and ARPA has funded a program to
develop a 2560 x 2048 AMLCD using 12-micronpixels.
2.1.1.2 Laser Projection.Laser projection offers dramatic potential advantages, such as resolution, luminance, efficiency, color gamut,
reliabilityand flexibility.New developmentsand applicationscontinually spur additionalinterest in this area. Recent examples include-
High-Definition TV, frequency-doubleddiode-pumped solid state lasers, and visible laser diodes.
The components and tools for these display systems have evolved as well. Applications ranging from military systems to laser printers
and optical storage havedriven the technology of lasers, scanners and laser opticsbeyond the laboratory into markets measured in
millions of units per year.Honeywell has developed a compactmonochrome laser projection system for the purpose of identifying
appropriate applicationsand addressing each of these four aspects. This "hands-on"experience provides extra insight into the questions
to be asked when considering a laser display.
Unlike the AMLCD, laser projectionhas not yet been put into broad, routine use throughout the display industry, with the exception of
large format laser entertainmentdisplays.Several aspectsof the technology remain which have thus far limited the widespread
applicabilityof this approach.These include:
• Deflectionbandwidth
• Laser Speckle
• Availability of"reasonable" lasers (outputpower, efficiency,cost)
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• Packaging (size, stability,etc.)
The relativeimportanceof these limitationsvaries stronglywith the natureof the applicationrequirements.
In a typical raster-modelaser projector, the laserand modulatorprovideconversionfrom electricallyencoded image data to optical form.
This is directed to and focused on a screen by a pair of deflectors and an imaging lens, often an f-theta lens. The screen can be either a
very simple surfaceor can be tailored to provide additionalcontrol of the viewing geometryor polarization.The key components to be
analyzed for the Panoramic, 3-DFlight Display System are the laser(s), the fast axis deflectionmethod, and the screen (in the context of
3-D methods).
Some of the goals in selectinga compactvisible laser sourceare:
• Appropriatespectral (RGB) outputs (either directlyor with conversion)
• High outputpower, for the desired luminance over the FOV and exit pupil
• Singlespatialmode (TEMoo) output is generallyrequired
• Compact
• Efficient(low power consumption/heatgeneration)
• Good environmentalperformance
• Rugged
• Long life
• Acceptablecost
• Short temporalcoherencelength may be beneficial
Candidate lasers include gas lasers, solid state lasers, and semiconductor (diode) lasers. While gas lasers _rovidehigher output power
and a broaderselectionof wavelengthsthan visible diode or solid state lasers, the size and power requirements maybe prohibitive,
especially fora high luminance,flyable displayscenario. Diode-pumpedsolid state lasers with green outputhave become routinely used,
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and several techniques can be used to createboth red and blue systems.Red laser diodes havebecome commodity items, and shorter
wavelength devices have been demonstrated.A bonus with the diode lasers is the capability for direct modulation,whereas the other
types require externalmodulators, usually based upon acousto-opiicprinciples.
As an alternative to a direct multi-col0r laser display, a laser-excited phosphoror fluorescent screen approach may also be considered.
This configurationretains many of the advantages of the direct display,but yields full color with a monochrome scan engine while
eliminating the potentialfor laser speckle.Laser speckle is a diffraction-relatedartifactresulting from the use of a highly coherent source
with a diffusing screen and a small collection aperture (e.g. the pupil of the eye). In addition to the use of a phosphor screen, speckle can
be reduced by averaging techniques and by screen selection.There is generallya trade-off, however, between Speckleand such
parameters as resolution, efficiency, size or weight.
Many laser scanningmethods and variations are describedin the literature. Four major approaches are used:
• Acousto-opticdeflection
• Polygon (movingmirror) scanning
• Hologon scanning
• Galvanometerdeflection
Each of these approacheshas a variety of 0ptionsand variations.At least three quite different acousto-opticdeflection methods are well
known.The first is Bragg angle deflection,where an incidentbeam is deflectedby a refractive index grating formedby acoustically
driving the deflectormedium. In the second case, a frequency-chirpedacoustic pulse is applied to one end of the deflector. This acts like
a Bragg angle deflectoras well, with the addedeffect of focusing action due to the frequency chirp. A portion of the incoming beam is
deflected and focused to form an image spot. As the acoustic wave propagates down the length of the deflector, the focused spot sweeps
out the scan line. With a third method,best suited for pulsed lasers havingrepetition rates in the tens of kHz, an entire line of video-
modulatedacoustic signal is loaded into the device. The laser pulses then read the video out, one line at a time.
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The lack of moving parts in theacousto-optic approachis veryappealing. Disadvantages,however, are a complex and somewhat
inefficientoptical layout and a strong wavelengthsensitivity,which complicates matters further in achievingfull color.
Polygon scanners are rotating mirror assemblieswith a number of flat facets around the perimeter.These are routinely used in laser
printing enginesand are capable of extremely high resolution. At videorates, however, a large number of facets and quite high rotation
speeds are required.
Hologon scanners are holographicanalogs to the polygon scanner. One implementation is a flat disk containing transmissive holographic
or diffractive gratings.The laser light is diffracted to a new angle by the grating, that angle changing with the rotation of the disk. An
advantageof the transmissivehologon approach is a reduced sensitivity to wobble in therotational assembly.Disadvantages, especially
for high bandwidth applicationssuch as real time video, include a smaller angle amplificationfactor and lower practical limiting speeds
than for a comparable polygon.
Currentgalvanometer scannersfall far short of the scan rate required for the fast axis, but are the best general option for the slow scan
axis. From a simplified perspective, the line scan rate for a single 1280x 1024,60 Hz display can be estimated to be 1024 * 60 = 61.44
kHz, whereas the slow scan axis rate is on the order of 60 Hz. :
This line rate also presents a major challenge for each of the other approaches. As an example, a polygon scannerwith 32 facets would
have to turn at 115200RPM to achieve this linescan rate.Although this is possible, lower speeds are much more desirable and practical.
Significantlyincreasing the numberof facets while maintainingan in-line resolution of 1280 "pixels" brings the RPM down but leads to
an impracticallylarge polygondiameter. Anumerical model is in place which incorporatesthe beam size, facet size, duty cycle, angle
amplificationfactor,number of facets, horizontaland verticalresolution, and motor speed to predict the diffraction limited performance
of such a scan system. The b.nalysisquickly reveals that the use of multiple laser beams proVidesthe most fruitful path to achievinghigh
resolutionperformance. Additionaltechniquescan be implemented to improve bandwidthwithout additionalbeams, but these add optical
complexityand can significantlyreducethe optical efficiencyof the system.
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For a reasonable 1280x 1024,60 Hz, full-color display, each of the candidate scanningtechnologies will require multiple beams,
perhaps a minimumof 2 to 4 per color, to keep the size and mechanical speeds within reason. The concept analysis must thus consider
the complexityand configurationaloptions of generating,deflecting,and maintaining the stability of 6 to 12 laser beams per 1280x 1024
i'
segment of the display.For higher resolutions, the number of beams should scale approximately with the number of pixels.
, L .".
2.1.1.3 Light Sources.An advantage of the light valve approach, whether direct view or projection, is that image luminance can
generallybe increasedwithout sacrificingresolution.While the increase will of course come at the expense of power dissipation, viewing
angle, or other parameters,this is quite an advantageover many emissive technologies.With CRTs, for example, increasing the
luminancetypically leads to'a resolution loss.
Selectionof the light source for a light valve configurationshould be based upon a number of parameters such as luminance, power,
lifetime, spectrum,reliabilityand ease of maintenance.The candidatesare quite different for direct view and projection modes.
!.
Requirementsare also strongly drivenby the viewingangle distribution. For example, figuring screen gain or limited exit pupil into the
optical throughputgreatly affects the amount of lamp output required to achieve agiven luminance.
Candidate light sourcesmight include:
• Incandescent(tungstenhalogen). Direct and fiber coupled illuminationare _ossible. Lamps are essentially instant on, and are
relatively insensitive to power dropouts. Lifetimes are limited,but replacement is straightforward.
• Arc lamps(xenon, metal halide or others). Direct or fibercoupling are again options. Efficiencies are significantly higher than
incandescentsources, but warm-up times apply,and special measures may be required to restart the lamps if they go out. The
small arc is well suited to efficient projectionwithout large aperture optics. Lifetimes are typically short to moderate, although
certaincompromises in custom lamp design can increase this. Replacement can be less straightforward'due to high pressures in
the lamps, and lamp orientation can be important unless special design precautions are taken.
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• Fluorescent lamps.Lifetime, efficiency,and powerconsumption are advantages,but obtaining high luminance can be difficult.
Fluorescentlamps are best suited for direct view applications due to their extended source nature.
For high output applications,the arc lamps have the highestcapability. Tradeoffs may be necessary if luminance and viewing angle
requirementsare high and power is limited. A tri-bandform of the metal halide arc lamp is currently being developed under ARPA
funding.This approachoffers the potential for increasingluminance further or reducing the input power and cooling requirements.
2.1.1.4 Projection Screens. The projection screen is a very important component of a projection display. Even in a collimated display, it
may be necessary to include a projectionscreenprior to the collimation element(s).Screen gain, size, and transmission/reflection
characteristicsmust be considered when selectinga screenfor a particular application. In some stereoscopicconfigurations involving
polarizationmethods, image depolarizationmay lead to unacceptablestereo crosstalk.Other competingattributes may be desirable, such
as high or low screengain. These parametersare often interrelatedand involve tradeoffs in the screen selectionprocess. Special screen
techniques,such as diffractive and surface relief structures,offer unique design capabilitieswhich can be applied to system designs. For
example, low gain and low image depolarizationcan be provided simultaneously.
Screengain characteristics,as a function of bend angle,determine the relative luminance and viewing zoneof a particular screen. In
panoramicdisplayapplicationsrequiring a largehorizontalFOV, projecting images on the edges of the screenresult in a large bend angle
to get to the viewer.Many screens exhibit a falloffbeyond a bend angle of 20 deg. Hot spots can be eliminated through the use of a low
gain screenor additionalstructuressuch as a Fresnel fieldlens. A large head motion box also dictates the screen gain required. Often, the
headmotion box requirementscan be different for horizontaland vertical axes. Several screen techniques allow discrimination in this
way.
Screen transmission/reflectioncan strongly affect the performanceof a projection display in the presenceof ambient light. Reflection or
backscatteringcan lead to lower image contrast and even make the image unviewable. With conventional diffusing screens, those with
the widest viewing angle generallyhave the highest reflection.Again, certain special screen techniques can help in this regard.Contrast
enhancementtechniques,both conventionaland unconventional,can be applied to furtherminimize backscattering on rear projection'
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screens.Front projection screenspose a particularlydifficult challenge in rejecting ambient light, althoughthere are methods available to
overcome this problem.
Diffractiveand refractivemicrostructurescanbe incorporated into the screen design to improve the screen gain (luminance)and
uniformity across a large field. The microstructuresserve to scatter the light at the displaysurface into a controlled,modest solid angle
for the viewer.The goal is a better match between the cone angle of the light coming from the projector and the viewing angle of the eye,
with the diffusion envelope of the display matching the viewer's head motion box volume. To further assist in matching the illumination
profile with the viewing zone, many screen types can be designed to incorporate field lens functionality as well as diffusion.
Effects on image qualitymust be considered when selecting the screen configuration.Screen microstructurecan both limit resolution and
interfere to generateMoir_artifacts.The microstructures or microlenses in the screen shouldpreferably be at least two or three times _
smaller than the resolutionlimitof the projected image. _
Microlens arrays can also be useful in one-to-one correspondence with source pixels, depending upon the source chosen, in order to
modify the cone angle leaving the pixel.This makes a better match between the luminanceenvelope of the emitter and the numerical
aperture of the projectionoptics.Diffractiveoptics may also be used in the projection optics.For a rotationally symmetric wide FOV
system with fullcolor, the chief functions of added diffractive surfaces are aspheric correction and chromatic correction. This can reduce
the number of elements, and hence the size, of projection systems. This has been demonstrated by Honeywelrs work with binary optics,
which are a class of diffractiveelements fabricatedby microlithographictechniques. These binary optics have been used in both visual
and IR applications.
For a panoramic displaywith special screen requirements,conventional screen elements form a good starting point. These can be
augmentedas necessarywith special screen techniques such as diffractive binary optics, other surface relief microstructures or
altematively with analogousvolume holographic optics in some cases. These methods enable the realizationof high performancescreen
concepts.
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Table 2-2. Su_ey of image source technologies.
Device
Categories
(General, Display image source which generates light No additional light source is Emissive technologies are prone to
Emissive) locally at each pixel, where the amount or required.Intrinsic viewing angle resolution vs. luminance tradeoffs.
nature of such light is controllable via the is often better than with light Image source lifetime may be
data path. valves.High peak luminance can problematic in high luminance and
be achieved in many cases, high resolution applications.
(General, Light Display image source generates no light Reducedinteractionof luminance Separate light source is required,and
Valve) intrinsically, but provides an image-wise and resolution, consumes power whetherindividual
modulation to a generally uniform applied pixels are on or off. Peak luminance is
light source, generally the same as the full, large-
area white luminance.
Scanning
Methods
Electrical An array or matrix of addressableelements These systems _e generally Restricted to format of thepackaged
Matrix is multiplexed by sequential selection more compact and more stable sourcedevice.
Scanning signals, most typically in the form of row than the other scanned systems. Fabrication and yield issues must be
and columnaddressing lines. Examples overcome.
include active or passive matrix LCDs,
electroluminescent(EL)displays and field
emission displays (FEDs).
Electrostatic / Electromagnetic fields are applied to vary CRT scanning is well developed Can be bulky.
Magnetic the trajectory of one or more electron and supportshigh bandwidth Possible convergence or image
beams. This is the primary scanning scanning, position drift.
method in most CRTs. No moving parts.
Opto- Scanning of an addressable point or line of Moving mirror optical scanners Multiple beams may be required for
Mechanical display'elements is achieved with moving provide significant high resolutions, due to practical
mirrors or other moving optical configurational flexibility, limitations on mechanical speeds.
components. Examples include rotating Can have high efficiency, and be High speed moving parts may not be
polygons and galvanometers,often used for achromatic, suitable for certain operating
laser scanning. Well suitedfor low and moderate environments.
deflectionrates.
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Table 2-2. Survey of image source technologies (continued).
Electro-Optical Scanningis achieved without traditional Laser scanning is provided High information content display can
/ Acousto- moving parts, most commonly by induced without moving parts, with be difficult.
Optical densitygradientsor refractive index possible benefits in reliability Wavelength sensitive.
variations. Example is an acousto-optie and display environment Generallylower efficiency than opto-
deflector,such as for laser scanning, compatibility, mechanical systems.
Color
Methods
Monochrome Only asingle color component,althoughit Serves as a basisformanycolor Limitedcolor information.
' may includebroad spectral bands, methods.
Color: Side-by-sideelements with differentcolor Yields full color with only a The image source must have -_o
Integrated spectra.Examples include shadow mask single image source. Short approximately three times as many
Additive CRT, and LCD with a triad-pattern color persistence is not a requirement addressable elements as the
filter array. Quite common in direct view as with the other single image monochrome image sources used in the
applications, source approach, time-sequential other approaches. Lower optical
color, efficiency than some approaches. Pixel
Common approach, substructure may be detrimental if
Stable and easily viewed or visible.
projected.
Can be implemented with nearly
all image source technologies.
Color: Optical merging of multiple monochrome Yields full color at the intrinsic Can be bulky and heavy, especially
Combined image sources, one for each color band. device pitch. Potentially the with large monochrome image sources.
Additive This is typically done with colored highest optical efficiency. Requires 3 monochrome image sources
beamsplitters or by projecting onto a Can be implemented with all for full color.
common screen. This approach is not image source technologies.
generallyused for direct view.
Color: Each light valve in a stack of light valves Yields full color at the intrinsic Increasedpotential for optical artifacts
Subtractive controls or removes a particular color band. device pitch. Very compact and if parametersand design are not
System configuration is such that the three stable method for utilizing selected appropriately.Requires 3
imagesare adequately combined.This multiple display devices, monochrome image sources for full
approachis not generally used for direct High efficiency possible, color.
view.Analogous method could also be used
for stackedemissive devices.
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Table 2-2. Survey of image source technologies (continued).
Color: Time- A single image source generates separate Requiresthe fewest addressable Lower optical efficiency than some
Sequential images in the separate spectral bands, one elements of all color methods, approaches. Requires high switching
after the other. A color filter wheel, electro- speed (e.g. field rate may be three
optic switchable color filter, or set of times that of the other approaches).
pulsed light sources may be used. Even with fast switching and
appropriatehigh bandwidth data path,
potential for temporal artifacts (e.g.
color breakup with motion) is
increased.
Emissive
Devices
CathodeRay Electronbeam(s) excite a phosphor screen. Nobacklightrequired.Wide Bulky. Approximately 2K
Tube (CRT) Magnetic or electrostaticdeflection viewing angle. Luminance vs. resolution constraints, x 2K, full color
(scanning) is generally internal to the tube. Common, low-cost approach. High voltage requirements problematic
Mainstream display technology, in some applications.
High resolution commercially
available.
Time-sequentialcolor possible.
Electrolumines Moderatelyhigh voltage signals are applied No backlightrequired.Wide Current technology is quite limited in
cent, to special phosphors, resulting in viewing angle, the blue spectral band, making full
(EL) Passive electroluminescence.Several variations '_ color EL problematic.
Matrix or exist, such as AC thin film EL and DC Luminance vs, resolution and pixel
Active Matrix powder EL. Passive matrix implies count constraints.
(AMEL) multiplexing with relatively low switching Drive voltages complicate driver and
frequencyfor each pixel. Active matrix active matrix design.
allows higher multiplexibility and increased
luminance.
Field Emission Electronsare generatedlocally and No backlightrequired. Wide Technology in development stage. 6" diagonal color
Display (FED) acceleratedinto a nearbyphosphor screen, viewing angles. Low voltage phosphors have lower system (LETI)
Several variations exist, both for electron Thin, light-weight displays efficiencythan standard HV phosphors.
emission structures and phosphor type. anticipated.
Lower voltage operation
possible, compared with CRTs.
Time-sequentialcolor should be
possible.
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Table 2-2. Survey of image source technologies (continued).
Laser(scanned) One or more laser beams are scanned in two Spectrallypure color bands Potential for coherence artifacts (e.g.
axes to sweep out an image. Scanning Reducedresolution vs. speckle).
mechanisms can be either luminance constraints. Scanning system complexity for a
electromechanical,acousto-opticalor high bandwidth display.
electro-optical. The laser light may be Laser availability for practical full
vieweddirectly, or indirectly via the use of color system.
fluorescentscreens.
Light Emitting Photon emission from diode junctions. Good switchingspeed. Efficiency is comparatively low,
Diode(LED) Arrays and displays canbe made and Candidatefor scannedlinear especially for blue. Rarely used for
multiplexed, source (used in print heads), high resolution displays ......
Plasma Photon emission is achieved by voltage Active matrixnot required. Though relatively thin (as compared to 1024 x 768, i_'
inducedgas discharge (AC or DC). Spectral Well suited to relatively large CRT or projection systems), these full color, _.
bands are eithergenerateddirectly by the formats, displays are typically heavy. 30", _-:
discharge,or indirectly by phosphor Rapidprogress being made. Luminance is more limited than with 20 fL, '_
excitation. Matrix methods are typically most other technologies, prototype
passive, with good multiplexibility. Technology in development stage. (Photonics
Systems, Inc.)
Vacuum A phosphor is excited by electron emission Mainstreamdisplay technology Not generally used for high resolution
Fluorescent from filamentcathodes, for low resolution displays, displays.
Display(VFD)
Light
Valves
Digital Anarrayof smallmicromirrorsis High switchingspeed,canbe Generallyrestrictedto projectiondueto 2048 x 1152
Micromirror controlledby an underlyingintegrated used with sequentialcolor, small formatanduse of dark-field combined,additive
Device (DMD) circuitaddressingarray.The mirrorsare High opticalefficiency possible illuminationmethods, i:olor
tilted selectivelyto control the direction of due to high aperturereflection Still at proof-of-concept stage, though (Texas
reflectedlight.Used as a reflection mode mode and no polarizers, with encouraging results. Instruments)
light Valvefor projection displays. (also Good gray-scale with pulse Both time-sequential color and
knownas deformable mirror) width modulation, combined additivecolor demonstrated.
Does not require liquid crystal or
similar material.
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Table 2-2. Survey of image source technologies (continued).
LCD: A non-twisted LCD geometry, again using Higher switching speed. Not as well established as "IN devices. 1280 x 1024,
Ferroelectric polarizers,where switchingspeedand a Bistability advantageous in some Promising technology, but products 16 colors,
(FLC) degree of bistability are achieved by using a configurations, have been slow in coming, however 15"
diffei'enttype of liquid crystal material. Potentially lower cost than vendors claim to be overcoming Prototype (Canon),
Several variations exist. AMLCD. traditional trouble areas (e.g. grayscale,
Both time-sequentialand uniformity, stability). 2560 x 2048
subtractivecolor are feasible. B & W
prototype
(Canon)
LCD: CRT A reflectivemode LCDprojector, addressed Commercial projection systems Color is most readily achieved by
Addressed by a high resolution CRT image coupled to areavailable, combined additive color. This leads to
a photoconductor in the LC panel. Highoptical efficiencyand high a rather bulky system.
: luminance.
LCD: Polymer MicroscopicLCdroplets are embedded in a Easy to fabricate PDLC layer. Voltage and contrast requirements
Dispersed polymer. Field switchable alignment In most common modes, higher make active matrix versions more
(PDLC or controls the amount of scattering due to efficiencyis achieved as difficult.
NCAP) refractive index mismatch. Also can be polarizers are not used. Not yet competitive with TN devices
operatedin absorbingmodes by adding Wide direct view viewing angle, in high resolution applications.
dichroicdyes. Time-sequential color is feasible.
LCD: STN Polarizationbased light valve where the Lower cost and easier toproduce Generally lower image quality than
Passive Matrix non-linear response of the liquid crystal is than AMLCD. AMLCD (e.g. grayscale, viewing
(STN) emphasized to increase multiplexibility Mainstream display technology, angle, switching speed, contrast,
without adding additionalnon-linear with further development multiplexibility), although
elements.There are several other variations anticipated, development in these areas continues.
in addition to Super-twisted nematic (STN). Subtractive color possible.
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Table 2-2. Surveyof image source technologies (continued).
LCD: TN A light valve where field-switchabletwisted High multiplexibility. Opticalefficiency and luminance can 1280 x 1024
Active Matrix nematic(TN) liquidcrystalmaterialis used Many formatspossible, be limited, mono, 1.5", int.
(AMLCD) to selectivelyrotatethe polarizationof light Mainstreamdisplay technology, Morecostly to producethancertain driver,prototype
betweena set of polarizers.Inthe active with furtherdevelopment othertechnologies. (Kopin);
matrixapproaches,a non-linearelement anticipated. Viewing angle is more limitedthan 1472 x 1024
(e.g. thin film transistor,or TFT) is placed Very goodperformance, with emissive displays, mono, 1.9", int.
at eachpixel to increasemultiplexibilityof High luminanceis possible. Switching speed slower thansome driver,
the matrix. Subtractivecolor possible, otherdisplay technologies, but prototype
generallyvideo ratecompatible.. (Sharp);
3072 x 2048
mono, 13", "._
prototype
(Xerox / Standish)
LCD, various A large varietyof other LCD operating Each hasspecial advantagesfor While possibly meeting special :_
othertypes modeshave beendeveloped.Examples certainapplications, performancerequirements,these do not
includedynamicscattering,thermal in generalhave theoverallperformance
smectic,OMI,ECB, cholesteric,phase of the TN and STN types.
change,guesthost, plasmaaddressed,e-
beamaddressed,photo-addressed,etc.
PLZT Ceramic-basedpolarizationcontrol light Higherswitching speedthan High voltage requirements.
valve. Severalvariationshave been manyalternativelight valves.
developed.
LCD: While mostTN liquidcrystaldevices have Higherapertureefficiency. Opticalgeometries are generallymore
Reflective, beenmadein transmissive mode, certainof complicated.
Matrix theLCDgeometries can supportreflection Limitedcompatibility with the
Addressed modedevices.Here, the opticalefficiency preferredAMLCDgeometry ON).
canbe significantlyhigher than in the
traditionalhigh performanceTN AMLCD. ._l_
VariousOther Examples include electrochromic, In general, these lack the performance
Technologies _hotochromic,electrophoretic, magnetic, and development support of the
electromechanical,deformable membrane, prevailing methods.
oil, e-beamaddressed laser, piezo-electric
actuatedmirror, etc.
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2.1.2 3-DMethods
This portion of the technology surveyidentifies and categorizesthe major methods for 3-D displays (Table 2-3). By 3-D, we mean the
presentationof depth•informationby perspective disparityand/or accommodationdisparity.While a sense of depth can also be conveyed
or enhanced by graphical methods such as shading or linear perspective, these are not included here.
The many display technologies that havebeen proposedfor the presentationof 3-D imagescan generally be categorized as either
stereoscopic (stereopair), autostereoscopic,or volumetric.Autostereoscopic displays differ from stereoscopic displays in that they
requireno special viewing mechanismsto be wom on the head such as polarizedglasses. Volumetricdisplays are characterized by their
use of a real 3-D volume as the displaymedium. These classes of 3-D displaymay also be distinguished by the amount of information
required to construct images. While stereoscopic displaysrequire presentationof two times the amount of informationof a comparable
monocular display, volumetricdisplays require the encodingof much greater amounts of information, since bandwidth will increase
roughly as a function of the number of display elements in depth. This bandwidth constraint will force tradeoffs among display size,
resolution,addressability, and image luminance.
2.1.2.1 Stereoscopic Displays. Perhapsthe most critical aspect of the development of stereoscopic displays is the design of the -
stereoscopicselection mechanism.The stereoscopicselectionmechanism is responsible for delivering the left image to the left eye and the
fight image to the fight eye, with perfect•imageseparationbeing the ideal. Stereoscopicselection is either space-multiplexingor time-
multiplexing.In the space multiplexingstrategy, multipleimage sources areused (one for each eye) or a single image source is divided
into two display areas.Time-multiplexingapproachessequentiallypresent horizontallyoffset images to the left and fight eyes. Time-
multiplexingsystems produce satisfactorystereoscopicimagesprovided that sufficientdisplay refresh and selection device switching
ratesare used such that the eye integrates the images over time and flicker is not perceived.
The anaglyph stereogram separatesleft- and right-eye imagesby using colored images (usuallyred and green) in conjunction with
colored filter glasses. Anaglyph stereogramshave a numberof severe limitations compared to other stereo technologies. First, since
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colored filters are used, it is not possible to present original images in their full and true colors. Additionally, some blurring of the image
may occur and observersmay experience binocular rivalry and visual discomfort.
The unsatisfactoryperformanceof the anaglyph technique as well as early mechanical stutteringapproaches gaverise to the use of linear
polarization to controlpresentationof horizontally disparate images to the left and right eyes. The primary difficulty with the use of linear
polarization to view stereograms is the sensitivity to head position. For example, if the left and right images were polarized vertically and
horizontally, respectively,with a correspondingpolarization of a viewer's glasses, then a tilt of the head in the transverse plane relative to
the directionof propagationwould alter the acceptance and rejection of the filters and the eyes would not see the proper image channels.
The failure of the stereoscopicselectiondevice to adequately separate the left and right eye views will prevent the proper perceptionof
stereoscopic images(e.g., ghosting will be visible). The problem of head position sensitivity associated with linear polarization has been
overcome by using circularpolarization. Circular polarization is achievedby first passing light through a linear polarizer and then a
quarter-wave linear retarder. The net effect is the passage of light which is propagated not in a single plane, but rather in a clockwise or
counter-clockwisehelix.The chief advantage is that the absorption of a circular polarizer is largely insensitive to rotations in the
transverse plane of the direction of light propagation. Consequently, changes of head position will not jeopardize the quality of
stereoscopic images when circular polarizers are used.
Several schemeshavebeen described which employ flat panel displays as the image source for a stereoscopic display. Honeywell has :
devised such an approach ("Full-color Three Dimensional Flat Panel Display", U.S. Patent #5,113,285, May 12, 1992). This approach
to generating full-color3-D imagery uses a full-color AMLCDI and a separate liquid crystal cell, capableof providing alternating lines of
fixed retardation varying in phase by one-half wave. This retardation cell is aligned and superimposedover the image forming AMLCD.
Light exiting the AMLCD is normally,,plane polarized(i.e., polarization vector in one specific direction).By presenting alternating
(spatially) left eye/righteye views on the corresponding alternating lines (rows or columns) of the display, and then passing the light
through a retarderwhich alternates (to match the alternatingdisplay lines) between one-quarter-waveand three-quarter-wave phase
retardation, the two views (left and right)are circularlypolarized in opposite directions. With the viewer wearing circularly polarized
glasses or visor, the correct view is presented to the appropriate eye.
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The Visual Image Depth Enhancement by Parallax Induction(VISIDE1_) technique produces apparent depth though dynamic vertical
disparity. Two images are separated by a rotation on thehorizontal axis by 1 or 2 deg and are alternated at approximately 10Hz. The
VISIDE1_ techniqueprovides a sense of real-time colordepth while requiring no special glasses or shutters. The image is not entirely
satisfactory,however,since a slight verticalrocking motion is inducedby the low frequencyalternation of views and the magnitudeof
apparent depth is small Attempts to increase the frequencyof alternation result in the lossof the depth sensation.
A typical chromostereoscopicdisplay involvesviewingcolored images through a double set of low and high dispersion prisms placed
before each eye. The prism arrangement may be used to augment the otherwiseweak chromatic dispersion effect of the human crystalline
lens. Alternatively,by reversing the prisms the relative depth ordering of the chromatic spectrum can be reversed (i.e.,blues closer and
reds farther away).The amount of chromatic dispersionis controllableby changing the relative orientation of the two prisms in relation to
one another.The chromostereoscopicdisplaymedium remains limited in the use of image color coding.The relative depth seen in the
display will follow the relative spectral orderingof thecolors used in the display. Furthermore, colors with high spectral purity are
necessary to yield the sharpestchromostereoscopicimages and the total apparent depth in the display is typically limited to approximately
10cm.
2.1.2.2 AutostereoscopicDisplays. Autostereoscopicdisplays perform the stereoscopic selection function (Le.,present disparate images
to the left and eight eyes) without the use of glasses wornby the observer. A large number of autostereoscopicdisplay technologieshave
been demonstrated,most with significant limitationsin their current state of development. Perhaps the most familiar autostereoscopic
display techniquesare those developed by DimensionTechnologies (DTI).DTI has demonstratedat least two variations of a raster-
barrier technique. In the first embodiment, left- and right-eye portions of the LCD image are interleaved and a raster barrier (e.g., a
Ronchi grid) is placedin front of the image. The raster barrier successfullyperforms the stereoscopic selection,provided that the
observer's head positiondoes not change. Moving the head fromside to side creates an uncomfortable sensationas the image channels
cross to their unintendedeye and the apparent image depthappears to reverse.At a minimum, a reliable head tracking system is required
to overcome this limitation. In DTI's second embodiment,luminance limitations of the raster barrier techniqueare offset by controlling
presentationof the interleavedeye views with directionalbacklight columns.Many other autostereoscopictechniques exist, including a
very common approachwhich incorporates verticalhalf-cylinderlenses for stereoscopic selection.
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2.1.2.3 Volumetric Displays.Volumetricdisplays do not requiresynthetic generationof the stereo perspective and are a promising
display approach for situations where large numbers of observers are present or multiple and simultaneous viewing angles are required.
A major obstacle in the developmentof large, dynamic volumetricdisplays is the very high bandwidth which is required, especially if the
display of complex, real-worldimagery is to be achieved.
One common volumetric displayconcept is based on the construction of a virtual image volume with a vibratingmirror. This usually
involves the linking of a light-weight,deformable mirror to a modulator such as a loudspeaker woofer. The system is called vari-focal
because the focal lengthof the mirror surfacechanges as a function of the amplitude and frequency of the driving modulator. By
reflecting the image of a CRT (or other image source) off the mirror and driving the loudspeaker in synchrony with the display rate, a
display volume maybe created as a collection of depth planes in time. The vari-focalmirror concept is seriously limitedby bandwidth
and phosphor decay constraints,such that only monochrome, wireframe images can realistically be displayed.
A similar displayconcept makes use of a stack of fixed,electrically switchable liquid crystal mirrors rather than vibrating a single mirror
surface. An image is projectedonto the front of the mirror stack, which is viewed through a dielectric mirror. The depth of the image at
any given moment in time is determinedby which of the mirrors are in a transmissivestate and which are in a reflective state. For
example, in a five-mirror display,an object would be projected to the middle depthby placing the first two mirrors in a transmissive state
and the third mirror in a reflective state.
Another volumetricdisplayConceptis based on laserexcitation of a volume of transparent gas. Display elements are addressed by
creating fluorescent spots at the intersectionof two laser beams. This display couldbe easily viewable by multiple display operators from
multiple perspectives. This class of volumetricdisplay technology, however, is entirely immature, with many unsolved technical
obstacles.
One volumetric approach (developed by Texas Instrumentsunder contract to ARPA) uses a rotating surface (e.g., disk) on which a
synchronizedlight (laser)beam is used to create a three-dimensional image. Two of the dimensions are obtained through the scanning of
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the laserbeam, while the third is providedby synchronizationof thebeam locationwith the beam-disk distance, which is varied by the
offset of the disk from normal to the laserbeam centralaxis. A similar approachhas been studiedby the Naval Ocean System Center
(NOSC).
In another use of a laser beam for volumetricpresentation(not yet developed) the beam might be scanned in two dimensions by an array
of small reflective light valves,while the third dimensionis obtainedby oscillationof a plane at which the laser beam becomes visible
through interferencewith a third (oscillating)laser plane.In the absence of the interferenceof the two beams, both laser sources would
be invisible to the human eye.
i
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Table 2-3. Survey of 3-D methods.
3-D
Categories
(General, Stereoscopic Provideleftandfighteyeperspectiveviewsto Mostcommonlyused Viewercomfortis quitesensitiveto
Stereoscopic) generatea 3'D effect, approach, detailsof the implementation.
Attenuationof the non-display
environmentbyeyewear(ifused).
Lateralperspectiveis generallylimited
(incomparisonwithvolumetric)unless
trackingfeaturesadded.
(General, Autostereo Stereoscopicmethodswherespecialeyewearis not Glassesnotrequired. Viewingenvelopegenerallyrestricted
Auto- required, unlesshead-tracked.Lateralperspective
stereoscopic) is generallylimited(incomparison
withvolumetric)unlesstracking
featuresadded.In someconfigurations,
trackingcanyieldatbesta
discontinuousperspectiveview.
(General, Volumetric In a fullimplementation,an actual3-D imageis Changeof perspectivewith Systembandwidthrequirementscanbe
Volumetric) generated,includingaccommodation(focus)depth headmotion, extremedueto the increased
andvariableperspectivewithheadmovement. Agreementof lateraldisparity informationcontentassociatedwiththe
andfocuscues. thirdaxis.Moretechnology-limited
thanstereo.Generallyyieldstranslucent
imageryunlesshiddencontentis
removed.Not consistentwith
establishedtwo-perspectivemethods.
Mayrequirelargerphysicalvolumefor
displaysystem.
General
Methods
(General,Time Time Assumesuseofshutter-based(orequivalent) Simpleapproachif a single Requireshighchannelbandwidthifa
Multiplexing) Multiplexing selectionmechanismto alternatelypassa rightor high bandwidthimagesource singleimagesourceis to be used
leftimageto therespectiveeye.Headmounted (andassociateddatapath)is withoutsacrificingspatialresolution.
portioncan be activeorpassive.Most commonly, availableforprovidingboth Similarly,shortpersistencemaybe
a singledisplaydevicegeneratesbothperspectives, stereoperspectives, required.Increasedpotentialfor
butthis is alsoa possiblemethodfor separate Fairlycommonmethod, temporalartifacts.Attenuationof non-
imagesources(withshuttersaddedifnecessaryto Flexibletechnique, displayenvironmentdueto polarizers
reducecrosstalk), and/ordutycycle.
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Table 2-3. Survey of 3-D methods (continued).
(General, Spatial Separate image source elementsprovide left and Reducedconstraintson Requires twice as many image elements
Spatial Multiplexing fight perspectives. Left/right image sources may be switchingspeed, persistence, than a single time-multiplexed source,
Multiplexing) completely separate, or may be interleaved in some etc. when compared with as well as a geometrical separation
manner. Sometimes combined with other multi- time multiplexing with a mechanism.
plexing selection methods_such as polarization, single image source.
(General, Color Spectral filtering to select left and right eye Can be used to relax Possibility of spectral crosstalk.
Color Separation images. Used alone or in combination with time requirementson other Color imbalance to eyes a potential
Separation) multiplexing (see color multiplexing, below), selectionmechanisms, concem
(General, Polarization Polarizedglasses are usedto select leftandfight Fairlycommonapproach. Attenuationof non-display
Polarization) eye images.Circularpolarizationis commonly Implies light-weight glasses, imvironment.Full colorrequirescareful
preferredoverlinear polarization,reducing polarizationrotationto minimize
sensitivityto headangle.Polarizationmethodsare crosstalk.
generallyusedin combinationwith other
separation mechanisms.
Eyewear- Two-perspectiveapproachesrequiring the user to
Based wear special glasses or similar eyewear. The
Stereo glasses typically includepolarizersor electro-optic
Methods shuttermechanisms.
Single Time Single imagesourcegeneratestwo stereofieldsper Single image source suggests Channelbandwidthandresponsetime
Channel, Multiplexing, frame,with alternatefieldsprovidingthe leftand straightforwardconfiguration. (orpersistence)requirementsarehigh.
Time- possibly rightperspectives.Special eyewear is generally Datapath bandwidthmayalso be an
Multiplexed Polarization used in the stereoselection mechanism,andmay issue.Increasedpotentialfor temporal
Stereo includeshuttersor polarizers, artifacts.
Dual Channel, Time Twoimagesourcesgenerateseparateleft andfight Channelbandwidthand Canbe bulkyin some configurations,
Time- Multiplexing, eyeperspectives.Displayedimagesarespatially responsetimeconstraints especiallyif individualimage source
Multiplexed Spatial ' combined,suchas with beamsplittersor by may be relaxed due to theuse devices are large. Increasedpotentialfor
Stereo, Multiplexing, projectionontoa common screen.Time of two sources. May be temporalartifactssuch asstrobe effects
Spatially possibly multiplexingwith shuttersis used to control feasible to boost the left/right in shutteringthe images.
Combined Polarization left/rightviewability, switchingrate,especially for
a long persistenceimage
source.
Dual Channel, Spatial Two image sources generate separate left and fight Robust. Can be bulky in some configurations,
Spatially Multiplexing, eyeperspectives. Displayed images are spatially Straightforward. " especiallyif individual image source
Combined others combined, such as with beamsplitters or by No specialpersistence devicesare large.
Stereo with possible projection onto a common screen. Polarizers or constraints.
Polarization other non-temporalmechanisms are used to control
left/right viewability.
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Table 2-3. Surveyof 3-D methods (continued).
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Color Polarization, Hybrid method involving both time multiplexing Reducedflickerpossible. General considerationsof time-
Multiplexing • Color and color separation.While fight eye sees one May allow a reduction in multiplexed systems.The degree of
Separation, spectral field, the other eye sees the complementary framerate. flicker reduction is expected to be
Time spectrum. Spectral fields are alternated at the time " luminance dependent.
Multiplexing multiplexing rate.
Microretarder/ Spatial Individual displayelements include micro polarizer Directview stereodisplay Parallax. Best performance is expected
Micropolarizer Multiplexing, (or retarder) elements inside or near the display, possible, with micro elements closely coupled to
Display Polarization Can also be autostereo, related to the parallax the image elements. Unless tiled,
barrier approach. : image source resolution and channel
bandwidth requirementsare high, since
a single image source is implied for
both perspectives. ::.
Prism or Spatial Prismatic or mirror based glasses merge two side Simple,effective method. Half resolution (picture size), visual
Mirror Multiplexing by side or over/underdisplayed images (e.g.Mirror distortion for hon-display world. "'
Stereoscope Stereoscope, ca. 1833).May also use polarizers. " Sensitive to head position and angle. ::
Two-Color Color Colored glasses are used, to select left and right eye Very low cost. Direct view. Full color a problem. Crosstalk _:'
Glasses Separation images difficult to control. Color balance and
(Anaglyph) comfort Concerns.
BinocularHead Spatial Separate image sourcesare provided for the left and Straightforwardtwo-channel Traditional considerations for head
Mounted Multiplexing fight eyes, mounted on the head and collimated, stereo system. Moves with mounted devices, e.g. head supported
Display head. weight, center of gravity.(HMD)
Auto- Two stereo perspectivesare provided without the
stereoscopic use of special glasses.
Methods
Dual Channel, Spatial Two projectors combined onto a single screen. Excellent stereo separation. Limited viewing zone. Parallax
Dual Multiplexing, Typically uses Fresnel or lenticular optics to NOspecial eyewear, corrections, if implemented, may be
Projection Autostereo control left/right viewability, discontinuouS.
System
Combined
Stereo with
Directional
Optics (e.g.
Fresnel)
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Table 2-3. Survey of 3-D methods (continued).
I_3_D_i_iMethbd,,_:F_CI___:_ _2_:_1:_D_ __i_ti_::_:_:_3__:_: :5_:__:_ :_:;_:_:_:_:_::_:_: _:_::_::_:_:_1 Be,nfits_:_:_ : _:_;_?_::_:_:_ :_;__
ParallaxBarrier Autostereo, Side by side pixels for left/right views, grid No specialeyewear. Limited head motion, although can be
(alsocalled Spatial determineswhich eyes see thepixels. Mayalso Directview configuration increasedby headtracking.Parallax
RasterBarrier) Multiplexing vibrategrid, usemultiplegrids,oradddirectional possible, corrections,if implemented,may be
bacldightingto defineviewingvolume, discontinuous.Possible FOV limits.
Unless tiled,image sourceresolution
andchannelbandwidthrequirementsare
high., since a single image source is
impliedforboth perspectives.
Sequential Time A moving slit andhigh speedsource is used to No specialeyewear. Channelbandwidthandpersistence
FrameMoving Multiplexing, define two ormoreperspectiveviews. Relatedto Capableof a numberof demandsarehigh, as a single image
Slit (Dynamic Autostereo parallax barrier.Slit aperturecanoptionallybe perspectiveviews (i.e., more source is most easily used. Moving slit
Parallax located in theFourierplaneof an opticalsystem, thantwo). approachdifficultif needinga large
Barrier) viewing volume
Vertical Autostereo, Vertical cylinder lens (usuallya lenticular array) No special eyewear. Limited head motion. Parallax
Cylindrical Spatial selects pixels for each eye. Related to parallax corrections, if implemented, may be
Lenticular (e.g. Multiplexing barrier methods, discontinuous. Possible FOV limits.
"Panoram- Unless tiled, image source resolution
agram") and channelbandwidthrequirementsare
high., Since a single image source is
implied for both perspectives.
Retroreflector Autostereo Uses a retroreflectivearray and beamsplitter Specialeyewear not required Not mature: Potential concerns about
Array element to simplify tracking of viewing volume. Head following feasible with optics resolution, FOV and array
Collimatedimagery is retroreflectedback toward collimated system, structure artifacts.
the projector by the array.A beamsplitter redirects
some or all of this light to form a new viewing
envelope. Autostereosuggests two side-by-side
projectors. Compatible with spatial multiplexing
and eyewear-basedselectionmechanismsas well.
Volumetric Methods with true3-D image generation
Methods capability.
Vari-Focal Volumetric Driving a relay mirror (or lens) to view an image Provides focus cues as well Severely limited by channel bandwidth
Mirror source with variablefocal length and hence varying as stereoscopic cues. & persistence constraints. Lack of
depthplanes obscuration.
StaticStacked Volumetric Related to Vari-focal,selectablemirrors are used to Depth (focus) dimension Severe channel bandwidthconstraints,
Mirrors provide multiple depth planes optically scanned with no discrete depth resolution. Lack of
(switchable) moving parts, obscuration.
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Table 2-3. Survey of 3-D methods (continued). ....
Moving Screen Volumetric Examples include rotating disk or Screw,or Straightforwardopto- Severe bandwidth constraints, size
otherwise oscillating screen. Imagery is projected mechanicalmethod for constraints. Lack of obscuration.
onto it in synchronization with its z position, sweeping third image
' dimension.
Holograms Volumetric Holographicdisplay, where appropriate image is True 3-D theoretically Practical limitations on color,
generated for a variety of viewing angles, including possible, bandwidths, etc. Current technology
those for the two eyes. constraints.
Gas Excitation Volumetric Multiple wavelength (simultaneous) excitation of a Full, projected 3-D "real Severe bandwidth constraints, full color
gas or other material, scanned, image" possible, an unknown. Technology constraints.
Lack of obscuration.
Multiple Plane Volumetric Multiple image sources (e.g. light valves, maybe Capableof focus depth range Transparency, discrete depth resolution.
Modulators also a CRT) are used at different physical locations as well as perspective depth.
(e.g. planes) to allow a 3-D image to be formed. :_
Other 3-D Not categorized as stereoscopic or volumetric. '- _
Methods "_: _
Chromo- Other Image focus position dependent upon spectral Can be achieved without Not a general technique for full Color. i_
stereoscopic wavelength. The small misalignment (5 deg) of the special glasses. Limited depth volume in some forms.
foveal axis and the optical axis of the eye leads to a Low cost. Limited utility. Chromostereopsis is
slight prismatic deviation. Because the effect is generally uncomfortable
mirror-imaged from left-eye to fight-eye, a " 2
binoculardisparity can be produced which results _:;_
in a stereoscopic(3-D) separation when adjacent _
saturatedprimary colors are presented.
VISIDEP® Other Alternating perspective views provided to viewer, No special glasses or other Vertical rocking artifact, Small depth
but with no selection mechanism. Dynamic hardwarerequired.May give magnitude. Uncertain performance.
disparity on the order of 1-2 deg at a rate of 10 Hz addedsense of depth.
or SO.
Time Delay Other Dark neutral filter over one eye, clear filter over the Low cost. Added perception Requires motion cues, gives limited
Glasses (e.g. other, special signal processing of depth, depth, uncomfortable viewing.
Pulfrich Uncertain performance.
Pendulum
Effect)
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2.1.3 CollimationMethods
This portion of the technology survey identifiesa numberof display collimationmethods and categorizes themby the type of optical
elements that are used. Table 2-4 includesa descriptionof each collimationmethod, along with a general discussion of the major benefits
and considerations for each. This table is as inclusive as possible and serves as the starting point for identifyingcandidate collimation
methods capableof meeting the Panoramic,3-D FlightDisplay System requirements.The collimationmethodspresented havebeen
collected from the head-up display,helmet-mounteddisplay,and direct view display technologies.They have not been specifically
reconfigured to match the Panoramic Display form and function requirements.Therefore, some of the methods show optical combiners
for see through capabilities (not requiredfor the Panoramic Display).
In creating a stereoscopic display, the depth-viewingvolume (the amount of apparent viewing depth created by the use of a stereoscopic
technique) is an important measureof the potentialusefulnessof the display. Greater depth-viewing volume provides a potentially greater
informationrange, and allows distant objectsto actually appear distant. Unfortunately, the depth-viewing volume achievedwhen the
surfaceof the display is within a few feet of the viewer is limited to several feet around where the eyes are focused (i.e., the display
screensurface).By moving the focus (accommodation)distance out, the maximum stereoscopic image depth also increases. This can be
achieved by adding displayoptics to present a virtual image, where the apparent focus distance to the display is larger than the actual
distance.
Traditional examples of virtual image displays are Helmet Mounted Displays (HMDs) and Head Up Displays (HUDs).These displays
offer advantages such as compactness, see-through,and reduction of parallax considerations (e.g., Droessler, 1990, 1989). The image is
normally collimatedto allow registrationof the image with the real world scene.
To provide a Collimatedvirtual image an opticalelementis needed between the observer and the image source.For collimation, the image
source is placed at the focal length of the lens. For theobserver to see the full image, the exit pupil of the lens must be located at the
observer. The eye piece of a telescope is an excellent exampleof a collimation lens. For many flight applicationsa see-through system
requirement is also necessary. This meansa combiner fold is then required so the collimating lens doesn't distort the real world see-
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through scene.This increasesthe distance from the exit pupil to the collimating lens which makes the lens larger for the same FOV. To
minimize this lens size some optical power is sometimesput in the combiner. This, however, can complicate the system and may require
additionalcollimationand even relay lenses.
Relay opticsare neededin most display systems to match the physical dimensionsof the display source with the needed image format of
the collimationoptics.The two primary functionsof the relay optics are to relay the image from one position to another and usually to
provide image magnification.The relay function is usually necessary to provide a convenient position for the mounting of the typically
bulky displaysource. The magnificationfunction is necessary to match the needed system resolution with the display source resolution
as well as provide thecorrect projection image formatsize. For maximum luminance the outer diameterof the relay optics is equal to the
dimensions of the display source.
The incorporationofcoUimation into the Panoramic, 3-DFlight Display System will add considerablecomplexity to the system. For :_
example, a screen sizerequirementof 10 x 20 inches would require the first element to be at least that size. Elimination of see-through "_
requirements allows some simplification,and enables the use of on-axis catadioptric options. An unfolded, completely refractive system
would likely be the smallest, with its size determinedby the FOV, its distance to the observer (eye relief), exit pupil size, and the slT.eof _.
the image source.
The potentially largeFOV requirements for the current program suggest a need to consider non-traditional approaches in addition to
traditional configurations.Potential tradeoff areas are FOV, exit pupil, optical complexity, size, weight and cost. The Panoramic, 3-D
Flight Display Systemrequires high FOV coverage, and non-traditional methods appear to offer significantpotential advantages.
It may be possible to reduce size,weight and cost by replacing some or all of the refractive elements with powered Fresnel or diffractive
elements.Fresnel lens quality and methods continue to be advanced, and the use of Fresnel elements in imaging optical systems
continues to increase.This technology gives the optical designer a powerful new set of tools for tasks such as aspheric correction and
chromaticcorrection.
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Onelimitationof collimateddisplays is thehead motionbox, or exitpupil size. Whereasa real image display can be designed to be
viewed fromnearly any angle,practical collimatingopticsdictate a reduced head motionbox for the viewer, outside of which
performanceis significantlydegraded. The degradationmay take the form of image distortion,loss of resolution, vignetting of the image,
or completeloss of the displayed image. If necessary,certaincollimationapproaches maybe amenable to extension of the head motion
box by some form of head tracking or following. In the event that a restrictive head location is acceptable, or if head tracking is
incorporated,interestingstereoscopic possibilitiesemerge. Because limitedhead motion box is a consideration shared by both collimated
displays and autostereoscopicmethods, accepting this attributefor one can enable the other as well.
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Table 2-4. Survey of collimation methods.
General
Methods
(General, Systems that provide collimation with traditional refractive Most commonly used and Lenses are heavy.
Refractive) lenses.Traditional refractive lens systems provide excellent inexpensive. Lenses needchromatic aberration
performing collimation systems. Refractive eyepieces are the correction.
standardformost visibletelescope andmicroscope systems.
(General, Systems that provide collimation with optically powered Compact system size. Difficult optical correction for tilted
Reflective) reflectivemirrors.Reflectiveelements provide compact folded Light-weight elements, elements.
collimation systems. To avoid obscurations, the system must Have no chromatic aberrations. Untilted systems have reduced display
be tilted or have a partiallyreflecting beamsplitter, transmissions.
(General, Systems that provide collimation using both refractive and Can design a balance of refractive The refractiveand reflective
Catadioptric) reflectiveelements. Catadioptrie systems combine the and reflective system benefits, considerationsapply proportionately
compactness of the reflectiveelements with the excellent to the level of their use.
performance of the refractive collimation or relay systems.
(General, Systems that use holograms to provide collimation and/or Holograms have high reflectances Holograms have some environmental
Holographic) beam combination. Holographic systems provide highly for the designed wavelengths, susceptibility and bright background
efficient monochromaticcombiner elements. Holograms can provide flaring considerations. Secondary
nonsymmetric optical correction on images can also be a problem.
a symmetrically aligned element.
(General, Other methods that supplement any of the already mentioned Vary with each method. Vary witheach method.
Supplementary) methods. These are used tOimprove the performance of any of
the collimation methods.
Refractive
Methods
Symmetric A traditional symmetricrefractive eyepiece type lens system Inexpensive lenses. Large glass systems are heavy.
(Figure 2-1) collimates the source image !nt0 the pupil defined by the head Large head relief.
motion box.
Symmetric A traditional symmetric refractive collimation lens system Folding system changes the system Smaller head relief with the combiner
Combiner with a combiner fold and an additional fold for compact package dimensions, fold.
(Figure 2-2) placement of the CRT. Lower display transmission with
combiner.
Symmetric Traditional symmetric refractive collimation lens system with Can use smaller high resolution Must trade the benefits of a smaller
RelayedVirtual addedrelay lenses for Correctimage size and good centerof image sources for more compact image source with the additional lens
Image gravity position for the CRT source, overall system, size and weight concerns. Virtual relay
(Figure 2-3) lenses can be large.
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Table 2-4. Survey of collimationmethods (continued).
Symmetric Traditional symmetricrefractive collimation lens system with Can use smaller high resolution Additionalscreen element size,
Relayed Real addedprojection lens systemwith screen toproject the correct image sources with small projection weight, and transmission loss
Image real image size from the image source, lenses for more compact overall considerations. Projection lenses can
(Figure 2-4) system, be small.
Fresnel Three Fresnel lenses can be combined with a small Light-weight systems. Fresnel lens performance limitations
(Figure 2-5) conventional refractive lens to provide a compactand light- must be considered. VIDS has large
weight collimation system. A Fresnel lens resembles a flat Distortion 30%. WAVIDS relay
• plate that has the curved surface approximatedby narrow fight optics with screen is heavier and
circular cylindrical rings intersected by conicalportionscalled larger.
grooves.
Reflective
Methods
Symmetric A single reflective mirror has excellent symmetric optical Folds make the system more Lower display transmissions with
Beamsplitter performance when a beamsplitter fold permits an on axis compact, beamsplitter.
(Figure 2-6) collimation system use. Reduced headrelief with fold.
Tilted Two tilted reflective elements collimate and foldthe image Higher display transmissions with Elements with tilt introduce increased
(Figure 2-7) source to form and unobscuredcollimateddisplay, no beamsplitter, levels of astigmatism and distortion
Largehead relief, which either limits the useful FOV,
or requires additional compensating
optical elements for good system
performance.
TiltedRelayed A tilted reflective element collimates a projected real image Higher display transmissions with Elements with tilt introduce increased
Real Image from a screen to form an unobscured collimated display, no beamsplitter, levels of astigmatism and distortion
(Figure 2-8) Large headrelief, which either limits the useful FOV,
:_, or requires additional compensating
optical elements for good system
• performance.
Single element optically powered
reflector systems have small tilt
angles which force the image source
and relay optics to intrude into pilot's
cockpit space.
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Table 2-4. Surveyof collimationmethods (continued).
TiltedRelayed A tiltedreflectiveelementcollimates a relayedvirtual image Good display transmissions with no Elements with tilt introduce increased
Virtual Image from two reflectivemirrors, beamsplitter and no screen losses, levels of astigmatism and distortion
(Figure 2-9) Large headrelief, which either limits the useful FOV,
_ or requires additionalcompensating
optical elements for good system
performance.
Pancake A concavemirror along with straight through crossed linear Most compact system., Lowest display transmissions.
Window® polarizers and quarter wave plates collimate the source withina
(Figure 2-10) verycompact volume.
Catadioptrie
Methods
Symmetric Adding a relay lens to the single mirror and beamsplitter Can use smaller high resolution Additional optical elements are °_
Beamsplitter & collimator of Figure 2-6 permits smaller sources to be located image sources, required for relay. :
RelayedImage in more optimal positions.
(Figure2-11) :
Tilted A opticallypowered reflectivecombiner witha flat An angularly selective reflective Elements with tilt introduce increased
Catadioptric beamsplitterand refractive relay lens system with prism fold beamsplitter coating provides levels of astigmatism and distortion
(Figure 2-12) givesa wide FOV collimated display using a small high excellent display transmissions, which either limits the useful FOV,
resolution CRT positioned in the optimum center of gravity Excellentperformance for wide or requires additional compensating
position. FOVs. optical elements for good system :
performance.
Mangin Mirror Two decenteredMangin mirrors refract and reflect tocollimate Mangin mirror performance is better Mangin mirrors are heavier than
(Figure 2-13) the image source, than that of a single mirror, regular mirrors.
Polarizing Prism A beamsplitter coating withquarter wave plates transmits and Compact with high display Prisms are heavy.
(Figure 2-14) reflects the light in sequence to allow the collimating optica! transmission.
path to be folded within the beamsplitting prism. Two
reflectingmirrors and lens then collimate the source.
MONARC A Monolithic Afocal Relay Combiner is used with a refractive Acrylic combiner allows relay Acrylic combinercan be heavy.
(Figure 2-15) collimation lens. The MONARC relays the pupil to that of the optics and image source placement
refractivecollimation lens. to the side of the line of sight.
ParabolicAfocal A parabolicreflective afocal relay is used witha refractive The refractive collimation optics The afocal mirror relay can become
Relay Visor collimation lens. The confocal parabolic reflectors relay the and image source can be placed a quite large.
(Figure 2-16) pupil to the refractive collimation lens. good distance from the viewers line
of sight.
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Table 2-4. Survey of collimationmethods (continued).
Refractive, An asymmetric refractive andFresnel lens systemis folded Very compact displaysystem. Someasymmetric lensesare required.
Reflectiveand with a prism and reflectiveelements to make a very compact
Fresnel Display collimation system.
(Figure 2-17)
Holographic
Methods
EdgeCombiner Anedge illuminatedhologramcombinedwithacylindrical Very compactsystem. Conceptworks foronly smallFOVs
(Figure 2-18) collimation lens provide a very compact collimation system. Has no sunlight flare problems, and a static image only.
Single- A reflective holographicelement collimates the image relayed High display and see through Single element optically powered
Collimator by a refractive relay lens. transmissions, reflector systems have small tilt
/Combiner with angles which force the image source
Relay and relay optics to intrude into pilot's
(Figure 2-19) cockpit space.
Double A sphericalholographic collimator is combined with a flat High display transmissions. Present system has only a 20 deg
Collimator with holographicplate to form a clear holographic visor to FOV.
Combiner collimate the image source.
(Figure 2-20)
LenticularScreen A holographic lenticular lenslet array uses small spatial filters Has compact and simple optics. Needs a large image source with
(Figure 2-21) toprovide a stereoscopic display, interlaced left and rightimages.
Head motion box or view zone is
small and stereo drifts with small head
movements.
Supplement.
ary
Methods
Retroreflecting A retroreflecting combiner with a fiat beamsplitterreduces the Large head motion box sizes. Retroreflecting screens are still in
Combiner size of the collimating lens aperture for same sized head development.
(Figure 2-22) motion boxes.
Diffractive Diffractive optical elements can be used in the collimation or Reduces system size. Diffractive elements are expensive if
Optical Elements relay lens systems to improve the system. Improves resolution, only a small number of systems are(Figure 2-23) Increases head motion box size. need_t
Double Two parallel partially reflecting combiners increase the Increased verticalFOV. Lower display transmissions.
Combiner systems vertical FOV.
(Figure 2-24)
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Figure 2-1. SymmetricRefractiveCollimator.
Gombiner Figure 2-3. SymmetricRefractive Collimatorwith Virtual _
Relayed Image.
Eye
Exit
Pupil
CollimatorOptics
ImageSource
Figure 2-2. SymmetricRefractiveCollimator with Combiner.
Figure 2-4. SymmetricRefractive Collimator with Relayed
Real Image.
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Figure 2-7. Tilted Reflective Collimator (Patent #5028119).
Figure 2-5. Fresnel Lens Collimator
Ima_ S.oun:_
' _ \If
Figure 2-8. TiltedReflective Collimatorwith Relayed Real
Figure 2-6. Symmetric ReflectiveCollimatorwith Image .
Beamsp,litter.
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Figure 2-10. PancakeWindow® Collimator (After LaRussia and Figure 2-11. Symmetric Reflective Collimatorwith Beamsplitterand Relayed Virtual Image.Gill, 1978).
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Figure 2-12. Tilted Catadioptricwith BeamsplitterandRelayed Figure 2-14. Polarizing Prism CatadioptricCollimatorVirtualImage
33
Combiner
2._ PrimaryI
#
!
I
Secondar,
E lectrontcs
18 I'
Figure 2-13. Mangin MirrorCatadioptricCollimator(Patent
#4729634)).
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Figure 2-15. MonolithicAfocal RelayCombiner with Refractive txr
Collimator. ts_ 1__[[
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Figure 2-17. Refractive,Reflective and Fresnel Display (Patent
#5249081)).
Figure2-16. ParabolicAfocalRelayVisorwithRefractive
Collimator.
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Figure 2-18. Edge-IlluminatedHolographicCollimator(Patent
#4643515)).
Holographic
CollimatorlCombln_r
Figure 2-19. Single HolographicCollimator/Combinerwith
Relayed Image
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HBeams_ Retroreflectivearray
3 3
Figure 2-20. Double HolographicCollimator/Combiner(Patent \ :#4874214)).
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Figure 2-24. Double Combiner for Increased FOV.
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Figure 2-23. DiffractiveOptics Displaywith TiltedCatadioptric
Performance.
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2.1.4 3-D InteractionMethods
The effective visualdisplay of information in 3-D brings with it unique questions regardinguser input and 3-D image manipulation (e.g.,
Reinhart, 1991a).Traditionalpointing devices that might be used for 3-D manipulations include direct manipulation devices such as light
pens and touch screens,and indirect pointing devices such as the mouse, trackball,joystick, and graphics tablet. In addition, head or eye
tracking solutions as well as several novel selection devices such as the Spaceball have been developed in recent'years which bear
considerationfor this application.Many of these devicesmay be inappropriately applied to collimated,stereoscopic, or volumetric images
unless the user's interactionwith the complete display system is well-defined.
This portion of the technology survey identifiesand categorizesthe major methods for user interaction with the 3-D display. The survey
is limited to those methodsand technologiessuited to selecting3-D display areas or targets, positioning or tracking a 3-Dcursor, and rate
control; the survey does not address methods for the entry of alphanumeric data. Table 2-5 includes a description of each method, along
with an indication of which methods are generally suitable for rate control. In addition, the maximum number of degrees of freedom
(DOF) for translationaland rotational control for each method is given. A general discussion of major benefits and
limitations/considerationsis provided for each method.
Interaction methodsare described here relative to their conventional use. Novel adaptations of the methods may also be made for
unconventional use in 3-D environments.For example, a "flyingmouse" may be made by combining the mechanicalmouse with one of
the tracking methods.Degrees of freedom for translational and rotational control are maximums: that is, implementationsof many of the
interaction methods incorporate fewer DOF. For example,joysticks are available in a range from one to six total DOF. Similarly, a six
DOF controller maybe operated with fewer DOF through adjustment of software drivers. In addition, many devices may be selectable
between translationaland rotational control through switch (button) activation or context-sensitive software drivers.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods.
General
Interaction
Categories
(General, Direct User input is accomplished by operating No Allows intuitive integration May not allow high precision in
Direct directly on or at the display image, of input device with display cursor placement or target
Interaction) device. Operationof direct selection. Some direct interaction
interaction devices is usually methods may be incompatible
easy to understand, withcollimated images.
(General, Indirect User input is accomplished by operating Yes Allows physical separation Ease of use is dependent on
Indirect with a device remote from the display (generally) of input device and display control properties such as
Interaction) image., device, control/display relationship (i.e.,
: gain), backlash,deadspace, and
resistance.
General
Interaction
Methods
(General, 1 DOF User input is limited to a single spatial Yes High precision of position Multiple 1DOF input devices
Translation: Translation axis for positioning (zone of operation is and rate control.Rapid may be used to effect a 2 or 3
Linear) described by a line) or a single rate selection of linearly arranged DOF input. However,
variable at any given time. Switchesmay targets, coordination of multiple input
be used, however, to toggle between or devices may be more time
among multiple axes or rate variables in a consuming than the use of a
serial fashion, single, higher DOF input device.
(General, 2 DOF User input is limited to combinations of Contingent Rapid 2 DOF input relative Multiple 1DOF input devices
Translation: Translation two orthogonal spatial axes for on specific to the use of two 1 DOF may be used to effect a 2 or 3
Planar) positioning (zone of operation is method, input devices. Rapid DOF input. However,
described by a plane) or two rate variables selection of targets arranged coordination of multiple input
• at any given time. Switches may be used, on a single plane, devices may be more time
however, to toggle between or among consuming than the use of a
multiple planes or combinations of rate single, higher DOF input device.
variables in a serial fashion.
(General, 3 DOF User input is limited to combinations of Contingent Rapid 3 DOF input relative May not allow high precision
Translation: Translation three orthogonal spatial axes for on specific to the use of combinations of with simultaneous 3 DOF control
Volumetric) positioning (zone of operation is method, lowerDOF devices. Rapid due to cross-coupling of control
describedby a volume) or three rate selection of targets axes.
variables, distributed within a volume.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
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(General, 1 DOF User input is limited to a single axis of Yes High precision of rotation Multiple 1 DOF input devices
Rotation: Rotation spatial rotation or a single rate variable at and rate control, may be used to effect a 2 or 3
Single Axis) any given time. Switches may be used, DOF input. However,
however, to toggle between or among coordination of multiple input
multiple axes of rotation or rate variables devices may be more time
in a serial fashion, consuming than the use of a
single, higher DOF input device.
(General, 2 DOF User input is limited to combinations of Contingent Rapid 2 DOF input relative Multiple 1DOF input devices
Rotation: Dual Rotation two orthogonal axes of Spatialrotation or on specific to the use of two 1 DOF may be used to effect a 2 or 3
Axis) two rate variables. Switches may be used, method, input devices. DOF input. However,
however, tOtoggle between or among coordination of multiple input
multiple axes of rotation or combinations devices may be more time '_
of rate variables in a serial fashion, consuming than the use of a .
single, higher DOF input device.
(General, 3 DOF User input is limited to combinations of Contingent Rapid 3 DOF input relative May not allow high precision
Rotation: Rotation three orthogonal axes of spatial rotation on specific to the use of combinations of with simultaneous 3 DOF control -
Triple Axis) or three rate variables, method, lower DOF devices, due to cross-coupling of control
axes.
Indirect
Interaction
Methods
Glove Planar A glove fitsover the user's hand and flex Yes Interaction device stays with Limited resolution. Potential for
Translation sensors translate movements of the hand's user. inadvertent control inputs. Inputs
joints into digital control signals. This are relative to null position of
AND method is usually used in conjunction hand;requires additionalmethod
with one of the tracking methods (tracking) for third DOF in
Dual Axis described below to track hand position, translation or rotation.
Rotation
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
Joystick: Volumetric A lever mounted vertically to a fixed Yes Lack of moving parts may Lack of leverdisplacement reduces
Isometric Translation base, with the size and shapeof the lever increase reliability. Option feedbackto user. Dependingon
being variable. Pressure applied to the for small size. size, lever may be vulnerable to
AND lever is proportionately translated to a damage or inadvertent actuation. 2
digital signal via a strain gauge. Little or DOF devices are most common,
Triple Axis no displacementof the lever occurs, and with 3 DOF devices incorporating
Rotation output returns to zero when force is lever twist action for a single
removed. Isometric joysticks may use degree of rotational control or (less
small leverscovered witha finger-actuated commonly) lever push-pull action
key or larger,hand-manipulatedlevers, for a third translational degree of
knobs, pistol grips, or balls. One or more freedom. 4 and 6 DOFjoysticks
buttons or triggers may be embedded in exist, but are less common (see
the joystick base or on the top or side of Spaceball, below).
the lever.
Joystick: Planar A lever mounted vertically to a fixed Yes Restricted resolution Coarse output is unsuitable for
Binary Translation base, with the size and shape of the lever (assumes simplifies control options, fine, continuous input tasks.
being variable, including knobs, pistol momentary May be especially suitable Depending on size, lever may be
OR grips, or balls. Pressure applied to the activation for matrix input operations, vulnerable to damage or
lever is translated to a digital signal via of joystick inadvertent actuation. Rate control
Dual Axis displacementof the lever to contact one to increase is possible, but not smoothly and
Rotation of an array of switches (commonlyeight) or decrease rapidly.
locatedaround the circumferenceof the rate)
base of the lever. The input is binary and
not proportional to lever force or
displacement. A spring is used to return
the lever to the center position when force
is removed. One or more buttons or
triggers may be embedded in thejoystick
base or on the top or side of the lever.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
Joystick: Volumetric Alevermountedverticallyto a fixed• Yes Leverdisplacementprovides Dependingon size,levermaybe
Isotonic Translation base,withthe size_indshapeof thelever an additionalvisualfeedback vulnerableto damageor
beingvariable,includingknobs,pistol asto the magnitudeof the inadvertentactuation.2 DOF
OR grips,or bails. Pressureappliedto the input, devicesare mostcommon,with3
levercausestheleverto be deflectedand ' DOFdevicesincorporatinglever
' twistactionfora singledegreeofTripleAxis is translatedto a digitalsignalvia a
Rotation potentiometer.Whenan isotonicjoystick rotationalcontrolor (less
is usedas a ratecontrol,a springis used commonly)leverpush-pullaction
to returntheleverto the centerposition fora thirdtranslationaldegreeof
whenforceis removed.Aspring-returnto freedom.4 and6 DOFjoysticks
centeris notused whenan isotonic exist,but are less common(see
joystickis used as a positioncontrol. Spaceball,below). "
Oneor morebuttonsor triggersmaybe
embeddedin thejoystickbaseor onthe
topor sideof the lever.
Keypad: Linear Individualkeys(e.g.,arrowkeys)areused Yes Use of keyscanbe obvious Maybe noisy.Difficultto operate
Displacement Translation to inputpositionalchanges,rate changes, (assumes ifappropriatelyarrangedand with gloves.
* or designatetargets.Pressureappliedto momentary labeled.Forceandauditory
thekeypadcausesa spring-loadedkeyto activation feedbackis provided.Very * Minimumof 2 keysrequiredfor
• OR descend,completingan electrical of keyto accurateforsmallpositional fulldegreeof freedom.
connection, increaseor changesor smallchangesin
SingleAxis decrease rate.
Rotation* rate)
Keypad: Linear Individualkeys(e.g.,arrowkeys)areused Yes Use of keyscanbe obvious Lowlevelof forcefeedback.No
Membrane Translation to inputpositionalchanges,rate changes, (assumes ifappropriatelyarrangedand inherentauditoryfeedback.
* or designatetargets.Pressureappliedto momentary labeled.Sealedagainst Difficultto operatewithgloves.
thekeypadcausestwoconductivelayers activation environmentalcontaminants.
OR to bejoined,completingan electrical of keyto Veryaccurateforsmall * Minimumof2 keysrequiredfor
connection, increaseor positionalchangesor small fulldegreeoffreedom.
SingleAxis decrease changesin rate.Verythin
Rntatlon* rate) . profile.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interactionmethods (continued).
Mouse: Volumetric Two miniatureopticalgyroscopes are Yes Can be usedasa More fault modes than
Gyroscopic Translation embeddedin a hand-held housing,with conventional 2 DOF mouse conventional mouse device (e.g.,
buttons located on top of the device. The on a flat surface or as a 3 gimbal-lock). 3 DOF operation
OR gyroscopes allow simultaneous control of DOF controller, could lead to ann fatigue.three DOF, with button selection between
Triple Axis translationalcontrol (left-right, up-down,
Rotation forward-backward)and rotationalcontrol
(pitch, yaw, roll).
Mouse: Planar A small hand held device with one to Yes Requires flat surfacearea for
Mechanical Translation three buttons for target selection, operation. Dust and dirt may
Movement of the mouse across a fiat interfere with operation.OR surfacecauses a ball located on the
bottom of the mouse to rotate. Rotation
. Dual Axis of the ball is translatedto a digital signal
Rotation via rotatingwheels and potentiometersor
optical encoders.
Mouse: Planar A small hand held device with one to Yes Lack of moving parts may Requires flat surfacearea for
Optical Translation three buttons for target selection, increase reliability, operation. Requires special optical
Movement of the mouse across a mouse pad. Sensitive to
OR reflective grid causes the LED light orientation of the mouse pad grid
emitted from the bottom of the mouse to relative to the mouse. Has limited
Dual Axis be interrupted. Interruption of the LED resolution.
Rotation light is translated to a digital signal via
photosensors in the bottom of the mouse.
Spacebali Volumetric A special case of the isometricjoystick. Yes Allows intuitive mapping of
Translation A sphericalcontroller intended to be 3-D control actions to 3-D
grasped by a single hand, mountedto a display actions. No physical
AND fixed base with forearm support and displacement of control
multiple buttons located on a platform device required.Full 6 DOF
Triple Axis opposite of the forearm support. Pressure control available, with
Rotation applied to the ball is proportionately software driversavailable to
translated to a digital signal via LEDs and reduce cross-coupling.
photodiodes located inside thesphere.
Little or no displacement of the sphere
occurs, and output retums to zero when
force is removed. Software/buttoncontrol
allows use as a linear positioning control.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
Tablet: Electric pulses are generatedat the tip of a Yes Allows tracing of templates. Requires the use of a special
Acoustic Translation stylus and detected by microphones Lack of moving parts may stylus. May be sensitive to
located on the sides of the tablet, increase reliability, environmental noise.
Alternately, the pulses can be generated
on the tablet with the stylus serving as
the detector. Another version of the
acoustic tablet operates in the same way
as the acoustic touch screen, with high-
frequencywavestransmittedover a
surface.
Tablet: Planar A sensor in a stylus or puck detects Yes Lack of moving parts may Requires the use of a special
Electrical/ Translation magnetic or electrical signalsgeneratedby increase reliability, stylus.Voltage-gradient version._doesnot allow tracing of ,-
Magnetic a grid of conductors on the tablet, templates because stylus must
contact the tablet.
Tablet: Touch- Planar Any of the three touch-sensitive touch Yes Allows tracing of templates. Inadvertent touches to tablet can
Sensitive Translation screen technologies (capacitive, No special stylus required, generate inadvertent inputs.
conductive, cross-wire)may also be
applied as touch-sensitive tablets. See
Touch Screens below.
Thumbball Planar A small trackball mounted on the end of a No (cross- Allows simultaneous control
Translation joystick, intended to be operated with the coupling of of two planardevices
thumb of the same hand used to control rateand (thumbball andjoystick),
the joystick, position) with maximum of 5 DOF.
Thumbwheel, Linear A small wheel mounted in a fixed base. Yes Precise means of controlling May not be suitable for tracking
Slider switch, Translation Movement of the wheel with respect to inputs to a single spatial tasks or tasks requiring rapid,
or Dial its housing is translated to a digital signal dimension. Precise control of continuous input. Other linear
OR via potentiometers or optical encoders, a single rate variable, devices, such as slider switches,
Alternately, a small lever or key mounted are also available.
Single Axis on a lever with similar principal of
Rotation ooeration.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
Trackball Planar Movement of a ball with respect to its No (cross- Does not require movement Dust anddirt may interfere with
Translation housingis translatedto a digitalsignal couplingof of unitover surface, operation.3 DOF trackballs
viarotatingwheelsandpotentiometersor rateand usuallyprovide one DOF of
AND opticalencoders.Oneor more buttonsare position) rotationthroughrotationof the
usuallyembeddedin the trackball ball. 2 DOF trackballsare most
Single Axis housing, althoughdepressionof the common.
Rotation trackballitself may also serve acontrol
function.
Voice Linear A complex series of processes are applied Yes Hands are free for other Not well-suited for complex
Recognition Translation to transform speech input to a useful actions. Lack of moving control. Limited vocabulary.
display interactionmethod. The raw parts may increase reliability. Susceptible to environmental
OR speech signal detected via microphone is noise. Speaker-dependent systems
digitized,compressed,and normalizedto may be susceptible to user voice
Single Axis remove variability such as rate of speech, changes. Most systems do not
Rotation A varietyof techniquesmay be used to recognize continuousspeech.
extract features from the normalized,
digitized signal.
Direct
Interaction
Methods
Light Pen Planar Signals from a light detector embeddedin Yes Allows obvious mapping of Possible user arm fatigue. Hand
Translation the end of a stylus are coordinated with input to display, and pen obscure display during
the displayrefresh toprovide an operation.Requires additional
indication of pen position, method for target selection.
Touch Screen: Planar The finger interrupts a matrix of Yes Allows obvious mapping of Poor resolution. Prone to dirty and
Acoustic Translation ultrasonic waves generatedon the display input to display. Does not scratchedsurfaces. False
surfaceby transducers on the edge of the require user to touch a activations from scratches and dirt
display.Transducers serve as bothwave surface, possible. Hand and finger obscure
generatorsand detectors, display during operation. Possible
user arm fatigue. Requires spacing
between edge of displayactivearea
andtmn_d_ve_r_
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
Touch Screen: Planar Capacitanceof fingergenerates an Yes Allows obvious mapping of Poor resolution. Reduced display
Capacitive Translation electrical impulse on a conductive film input to display, transmittance. Touch screen
deposited on the back of a glass overlay, accumulatedgrease and dirt.
Gloves interrupt capacitance.Hand
and finger obscuredisplay during
operation. Possible user ann
fatigue.
Touch Screen: Planar Pressure applied to the touchscreen causes Yes Allows obvious mapping of Reduceddisplay transmittance.
Conductive Translation two conductive layers to be joined, input to display. Highest Prone to dirty and scratched
completing an electrical circuit, resolution touch screen surfaces.Hand and fin_erobscure
• technology. : display during operation. Possible,
' user arm fatigue. _ _'-:5
Touch Screen: Planar Pressure applied to the touchscreencause Yes Allows obvious mapping of Poor resolution. Reduced display _i -,
Cross-Wire Translation two overlaid grids of wires (one grid input to display, transmittance. Prone to dirty arid
scratchedsurfaces. Handand finger
carrying a voltage) to touch, completing
an electrical circuit, obscure display during operation.
Possible user arm fatigue. -
Touch Screen: Planar The finger interrupts a matrix of LED Yes Allows obvious mapping of Poor resolution. Parallax
Infrared Translation beams placed above the displaysurface input to display. Does not associated with separation of
and paired with photodetectors, require user to touch a display and light beams. False
surface, activations from smoke and dirt
possible. Hand and fingerobscure
display during operation. Possible ..
user arm fatigue. Sensitive to
ambient illumination.
Tracker:Eye Planar An IR beam is directed to the eye of the No Hands are free for other Frequent calibrations to
Translation user and produces multiple reflections (insufficient actions, individuals may be necessary.
from the cornea. One of these reflections resolution, Questionable reliability in
is tracked by a motorized mirror system cross- airborne environment due to
which alsorecords relative eye coupling of vibration and acceleration.Limited
movementsfrom a calibrated reference rate and resolution due to involuntary eye
position. Monocular direction of gaze is position) . movements. Requires additional
used to comnute direction of pointing, method for target selection.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
Tracker:IR Volumetric IR sensorsare placed on the body (heador Yes Allows natural pointing. Possible sunlight interference.
Translation hand via a helmet, headband, or glove). Whenmounted on head, Calculationof derived direction or
Alternatively, the sensors may be attached handsare free for other position in real time may
AND to a hand-held device such as a mouse or actions.When mounted on introduce lag. Volumetric IR
pistol grip. The sensors are illuminated hand, likely to leave fingers tracking requires a larger number
Triple Axis with rotating IR beams, the IR beam and thumb free for other of sensors and beam sources than
Rotation sourceslocated in fixed positions. The actions, direction Ofpointing (planar) IR
distances between the IR beams and the tracking.
IR sensors are used to derive angles and
compute direction of pointing or
volumetric position.
Tracker:LED Volumetric LEDs are placedon the body (heador Yes Minimal added weight to Possible interference from
Translation hand via a helmet, headband,or glove), body. Allows natural reflections. Calculation of derived
Alternatively, the LEDs may be attached pointing. When mounted on direction or position in real time
AND to a hand-helddevice Suchas a mouse or head, handsare free for other may introduce lag. Volumetric
pistol grip. The sequentially energized actions.When mounted on LED tracking requires a larger
Triple Axis LEDs are recordedby one or more hand, likely to leave fingers number of cameras and LEDs than
Rotation cameras,the cameras located in fixed andthumb free for other directionof pointing (planar) LED
positions. The vectors from the camera actions, tracking.
focalplane to each LED segment are used
to compute direction of pointing or
volumetric position.
Tracker. Volumetric A two- or three-axis magnetic sensor is Yes Allows natural pointing. Calculationof derived direction or
Magnetic Translation placedon the body (head or hand via a Whenmounted on head, position in real time may
helmet, headband, Orglove), hands are free for other introduce lag. EMI and cockpit
AND Alternatively, the sensor may be attached actions. When mounted on metal may limit resolution of
to a hand-held device such as a mouse or hand, likely to leave fingers magnetic system. Magnetic tracker
Triple Axis pistol grip. The sensor detects the relative and thumb free for other may cause EMI with other cockpit
Rotation position of a multi-axis magnetic actions, devices.
transmitter, the transmitter located in a
fixed position. Magnetic field vectors are
used to compute direction of pointing or
volumetric position.
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Table 2-5. Survey of 3-D interaction methods (continued).
_Tracker. Volumetric Ultrasonictransmittersareplacedon the Yes Allowsnaturalpointing. Possibleinterferencefromair
Ultrasonic Translation body(headorhandviaa helmet, Whenmountedonhead, turbulence.Calculationof derived
headband,or glove).Alternatively,the handsarefreeforother directionor positionin real time
AND transmittersmaybe attachedto ahand- actions.Whenmountedon mayintroducelag.Volumetric
helddevicesuch asa mouseor pistol hand,likelyto leavefingers ultrasonictrackingrequiresa larger
TripleAxis grip. Theultrasonictransmissionsare andthumbfreeforother numberof transmittersand
Rotation detectedby ultrasonicreceivers,the actions, receiversthandirectionofpointing
receiverslocatedin fixedpositions.The (planar)ultrasonictracking.
distancesandorientationamongthe
receiversas wellas thedistancesbetween
thereceiversandthe transmittersareused
to computedirectionof pointingor _=
volumetricposition.
Tracker.Video Volumetric Anarrayof visualpatternsis placedon Yes Negligibleaddedbody Possibleinterferencefrom
Translation thebody(headorhandviaa helmet, weight.Allowsnatural reflections.Calculationof derived
headband,or glove).Alternatively,the pointing.Whenmountedon directionor positionin real time
AND patternsmaybe drawnon ahand-held head,handsarefreeforother mayintroducelag.Volumetric
devicesuchas a mouseor pistolgrip. actions.Whenmountedon videotrackingrequiresa larger
• TripleAxis The visualpatternsare illuminatedand hand,likelyto leavefingers numberof camerasandvisual
Rotation recordedby oneormorepairedcameraand andthumbfreeforother patternsthandirectionofpointing "
lightsystems,the camerasandlights actions. (planar)_tideotracking.
locatedinfixed positions.Thevectors
fromthecamerafocalplanetoeach
patternfeatureare usedto compute
directionof pointing,or volumetric
oosition.
q,l,
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2.2 Rate and Compare
For the rate and compare analysis, the techniquesand technologiesidentified in Section2.1 are considered in the context of the
preliminarydisplayrequirements identifiedin Section 1.2.A primary goal of the rate and compare effort is to identify key risk areas for
each of the technologiesand to select a subset of preferredcandidates for further consideration.A subset of the preliminary display
requirementsfrom Table 1-3 was selected.This set of "strawman"requirements is shown in Table 2-6 below, and includes those
parameterswith the greatest potential impact duringthis technology downselectionphase.
Table 2-6. Strawmanrequirements for rate and compare analysis,based on PreliminaryDisplay Requirements (Table I-3).
Fieldof View (FOV) 48 H x 27 V 60 x 33.8 preferred
Pixel Density (Resolution) 40 pixels / deg At minimum FOV.
32 pixels/deg okay at largerFOV.
Pixel Count 1920 x 1080 Can be tiled, but not in center of FOV. Implicitly includes such
considerationsasdrivers,interconnectand interfacing.
Gray Shades 32 linear steps Non-lineardistributionmay beconsideredif advantageous.
Head Motion Box 4/- 4 inches in all 3 axes. With no vignetting. Both the collimation and 3-D methods can impact
the head motion box. The center of the head motion box intersects the
center line of sight andis located at the on-axis head relief.
Luminance 30 tL As seen from head motion box. 60 tL is preferred.
Luminance: Contrast Ratio 50:1 100:1 is preferred.
EyewearTransmittance 30% Higher transmittance is preferred (e.g.60%). This requirement is
highly relevant to the use of polarizing eyewear.
Physical Constraints max of 20"H x 30"W x 40" deep, Volume and weight
• 100 lbs. per component, 400 lbs. total
HeadRelief 12" minimum Use of shoulder and lap belts is assumed.
33" maximum
ServiceDate 1Q, 1997 Need reasonable path to this date.
Other requirements (numerous) See Table 1-3. Examples include chromaticity constraints, power, tile
seam visibility, speckle and other artifacts.
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In the tables which follow,the candidate methods and technologiesare comparativelyrated with respect to thesepreliminary strawman
requirements.The ratings shown do not at this point consider specific interactions with the other system components. For example, the
ratingswith respect to head motionbox for the 3-DMethods consideronly the stereo selection mechanism, and do not include
collimationhead motionbox considerations (which.are assessed separately).As anotherexample, the rated luminancecompatibility of the
image sources (e.g. plasma)can be further reduced if a low transmittance3-D method or collimation method is used. Such system
interactionsareconsidered in Section 3. Assessments here arebased upon current technology and reasonable anticipateddevelopment
within the time frame of the strawmanrequirements,not upon ultimate capability of the candidate technologies.The ratings shown can be
interpreted as follows.
Rating Meaning
++ Favorable, probablynot limiting in terms of preliminaryrequirements i_:
+ Challenging,but see a reasonable path
- Some concern, but still warrants consideration.
-- Major concern. Perceived as introducing significantlymore risk than
alternativesin meeting the strawmanrequirements.
? Not known without further clarification of the method (e.g. if multiple
, approachesare grouped together)
Ratings arePrOvidedonly for those requirements for which thereis a direct impact.This ratings allow an effective, early elimination of
many of the initial candidates from furtherconsideration based upon the strawman requirements.
The first level of downseiectionwas made by recognizing the significant risk associated with the "Major concern" ( -- ) items. As such,
the preferred candidates for further consideration in later programphases are those marked as Preferred (P), having received no "Major
concern"ratings relativeto any of the strawman requirement entries.
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2.2.1 Image Source Technologies
Table 2-7 contains the ratingsof image source technologiesagainst a subset of the strawman display system requirements.The rating
scale described on the previous page is adoptedhere, and preferred methods (designated in the first column with a "P") are those
receiving no double minus ratings. Although image source technologiesare rated here individually,appropriate system concepts
incorporatingcombinationsof technologies,as well as furtherdown selectionof preferred image source technologies, are reviewed in
Section 3 of this report.
Of the 17display technologiespresented in Table 2-7, four were rated as preferred methods. These include three light valves, namely: the
DMD; the TN AMLCD; and thereflective matrix-addressedLCD. Plasma display technology was the only emissive type to gain the
preferred status in this rate and compare phase of the program.
CRT technology was eliminatedfrom considerationdue to physical incompatibility with the strawmanrequirements, in particular due to
the size required, although the CRT compared favorablyto other types in most other respects. Other emissive display types, such as EL,
FED,LED and VFD, were eliminatedfrom considerationfor a variety of technical shortcomingsor undemonstratedperformancerelative
to the strawman requirements,coupled with the assessmentthat those shortcomings would not be overcome in the comparatively short
strawman time frame. Scannedlaser display methods were also eliminated, due to lack of well-suited laser sources, the risk of speckle
artifacts, and the complexityassociated with achieving therequired high scanning bandwidths.
The remaining light valve technologieswhich were not preferred all had technical shortcomingsas well, as discussed in Table 2-7. Most
of these approaches are based upon alternate liquid crystaloperating modes. In addition to the technology developments required to
achieve adequateperformance,the preferredTN AMLCD was recognizedas being more Capableor more developed in nearly all respects.
Therefore, these alternatenon-emissivetechnologieswere eliminated from further consideration.
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Table 2-7. Ratings of image source technologies.
Technical risk due to schedule is likely
with many approaches, in light of current
development path and trends. Tiling is
likely to be necessary in many cases.
Emissive Luminance requirementsare not
particularly high, but certainDevices
technologies may experience difficulties
due to attenuation by collimation and
.... stereo selection methods.
Cathode Ray Tube + + + + + + - - + + Physical parameters (e.g. size, weight)
(CRT) are a major concern. Use of smaller ._._CRTs leads to difficulties in meeting '_,:
resolution or luminance requirements.
Otherwise, the CRT is a relatively
mature technology......
Electroluminescent + _ _ + .... Although full color is under development
(EL) (blue phosphors in particular), achieving
a suitable color gamut at the required
luminance is not anticipated in the
strawman time frame.
Field Emission _ ? + ? - - While development activities are
Display (FED) increasing; this technology is still in a
relatively early development stage.
Laser(scanned) _ + + + ..... Current practical laser technology and the
high scanning bandwidth (e.g. requiring
multiple scanning channels) contribute a
high risk factor of implementing this
technology in the required time frame,
especially with respect to size and power.
The risk of speckle artifacts is also a
concern, although relatively low
luminance helps.7
Light Emitting _ _ _ _ ? - - - Not readily compatible with developed or
Diode (1.EI3) , i near-term LED sources.
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Table 2-7. Ratings of image source technologies (continued).
Plasma P - + - + + - Early prototypes are promising, although
format is rather large, tiling and dual
channel stereoare likely to be required,
and luminance may not support
requirements, especially with optics
losses. Color gamut may also be a
concern.
Vacuum - - - + + - - Not readily compatible with developed orFluorescent
Display (VFD) near-termsources.
Light Valves Luminance is closely tied to light source
selection and power consumption. High
luminance may require undesirable
tradeoffs in that area (e.g. high power,
cooling, lifetime of light source).
Digital P + + + + + + 9 Promising technology, significant recentMicromirrorDevice
progress. Combined additive color may
(DMD) be necessary to eliminate color breakup.
• Limited data available on producibility
and reliability, although prototypes have
beendemonstrated.
LCD: Ferroelectric .... + + - ? Gray scaledifficult. Limited data
(FLC) available on suitability for this
application.
LCD" CRT - + + + - - + As with other CRT system, bulkiness is-Addressed
a concern.
LCD: Polymer + + + - - Schedule risk. While possiblyDispersed
forthcoming,pixel counts are expected to
remain below AMLCD during this time
frame.
LCD" STN Passive - + - + - - While available, a veryhigh level ofMatrix
tiling will be required and
•" optical/temporalperformance are lower
than AMLCD. In particular, video rate
performance of near term technology is
not adeq,ate.
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Table2-7. Ratingsof imagesourcetechnologies(continued). ............
LCD: TN Active P + I + + + + Considered to be themost capable LCD
Matrix (AMLCD) technology, although also higher cost.
I Uncertainty as to how soon pixel counts
will be sufficient to eliminate need for
tiling.
LCD, various other _ _ [ ? + .9 - - Generallyreduced performanceand less
types , developed thanAMLCD.
PLZT - - [ + + + - - I Not readily compatible with developed ornear-termsources.i
LCD: Reflective, P + I ? + ? - Limited development momentum.
MatrixAddressed Performance generally lower than.TN
LCD.
i
Various other - - Limited development momentum and
technologies (see generally insufficient performance for
Section 2.1) , each included technology.
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2.2.2 3-D Methods
Table 2-8 contains the ratings of 3-D methods against a subset of the strawman display system requirements.The rating scale used in
previous rate and compare tablesis adopted here, and preferred methods (designatedin the first column with a "P") are those receiving
no double minus ratings. Although3-D methods are rated here individually, appropriatesystem concepts incorporatingcombinationsof
methods,as well as further down selection of preferred3-D methods, are reviewed in Section 3 of this report.
Of the 25 3-D methods presentedin Table 2-8, 10were rated as preferred methods. Of the eyewear-based stereo methods, the prism or
mirror stereoscopeapproach wasjudged to be inadequaterelative to the head motion box requirement, while the anaglyph approach will
not deliver the required color gamut.The HMD approachwas removed as a contending 3-D method at the requirementof NASA LaRC.
All of the autostereoscopicmethodsreviewed here were selected as preferred methods,although all pose significantchallengesregarding
head motionbox. None of the volumetricor alternative3-D methods were rated as preferred methods, largely due to problemsreaching
the pixel count requirement.
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Table 2-8. Ratings of 3-D methods.
Eyewear-Based Stereo Polarization/shuttereyewearbasedmethods
Methods generallydo notconstrainthe head motionbox
beyondthatimposed by thecollimation method.
Polarizingeyewearintroducesubstantial
attenuation,hence theupgradepath for eyewear
transmittance is limited.
Single Channel, Time- P + + +
MultiplexedStereo
Dual Channel, Time- P + + +
Multiplexed Stereo, Spatially
Combined
Dual Channel, Spatially P + + + +
Combined Stereo with
Polarization
Color Multiplexing iP + + +
Microretarder/ Micropolarizer P + + + +
Display
Prism or Mirror Stereoscope _ _ Not polarization based. Head motion box too
limited if directionaloptics are on head (see related
autostereo methods, however).
Two-Color Glasses + + ..... Non-symmetric left/right transmittance.
(Anaglyph) Incompatible with color requirements.
BinocularHeadMounted + + + + - - NASA LaRC requirement to eliminate HMD
Display (HMD) approach from consideration.
Auto-stereoscopic Head trackinggenerallyrequired dueto geometrical
relationshipsinvolving inter-pupillarydistance
Methods_ (IPD)andFOV.
Dual Channel,Dual P - + +
Projection,CombinedStereo
with DirectionalOptics(e.g.
Fresnel)
ParallaxBarrier P - + +
SequentialFrameMovingSlit P - + +
(DynamicParallaxBarrier)
Vertical CylindricalLenticular P - + +
t_ __Panorama_rams)
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Table 2-8. Ratingsof 3-D methods (continued).
i i=i2=iii:;!ii i i =iSi  i=! :iii
RetroreflectorArray P _ + +
Volumetric Methods In general, volumetric approaches do not directly
limit the head motion box, although special
collimation considerations may apply.
Luminance is reduced in many cases by sharing of
the image source(s) over multiple depth planes.
Vari-FocalMirror - - + + - + + Limited depth addressability due to practical image
source bandwidth constraints.
Static Stacked Mirrors - - + + - + + Limited, discrete depth addressability.(switchable)
Moving Screen - - + + - + + Limited depth addressability due topractical image
source bandwidth constraints.
Holograms
.... + + + + .... Development status implies schedule risk.
Limited depth addressability due to practical image
source bandwidth constraints.
Chromaticity gamut a concern.
Gas Excitation - - + + - + + .... Development status implies schedule risk.
-. Limited depth addressability due to practical image
source bandwidth constraints.
Chromaticity gamut a concern.
Multiple Plane Modulators - - + + - + + Limited, discretedepth addressability.
Other 3-D Methods Generally limited depth addressability.
Chromostereoscopic - - + + + + - - Performance uncertain in many areas.
Limited depth addressability, tied to chromaticity
content.
VISIDEP® - - ? + + - - Performance uncertain in many areas.
Limited depth addressability.
Time Delay Glasses (e.g. - - ? .... Eyewear attenuates and is non-symmetric.
Pulfrich Pendulum Effect) Performance uncertain in many areas.
Depth addressability is dependent on other image
content.
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2.2.3 Collimation Methods
Table 2-9 contains the ratings of collimationmethods against a subset of the strawmandisplay system requirements.The rating scale
used in previous rate and compare tables is adopted here, and preferred methods (designated in the first column with a "P") are those
receivingno double minus ratings. Supplementarymethods presented in the previous survey of collimation methodsare not complete
Collimationmethods per se, and _e not included in Table 2-9.
The requirements for the opticalcollimationmethods are not independentof each other,but rather are inter-related.The maximumFOV
of a system is dependent on the acceptable resolution of the system. High resolution systems have smaller FOV maximums and low
resolution systems can have a large FOV. For the FOV evaluation the required resolution of 40 pixels/deg was assumed necessary and•
• • _L•I
each method's maximum FOV providing this resolution was then estimated. The level of effort in the current programdid not support an
optical design optimization task t_orthe evaluation of each method's performance.However, what informationwas available and the .
designer's experience with each method was used for an estimate. Additionally, some interpretation•ofthe literature'sperformance claims
was required. Specifically, the available informationon some concepts indicatedlarge FOVs with a lower resolutionthan the required40
pixels/deg.In these cases, an educated estimate of the required reduction in FOV for the finer resolution was made. The resultant FOV
estimatewas thencompared with the required 48 deg H x 27 deg V FOV and the appropriaterating was thenplaced in the table.
To obtain numbers for the head motion box, the head relief, and the physical size estimates, one requirement had to be selectedso the
Othertwo could be calculated.The physical size of a system is a direct function of the required head relief and FOV of the system. The
sizeof an optical system is directlyscalable, with the angular resolution of the system being preserved (however the pixel size scales with
the same factor as the rest of the system). Therefore, if the system size is available, one need only scale the system for the requirements.
Startingwith the head motionbox size, the collimationmethod system is then scaled to give the head motion box. From this scaling, the
headrelief and the physicalsystem size is calculated.The head relief times the tangent of the FOV plus the head motionbox size gives the
necessarysize of the first element for a system with no vignettingover the full FOV.
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Once the size of the first element is determined,the Completesystemcan be Scaled.However,if the size information for the method is not
available,it is necessary to do some first order design calculationsfor the smallest lens size estimate.The practical lens F-number
limitationof f/1 can be used to determinethe smallest reasonablefocal length for the collimationsystem.This focal length is then
multipliedby the tangent of the FOV to give the requiredimage source size. If the required image source size is not available,the
collimationsystem will then needto have a reimagingrelay system to magnifythe availableimage source to the size neededby the
collimationoptics. For the purpose of Table 2-9, no assumptions were made regarding the image source size available (consequently, the
non-relayed image collimationmethodswere not eliminated).Usingthe f/1 limitationcriterionfor system size estimationresults in an
optimisticallysmall system estimate.This will give all systemsthe benefit of any doubt. No weightestimates were made for this table.
Weight estimates were subsequentlycalculatedfor the preferredcollimationsystems only at a later stage in the analysis (see Section 3.1).
Summingup Table 2-9, the preferredcandidates can be regroupedinto five smaller groups. The first one is the refractivegroup which
can meet the requirements in any of the arrangements (symmetric,symmetricwith virtual relay, and symmetricwith real•relay).The
second group is the tilted reflectivewith real relay system which has a large FOV but presently a questionable resolution match. The third
group is the symmetriccatadioptricwith beamsplitter and virtual relay and the tilted catadioptric.These two concepts are quite similar,
with the exception that one is symmetricwith low transmissions and one is non-symmetric with higher transmission.The fourth system
is the Pancake Window®which by itself cannot meet the requirements,but with some additional•opticalelementscan meet the
requirements.The last preferred system is the polarizingbeamsplitterwhich can meet the requirementsonly if the prism is replacedby a
thin beamsplitter plate (plate not depicted in Figure 2-10).
Noteworthy is thatno fiolographiccollimation concepts were preferred.'However, holographic elements will be considered
supplementarymethods and could be used in other concepts that are preferred. This is true for all the supplementarymethodswhich can
contribute improved performanceor size/weightadvantages for most concepts.
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Table 2-9. Ratings of collimation methods.
SymmetricRefractive p ++ ] + ++ ++ Performance and size looks acceptable.
Symmetric Refractive ++ I + .... With no see-through requirements this system is redundant.
with Fold
Symmetric Refractive p ++ [ + ++ + Anunfolded version looked acceptable.
with Virtual Relay
Symmetric Refractive P ++ I + ++ + An unfolded version looks acceptable.
withRealRelay
Fresnel (VIDS) _ _ , + ++ ++ VIDS Fresnel lenses had an image swimming problem.
WAVIDS WAVIDS improvedperformance still not acceptable.
_-- + ++ -
SymmetricReflective _ _ i + _ ++ The FOV will not meet the limit with only one reflective elemenf_
md more elements add obscurations. Low transmission of optics will
with Beamsplitter require high luminance image source.
TiltedReflective (Two _ _ + - - With only two mirrors, acceptable performance restricts system to too
Mirror System) small a FOV.
Tilted Reflective with p ++ + ++ - System has optics intruding into observer's space. Folds will be
Real Relay needed to reposition the optics into the available space.
Tilted Reflective with _ + - - - Some three mirror systems may meet the FOV limit. However, they
Virtual Relay will exceed the size limit.
Pancake Window@ p + + ++ ++ The low transmission optics will require a very high luminance
image source. Additional elements are needed to meet the FOV
requirements.
SymmetricCatadioptric P ++ + - ++ Low transmission of optics will require high luminance image
withBeamsplitter and source.
VirtualRelay
TiltedCatadioptric p ++ + + + The system has acceptable performance with increased transmission.
Mangin Mirror _ _ + ++ + The performance of a two mangin mirror system is limited to too
small a FOV.
Polarizing Prism p ++ + + - The polarizing beamsplitter prism is large and heavy. A lighter
weight polarizing beamsplitter warrants consideration.
MONARC _ _ + ++ - - The large head relief makes the acrylic combiner too large and heavy.
The FOV is too small.
ParabolicAfocal Relay _ _ + ++ - - The FOV is too small. The reflective afocal relay becomes too large
with the required headrelief.
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Table 2-9. Ratings of collimationmethods (continued).
Refractive Reflective& + ++ ++ The FOV is too small.Fresnel
tiolographie Edge - - + ++ ++ The FOV is too small. The present combiner is an illuminated
Combiner hologram (target pattern). For our application the concept would only
work if a real time hologram was available.
Holographic - - + + + The collimator/combiner needs to perform for color. The FOV is too
Collimator/Combiner small.
Holographic Collimator - - + + + More optical elements will be needed to meet the FOV limit.
with Combiner Multiholograms will be needed for color.
LenticularScreen ++ - - ++ ++ The head motion box size is too small. Stereo drift with head
movementneedscorrection.
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2.2.4 3-D InteractionMethods
Table 2-10 containsthe ratings of 3-D interaction methods against a subset of the strawmandisplay system requirements.The rating scale
used in previous rate and comparetables is adopted here, and preferred methods (designated in the first column with a "P") are those
receivingno double minus ratings.Although interaction methodsare rated here individually,appropriatesystem concepts incorporating
combinationsof methods, as well as furtherdown selectionof preferred 3-D interaction methods, are reviewed in Section 3 of this
report_
Of the direct interactionmethodsreviewed, five of the fifteen general approaches were rated as preferred methods.The variations of the
joystick (includingthe Spaceball)are all generallysuitable and have historicalprecedencefor use as cockpit controllers. The suitability of
these methods depends stronglyon the particular configuration and control properties (e.g., amount•of displacement, control deadspace)
selected.Thumbwheels, slider switches, and dials were alsojudged to be acceptable means to augment 2 DOF controllers. Those indirect
devicesnot given preferred status generallyhad limitations associated with excessiveuser fatigue, instability under vibration, or
inadequateresolution.
Touchscreensand light pens were rated as preferred direct interaction methods, although neither method is suitable to provide 3 DOF
without a supplementaryinteraction method.Tracker technologies,althoughused effectively for some helmet-mounted sight
applications,were judged to be inadequatefor the interaction needs of the Panoramic Display System; instabilityunder vibration and
inadequateresolutionwere identifiedas two limiting factors.
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'l_able2-10. Ratings of 3-D interaction methods.
Indirect
Interaction
Methods
Glove - - - + + Limited comfort, including hand fatigue. Inherently limited
resolution.
Joystick: P + + + + + + + + + May require additional method for desiredDOF, although 3
Isometric and 6 DOF devices are available. Isometric control may be
nonoptimal for vibratory environments.
Joystick: +-+ + + + + + + Although high-resolution control is possible with this
Binary - - method, it cannot be achieved smoothly and rapidly.
Joystick: P + + + + + + + + + May require additionalmethod for desiredDOF.Isotonic
Keypad: + + + + + + + Although high-resolution control is possible with this
Displacement - - method, it cannot be achieved smoothly and rapidly.
Keypad: + + + + + + + __ Although high-resolution control is possible with this
Membrane method, it cannot be achieved smoothly and rapidly.
Mouse: - - _ + + + _ , _ Continuous use for 3 DOF control would lead to hand, wrist,
Gyroscopic - or ann fatigue. Inherently instability of method under
vibrationand loads. "
Mouse: + + + + + + + + Inherent instability of device under vibration and loads.Mechanical - - •
Mouse: + + + + + '+ + _ _ Inherent instability of device under vibration and loads.
Optical
Spaceball P + + + + + + + + + Essentially, a 6 DOF isometric joystick. Capable of all
modes of interaction indicated in preliminary requirements.
Isometric control may be nonoptimal for vibratory
environments.
Tablet P + + + + + + + _ Requires additional method for 3 DOF control. Rate control
(Acoustic, possible, but not optimal.Electrical/
Magnetic,
Touch-
Sensitive))
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Table 2-10. Ratings of 3-D interactionmethods (continued).
Thumbball + + + + + + Not suitable for simultaneous position and rate control due to
- - high degree of cross-couplingbetween control axes. Requires
additional method for 3DOF control.
Thumbwheel, P + + + + + + + _ Requires one or more additionalmethods for greater than 1
Sliderswitch, DOF control
or Dial
Trackball + + + + + + + + _ _ Not suitable for simultaneous position and rate control due to
high degree of cross-couplingbetween control axes. Requires
additional method for 3 DOF control.
Voice + ...... Resolution of volumetric position or rate control inherently
Recognition limited by vocabulary. Questionable reliability.
Direct _
Interaction
Methods
+ ++ + + _ Intermittent use may produce arm fatigue. Requires additionalLight Pen P _
method for 3 DOF control.
Touch Screen P _ _ + + + + _ Intermittent use may produce arm fatigue. Requires additional
(Acoustic, method for 3 DOF control.
Capacitive,
Cross-Wire,
Infrared)
Tracker:Eye + ...... Resolution of control limited by involuntary eye movements
and requirement of frequent calibrationsQuestionable
reliability in airborne environment due to vibration and load.
Requires additionalmethod for 3 DOF control.
Tracker _ _ _ + _ _ _ Extendeduse wouldproduce ann fatigue. Calculation of
(IR, LED, derived volumetric direction or position from multiple
Magnetic, sensors in real time would likely introduce lag.
Ultrasonic, Inherent instabilityof method under vibration and loads.
Video)
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3.0 CONCEPT FORMULATION
In this section of the report, the preferred technologiesand methods identified in Section 2.2 are further downselected. This
downselection occurs through a detailed performanceanalysisof collimationmethods (Section 3.1) and a pair-wise compatibility analysis
of image source options, 3-D methods,collimation methods,and 3-D interaction methods (Section3.2). Those technologies and
methods which are most compatible are then assembledin general system concepts (Section 3.3). Finally, the general concepts are
downselected to a singlesystem concept,presented in greater detail than the general concept definitions (Section 3.4).
The material is presentedcomprehensivelyin the followingtables, with supplementarycomments providedin the body of this text.
Table
3-1 Summaryof preferred technologiesand methods from rate and compare analysis
3-2 Preferredcollimationmethod modeling comparison
3-3 Compatibilityof preferredimage sources and preferred 3-D methods
3-4 Compatibilityof 3-D methods and preferredcollimationmethods
3-5 Compatibilityof preferred3-D interactionmethods with collimateddisplay
3-6 to 3-16 GeneralDisplay ConceptsA-K
3-17 Selectedmethods from analysisof General Display ConceptsA-K
3-18 Further selection of methods from analysisof General Display Concepts A-K
3-19 to 3-21 GeneralInteractionConceptsA-C
The preferred constituenttechnologiesand methods werepreviously identifiedin Section 2.2 and are summarized in Table 3-1 below.
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Table 3-1. Summaryof preferred technologies and methods from rate and compare analysis (Section 2.2).
Large Displays
Image SourceTechnologies • Plasma (Emissive)
• AMLCD
Projection Light Valves
• Transmissive (AMLCD)
• Reflective (DMD, Reflective LC)
Eyewear Methods:
3-D Methods • Time Multiplexing (single or dual channel, possibly with color multiplexing)
• Spatially Combined with Polarization (dual channel)
• Microretarder/Micropolarizer
Auto-stereoscopicmethods:
• Dual Channel, Dual Projection Combined Stereo (directional optics, e.g. Fresnel, or two pupil retroreflector
method)
• Parallax Barrier (single channel, bi-directional approach -- includes cylindrical lenticular and dynamic barrier
approaches)
• Refractive (includingrelay methods)
Collimation Methods • Reflective (with real relay)
• Catadioptric (symmetric and tilted, with beamsplitter or polarizing beamsplitter)
• Pancake Window® (specialcase of reflectiveor catadioptric)
• Retr0reflector Array Relay Method (also consideredas a separate3-D method)
IndirectInteractionMethods
3-D Interaction Methods • Joystick (includes Spaceball)
• Tablet
' • Thumbwheel, Slider Switch, or Dial
Direct Interaction Methods
• Light Pen
• Touchscreen
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3.0 ConceptFormulation
3.1 Estimates of Collimation Method Performance
The preferredcollimationmethods(see Table3-1) were modeledwith opticaldesignsoftwareto providea moreaccurateestimateof
expectedperformance.Suchmodelingprovidesestimatesof the expectedsize andweight of each collimationapproachasa functionof
headmotionbox size, FOV, and headrelief.The resultsof the collimationmodelingare presentedin Table3-2. Forthe purposesof this
modelingeffort,we assumedthe strawmanrequirementsforthe headmotionbox size (_+4"in 3-D), the FOV (48 deg x 27 deg), and the
maximumphysicalvolume(20" x 30" x 40"). These constraintsin turnlimitthe maximumpossiblehead reliefto 25", at which pointthe
firstopticalelementreachesthe 20" x 30" size maximum.
To summarizeTable 3-2, all thepreferred collimationmethodsexceed the preliminary displayrequirement ceilingof 100lbs, even
without including the projectionscreenand projectionoptics for the small image sources.The smallest and lightest candidates are the
Pancake Window®, the symmetriccatadioptric, and the retroreflector. Results for each of the preferred methods modeled are discussed
in detail below.
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Table 3-2. Preferredcollimationmethod modeling comparison.
iiiiiiiiill_i ii_i !_i_g _iiS_!i_si_:_:::_i_!_:ii::_Max_neaa.::_]
15"
Refractive(Figure3-1) 20" x 30" x 37" 450 lbs plastic (1500 lbs glass) 20" x.30"
RefractiveRealRelayedImage > the above > the above refractivesystem Depends on projection 15"
(Figure2-3) refractive magnification. 15"
Refractive Virtual RelayedImage >> the above >> the above refractive system Depends on relay
(Figure 2-4) refractive magnification.
TiltedReflective with Real Relayed Image 40" x 40" x 50" 140lbs for light mirror, screen, and projection Depends on projection 12"
optics magnification.
(Figure 2-8) 20" 30" 23" 22" diagonal 15"Pancake Window® (Figure 3-2) x x 110 lbs plastic (220 lbs glass)
Pancake Window® withProjection Optics 20" x 30" x 40" 150 lbs plastic with screen & projection lens Depends on projection 15"magnification.
SymmetricCatadioptric (Figure 3-3) 30" x 44" x 30" 100lbs (light mirror & pellicle beamsplitter (BS)) 19" x 33" 12"
SymmetricCatadioptric with Projection 40" x 44" x 30" 140 lbs for light mirror, pellicle BS, screen, & Depends on projection 12"
Optics projection lens magnification.
Tilted Catadioptric(Figure 3-4) 50" x 46" x 100" 300 lbs (100 lbs for light mirror & pellicle BS, Depends on relay 17"
plus 200 lbs for relay lenses) magnification.
Polarizing Combiner (Figure 3-5) 30" x 44" x 30" 180 lbs for light mirror &polarizing coated pellicle 19" x 33" 12"BS
Retroreflector (Figure2-22) 40" x 44" x30" 160lbs for light retroreflector, pellicle BS, & Dependson relay 12"
collimation lens magnification.
?
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Figure 3-1. RefractiveCollimator.
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plastic aspheric pancake mirror
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Figure 3-2. Pancake Window® Collimator.
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Figure 3-3. SymmetricCatadioptricCollimator.
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Figure 3-4. TiltedCatadioptricCollimator.
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Figure 3-5. Polarizing CombinerCollimator.
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3.1.1 DetailedResults from CollimationModeling
The smallest of therefractivepreferredcollimationmethods is the non-reimagingrefractive approach(Figure 3-1).This approachwill
meet the volume requirementwith a head relief maximum of 15", providedan image source size of 20" x 30" is available. However, the
weight of the four-elementrefractive lens system modeled, if made from glass, is 1500pounds. If plastic is used the weight can be
reduced to approximately450 pounds,but this still exceeds the required 100pound maximum. If an image relay system is added to this
refractive system (Figures2-3, 2-4), the weight will only grow.Therefore, the refractive with virtual method and the real image relay
method were not modeled. These later methods are, however, included in Table 3-2 with comments.
The tilted reflectivewith real relayed image approach (Figure 2-8) has a volume larger than the strawmanrequirement,even Withthe 12-
inch minimum head relief.Furthermore, the weight of this method exceeds 100 Ibswhen the projection screen and projection optics are
added.The poor performanceof the tilted first mirror will also require a complex projectionoptical system.
The Pancake Window®(Figure 3-2) with a head relief of 15 inches has the smallest volume of all the preferred methods. However, the
resolution of this approachis marginaland may need some additionalcorrection. The weight estimate for plastic elements is near 100
pounds. If a preferred image source as large as the 21-inch diagonal cannot be found, an image relay or image projection system will
need to be added. The projectionsystem adds approximately 17 inches to the depth of the system and approximately40 lbs for the screen
and projection lens.
The symmetriccatadioptricmethod (Figure 3-3) exceeds the strawmanmaximum volume, even using the smallest head relief of 12
inches. However, with an ultralight-weightcomposite mirror and a mylar pellicle beamsplitter,:aweight of near 100Ibscan be achieved.
If a preferred image source as large as the 19"x 33" cannot be found, an image relay or image projectionsystem will need to be added.
The projection system adds approximately 10inches to the height of the system and approximately40 Ibs for the screen and projection
lens.
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The tiltedcatadioptricsystem (Figure3-4) requires a large volume becauseof the image relay lens size.The image relaylens sizecan be
reducedif optimizedor even changed to a smaller projectionsystem. However, the optical correctionwill be more complicated than for
thesymmetric catadioptricapproach.Additionally, the combiner fold will be heavier than the symmetricapproach due to the addition of
one mirror.
The polarizingcombiner method (Figure 3-5) will havea volume equal to that of the symmetric catadioptricmethod. However, the
polarizingcombiner approachwill be heavier than the symmetriccatadioptricapproachdue to the addition of one mirror. As with the
otherconcepts with large image sizes, if a screen and projection opticsare needed the size and weightwill also grow.
The retroreflector method (Figure2-22) exceedsthe maximumstrawmanvolume even with the 12-inchminimumhead relief, but only
weighs 160Ibs with the relay lenses included. However, retroreflectingscreens are still in development.
The large volumes and weights of these collimation methodsare an area of concern. Therefore, a tradeoff analysis was performed to
determine the impactof relaxing the strawmanrequirements.The volume of each system is a function of the head relief, the FOV, and the
head motion box size.This general relationship is represented in Figures 3-6 and 3-7,•where volume is presented in relative units only.
Figure 3-6 is a plot of relative physicalvolume vs FOV half angle (the strawmanhalf field angle is 27.5 deg diagonal), with each curve
representing a different combinationof head relief and headmotion box size._Curve 1 of Figure 3-6 is for a head relief of 33 inches and a
head motion box sizeof 8 inches.Curve 2 is for a head relief of 33 inches and a head motion box size of 4 inches. Curve 3 is for a head
relief of 12inches and a head motion box size of 8 inches. Curve 4 is for a headrelief of 12inches and a head motion box of 4 inches.
Figure 3-6 shows an 8 to 11 fold increase in physical volume•withan increase in head relief from 12to 33 inches.
i"
Figure 3-7 illustrates the impact of head relief on relative physical volume for a constant half FOV (27.5 deg) and a constant head motion
box size (8.inches). From this figure, the volume is shown to double for a head relief change from 13 to 18inches. Volume doubles
again as head relief increase from 18 to 25 inches.
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The size and weightestimatesdiscussed here and in Table 3-2 are based upon a given set of assumptions. Altering the assumptions such
as depicted in Figures 3-6 and 3,7, or for exampleby implementinga more conventional and potentially stable beamsplitter element
where indicated,wouldclearly impact these estimates.Even so, the size and weight estimates tabulated serve their intended purpose as
excellent indicators of the approximatemagnitudes and comparisonsof the configurations relative to the strawmanrequirements.
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Figure 3-6. Volume(relative units) vs Half FOV.
1 head relief=33", head box=8". 2 head relief=33", head box=4". 3 head relief=12", head box=8". 4 head relief=12", head box=4".
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Figure 3-7. Volume (relative units) vs Head Relief: Half FOV=27.5 deg, Head motion box=8".
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3.2 Compatibility of Methods
The followingthree tables (Table3-3 to 3-5) illustrate thecompatibility of preferredtechnologiesandmethods for image source
technology, 3-D method, collimationmethod, and 3-D interactionmethod. These tables are used to further downselect the preferred
technologiesand methods selected in the rate and compare task (summarizedin Table 3-1). Ratings signify favorable (+) or unfavorable(-).
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3.2.1 Image SourceTechnologiesvs 3-D Methods
Table 3-3 describes the relativecompatibility of four classes of preferred image source technology with seven preferred 3-D methods.
Table 3-3. Compatibilityof preferred image sources and preferred 3-D methods (independentof collimationmethod).
Eyewear Methods
Time Multiplexing, + At this time, although there - Switching speed limitation Switching speed limitation + Should be possible.
Single Channel is some question about for TN. forTN.
adequacyof persistenceand
driverbandwidth.
Time Multiplexing, Dual - Image source size, low + Possible, although size is a + Possible, although temporal + Should be possible for
Channel luminance, and less desirable concern. Difficult to tile. aliasing must be avoided, reflectiveLC, but not preferred
than single channel, forDMD.
Dual Channel, Spatially - Image source size. + Possible, although size is a + Possible. + Possible.
Combined Stereowith potential concern.
Polarization
Microretarder/ - Not easily implemented, - Not suitably implemented. - Not suitably implemented. - Not suitably implemented.
MicropolarizerDisplay non-standard, low luminance.
Autostereo Methods
Dual Channel, Dual + Possible, although size is a + Possible, although size is a + Possible. + Possible.
Projection Combined concern. Difficult to tile. concern. Difficult to tile.
Stereo with Directional
Optics (e.g. Fresnel,
Retroreflector)
ParallaxBarrier (including + Possible, but more difficult + Possible, but more difficult + Possible, but probably + Possible, but probably
CylindricalLenticular) at high resolution. Available at high resolution. Available difficult to apply to projected difficult to apply to projected
pixel count is inadequate, pixel count is inadequate, image, image.
Sequential Frame Moving - Luminance. Switching speed. - (A special case of time- - (A special case of time-
Slit (Dynamic Parallax multiplexedand directional), multiplexedand directional).
Barrier) I
+/- ratings signify favorable/unfavorable.
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3.2.2 3-DMethods vs CollimationMethods
As noted in the detailedestimateof collimationmethodperformance,a relatively large image (image source or intermediateimage) is
requiredin nearly all cases, unless the head motion box is to be filled by head followingof the source and collimator. This can take the
form of a large panel, a medium size panel (in some cases) or a real image projection.The conclusions presented in Table 3-4 are based
in part upon results from optical modeling analysiswith respect to size and weight of large FOV, high resolution systems.
Some explanationis requiredfor the retroreflectorarray concept. It is unique in thatit can either be a 3-D method in its own right (subset
of dual channel, directional stereo),or alternatelyserve as a supplementalcollimated relay method for other stereo methods. As such, it is
included in both a row and a column.
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Table 3-4. Compatibilityof preferred 3-D methods and preferred collimationmethods.
(General commentson Generally too heavy. Has rather low Heavy, and may require Generally too Has potential
performanceof transmittance,and may performancetradeoffs, large and too advantages, but
collimation method) require someperformance heavy, resolution and artifacts
tradeoffs, are concerns. Can use
most stereo methods.
Time multiplexed - Too heavy, but + Compatible, in dual + Possible, in dual channel - Too heavy + Compatible.
otherwise possible (dual channel configuration, but projection mode, but may and large.
channel), luminance is a concern, be bulky and too heavy.
Dual channel, Spatially - Too heavy, but - Not compatible due to + Compatible if - Too heavy + Compatible if
Combined, with otherwise possible, Pancake Window® projection. Can tile and large, appropriate elements are
Polarization especiallywith projected polarizationscheme, sources, but need to verify used.low crosstalk. May be
source, bulky and too heavy.
Dual Channel, - Possibly compatible if + Compatible if + Compatible if - Too heavy + Compatible (listed
DirectionalProjection projection, but difficult to projection, though difficult projection, but difficult to and large, separately in bottom
expand head motion box. to expand head motion box. expand head motion box. row of table).
Even head tracking leaves Bulky & heavy.
no easy way to move
pupil. Still too heavy.
Parallax - Too heavy. May be + Compatible, in + Compatible, in - Too heavy + Possible.
Barrier/Lenticular compatible otherwise, but principle, although current principle, although current and large.
no practical image source, image sources will require image sourceswill require
tiling. Seamless tiling tiling. Seamless tiling
requires projection mode requires projection mode
(difficult registration)or (difficult registration)or
: multiple beamsplitters, multiple beamsplitters
Latter option is limited if (may be too large).
head motion box is large.
Low transmittance.
Retroreflector(as + Compatible, but - Notjustifiable due to + Compatible, but - Could be (Relay method implied
DirectionalAutostereo resolution and artifacts are low transmittance, resolution and artifacts are used, but other here, by definition).
3-D Method) concerns, concerns, optionsprobably
better.
+/- ratingssignify favorable/unfavorable.
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3.2.3 3-D InteractionMethodsvs Collimation
Table 3-5 describes the relative compatibilityof fiveclasses of preferred 3-D interactionmethods with collimateddisplay.The direct
interactionmethodsrequiredirect, manual operationon the image and are therefore incompatiblewith collimatedpresentationof the
image at infinity.
Table 3-5. Compatibilityof preferred 3-Dinteractionmethodswith collimateddisplay.
_:ili i !_ i:ii:i]::iii_i_i::i i
Indirect InteractionMethods
Joystick (includes Spaceball) +
Tablet +
Thumbwheel, Slider Switch, or Dial +
Direct InteractionMethods
Light Pen - Direct interaction of light pen and image is incompatible with presentation
ofimageat infinity.
TouchScreen - Directinteractionof finger or stylus and image is incompatible with
presentationofimageat infinity.
+/- ratings signify favorable/unfavorable.
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3.3 General System Concepts
Presentedin the followingtables andfigures are general conceptual systems, basedupon theresults of the detailedcollimation method
modeling (Section 3.1)and the pairwise compatibilitycomparisons (Section 3.2).Basic conceptual layouts are defined, with options
listed. These options are secondary in terms of downselection.
3.3.1 General DisplayConcepts
This portion of the reportdocumentsthe preferred combinationsof image source, 3-D method, and collimation method. Some
combinationshave beeneliminated,due tOperceivedrisk or due to existence of a similarbut preferable Configuration.Note that no
concepts are listedusingthe refractiveor tilted catadioptricconfigurationsdue to optics weightand/or size.Also, at this point DMD is
takento also includereflectiveLCDs. The general display concepts described are: "
A Symmetriccatadioptricwithtime multiplexing
B Symmetriccatadioptricwithpolarization
C PancakeWindow®with time multiplexing
D PancakeWindow@,dual channel with directional projection (autostereo)
E Retroreflectiverelay method with dualcollimatingprojectors
F Symmetriccatadioptric,dual channeldirectional projection (autostereo)
G Symmetriccatadioptric,parallax barrierapplied to projected tiled image
H Unfoldedcatadioptricwith time multiplexing
I PancakeWindow@with time multiplexingof non-tiled, beamsplitter-combinedlarge image sources
J PancakeWindow@,parallaxbarrier applied to projected tiled image
K PancakeWindow®,p_allax barrier using tiled, direct-view displays
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Table 3-6. GeneralDisplay ConceptA: Symmetriccatadioptricwith time multiplexing.
3-DiMethbd:_:i:::::::_:::_::/: _i i Time multiplexed Stereo.
Light valve:
• Option1: Single channel,DMDs, tiled if necessary.
• Option2: Dual channel,multipleproiectionAMLCDs,tiledif necessary(initially).
• Folded,symmetriccatadioptricsystem.
• Single beamsplitter.
• "Light:weight"frontsurfacemirror.
• Curved real imagescreen.
• Separate projection modules for each light valve.
• "Injected", or reverse path projection, using collimating optics and supplemental optics to create appropriate image onscreen.
• Circularpolarizer glasses.
P_i_i:ilii:_!'_Ji_i_iil:i J@_iiiii!i212:i!ii'iilii::Ji!:_ii_iii!P_:_::iii Display-mountedpolarizingmeans.ii::.:.i=:::ii::_:i::::i:,@ii_ !_i:::.:,:._ii_:iii_ii:.i::iii: :_i iii:.iiii::iii::iiii_iY._:: :iii:,iii!:.?:::ii_ _,i •
• Variableretardermechanism,eitheron eyewearor displaysystem.
!i_:_::i:: Polarizingbeamsplitterforimprovedefficiency.
i_,_i:_ii:: i:_?Si:i?:iiiiiiii}!i:_ :,:_::i}'_iH:_i:_:_i_ii:i_i@_:Si!i!!i:_i_:%i Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
::_:::_:: Optionaldirectionalpropertieson real screen.
Optionalrearprojectionontoscreen(non-injected).
Additionallargeelementsforreductionof aberrations.
ii Practical andavailable image source (ideal is 1920 x 1080 full color at 120 Hz, butthis is not anticipated).
Configuration supports tiling/overlayof multipleprojectors to extent necessary.
Light-weight and compactoptics.
Suppression of AMLCD/shutter aliasing.
!ii!:il• Simple symmetricconfigurationprovidesexcellent centralperformance andreasonableperformance near edges of field
andheadmotion box.
• Image somewhat visible outsideof design head motion box although may be degraded.
• This "injected"projection schemeprovides several potential advantages.
• Large reflectorsare achromatic.
_!_otentlali:_rou_lepd_reas_pY:_!_• Optics weight, size and form factor.
_ • Meeting requirements without additionalelements.
• Ambient light reflection due to mirrors.
• Temporal artifacts associated with time multiplexing.
• Tiling seams.
_H_i_fuii!iTi'_ff i_as " Resolution fall-offat edgesof headmotion box.....
Rounded comers on FOV, and allowable obscuration by pr0iectors.
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Mirror
Beamsplitter
Head box
Screen
Light Valve with C940778-10
projector
Figure 3-8. GeneralDisplay ConceptsA and B: SymmetricCatadioptric with Time Multiplexingor Polarization.
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Table 3-7 General Display ConceptB: Symmetriccatadioptricwith polarization. ....
Polarization.
I_g_ _iS6_ Lightvalves,tiled as necessary:!i!!iliii!!iiii!!ii !ili iiii2!i!! li"Opt,on,• ption 2: AMLCDs.
Folded,symmetric catadioptric system.
Single beamsplitter.
"Light-weight" front surfacemirror.
Curved real image screen,polarization preserving.
Separate polarizing projection modules for each light valve.
"Injected",or reverse path projection, using collimating optics and supplemental optics to create appropriate image on
screen.
_::_:_i:: ,i • Circularpolarizerglasses ,
i:iii!iiiii_ii__ _i!ii!:i:[ii_ !! Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
_iiiii:ii!_i_ _ _ii[i_i! • Optionaldirectional properties on real screen.• Opti alrear projection onto screen (non-injected).• Additional large elements for reductionof aberrations.
:iR_i_i_'dii!T_h_i_g_ iii • Practical and available image source (ideal is 1920 x 10g0full color). Configuration supports tiling/overlay of
multipleprojectors to extentnecessary.
Light-weight and compact optics.
:::_|_)D|_fi_i:_fiii_:_:_i;_:::_ i_i:ii:_:_• Simplesymmetric configurationprovides excellentcentral performance and reasonable performance near edges of field
and head motion box.
• Image somewhat visible outside of design head motion box although may be degraded.
• This "injected"projection schemeprovides several potential advantages.
• Large reflectors are achromatic.
_i_:'_Ar_ i:_;',:_:Optics weight, size and formfactor.
i Meetingrequirements without additional elements.
Ambient light reflection due to mirrors.
Tiling seams.
Polarizationcrosstalk in the optics.
H_:i_fh|i':_d_ft_ _:_ :. • Resolution fall-off at edges of head motion box.
Rounded comers on FOV, and allowable obscuration by lar0iectors.
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Table 3-8. GeneralDisplay Concept C: Pancake Window® with time multiplexing.
Time multiplexed stereo.
!!i_ Light valve:
iiii!i!!iiiiiilii i!!!iiii} liiii!iiii!ilii!ilililIii !ii!iii Option 1:Single channel, DMDs, tiled if necessary.• ption 2: Dual channel, multiple prqjection AMLCDs, tiled if necessary (initially).
_O_fl_i_ ::i o Pancake Window®, with associated polarizationcontrol elements.
• Light valves prqjectedonto real image screen to match size and tiling requirements.
:_i ° Circular polarizer glasses.
ii:iii liil i i il!!_iii!i iii iili!!!i !i : Display-mountedpolarizing means.Variableretardermechanism,eitheron eyewearor display system.
Xenon or metal halide lamp,possiblyfibercoupled.
!ii i i!i!!i!i!iii iiiiiiii!i i! i ' Optionaldirectionalpropertieson real screen.Additionallargeelementsfor reductionof aberrations.
Practical and available image source (ideal is 1920 x 1080 full color). Projection configuration supports tiling/overlay
of multiple projectors to extent necessary. _!
iiiiiiii iiiliii i ii!i!iilI Light-weight and compact optics.
High efficiency Pancake Window® optics.
Suppression of AMLCD/shutter aliasing.
_::_ Pancake Window® is compact but generallyvery inefficient.
Image somewhat visible outside of design head motion box although may be degraded.
Potent: al :'_:_rouble_Areas_:_: • Luminance.
!iiiiiiii ii iii i!iii:!!iiiiiiiiiiil_i! ii _ Optics weight, size and form factor.
Extra volume and weight associated with the projector.
Meeting requirements without additional elements.
Tiling seams.
:.H_i_'ffiiiiX_d_6ff A_ Luminancerequirements.
Resolution fall-off at edges of head motion box.
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Polarizationoptics/
One or two time-mult.
projectiOnchannels]
(rear paths may be folded -- not shown)
Diffuse screen
Figure 3-9. GeneralDisplay Concept C:Pancake Window®with Time Multiplexing.
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Table 3-9. GeneralDisplay ConceptD: Pancake Window®,dual channel with directional projection (autostereo).
Dual channel directionalproiection (autostereo).
_/_a:_ i:_i_ill!!Light valve:
i!iiiii!iili ili!ii!i!!iiiilii!!ilii _E!ii)i!i • Option 1: DMDs.ti 2: A LCDs.
O_ii_ai_:i_6fifiiu_i|_ _,!_,,::::iPancake Window®, with associated polarization control elements.
iiiiiiiiiiii!!iii i iliii! i! i_i!i!iiii!I Relayedoptical system, with field lens type of arrangement.
Dual ("combined") image source arrangement, e.g. beamsplitter or projection onto additional screen.
Dynamically movable pupil in relay optics (e.g. polarizer and spatially switchable retarder).
Coars head following to position autoster pupils in h ad motion box.
_._E_: _i::_i_ _:_:.!i!i• None required.
• Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
i i!! iiii_i!ii!i i iiiii!il iii : Optional formsof"combined"projector.Additional large elements for reducti n of aberrations.
i:i_:_i° Practical andavailable image source (ideal is 1920 x 1080 full color).
i_._:_,i_ii:_i:::_ii_::,D_i__:_i:.i :_:_i_:_ilili_i_.:_i_:, : Light-weight and compact optics.
Highefficiency PancakeWindow® optics.
!F_iDI_]_i_ :_i_ii:_i:_i? i::'i_:__ Pancake Window® is compact but generally very inefficient.
Use of multiple image relays raises significant concern about size and other issues. Relay optics will be large and
projector unit will scale with head motion box dimensions.
Luminance.i Optics weight, size and form factor.
Extra volume and weight associated with the projector and relay optics.
Meeting requirements without additional elements.
Tiling seams.
Degradation if multiple relays re used.
H_i_r_i !__d_ft_:: _A_!_::_:i: : Luminancerequirements.
: Resolutionfall-off at edges of head motion box.
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Twochannelprojector,
withmovablepupils
proj. optics dual sources,
pupil combined bV
(folded path possible) aperture projection or
, mecha_ism beamsplitter(e×ample shown)
Relay image / Field lens
(possible screen)
Figure 3-10. GeneralDisplay ConceptD:Pancake Window®,Dual Channelwith Directional Projection (Autostereoscopic).
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Table 3-10. GeneralDisplay ConceptE: Retroreflectiverelay method with dualcollimatingprojectors.
Dual channel directionalprojection (autostereo).
_iiiiliiiiii:_i!iiiii:iiiiiiii!!! i: ! : i_:i (Other methods possible in similar relay configuration)
Light valve:
• Option 1:DMDs.
• Option 2: AMLCDs.
i Image sources are collimated by "compact" optics, to give eye-sizedpupils, but with no head relief requirements.
Beamsplitters used to "tile"collimated projectors if required, for each eye.
i)i if!iliii!!iliiiiliiiliiili ii i iii !iii !I Dynamic physical translation of compact projectors (in 3 axes for full functionality).
!JliZiiii:i!il: ! ii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!i!ii! _ !ii!i :lii! ° Collimatedrays are relayedto actual head motion box location by beamsplitter and retroreflective array screen (e.g.
• molded comercube array).Coarse head tracking controls translation mechanism to positionautostereopupils in head motion box.
None required.
Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
ili!ii iiiiiiiiiiiiii'!!iiiiii ili!!iiiiiiil! !!'iii lliiii!!ii!ii ililI Optional forms of autostereo projector (e.g. with no moving mechanical parts).
Implementation of various collimation configurations.
Implementation of other3-D methods . . polarizati nor ti e multiplexing, no moving parts).
R_!_d _IC_:_Yi • Practical and available image source (ideal is 1920x 1080 full color).
:: i!D_i_i_ ! i Verificationand effectiveimplementation of suitableretroreflector array.ii ii!)iiiiiiiiiiii iiii! iiiili!iii il Light-weightand compact opticalarrangement.Protector translation me hanism.
• While offering unique potential advantages, such as vibration tolerance and reduced weight, the method has not been
ii!i iii!!i iiiiii!il ililii i i!i!i!:'iii i fully demonstratedat high resolution and wide FOV.
• Biggest concerns involve effective resolution (includingfabrication precision) and artifacts associated with the
i!ii!!iiiiiiiii ii ii i!iiiilliiii!!! i!iil boundariesbetweenretroreflectiveelements,especially atnon-normal angles of incidence.
Physical translationof theprojectorsprovides autostereooverthe full head motionbox (including depth), but may be
undesirablefor reliabilityor other reasons.Alternate methods involve tradeoffs as well.
Effective resolution of optical relay.
Artifacts associated withboundaries between retroreflective elements.
Fabrication complexity of suitable array.
Optics weight, size and form factor.
Tiling seams.
Luminance, due to use of beamsplitter.
Acceptability (e.g. reliability) of mechanical translators if used.
::H_i_ffii :. • Luminancerequirements.
i! iiii!!i i ili}!i ii ." Resolution.Artifacts.
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Beamsplitter
• _ Retroreflectivearray
Example of
alternate pupil position
(translated projector)
Collimated
Projectors.
(2 adjacent pupils, /_
only one shown here)
3-axis translation means
Figure 3-11. General Display ConceptE: RetroreflectiveRelay Method with Dual Collimating Projectors.
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Table 3-11. General Display Concept F: Symmetriccatadioptric,dual channel directionalprojection(autostereoscopic).
Dual channel directional projection (autostereo).
Light valves:
• Option I: DMDs.
2: AMLCDs.
• Folded, symmetric catadioptric system.
• Single beamsplitter.
• "Light-weight" front surface mirror.
• Relayed optical system, with field lens type of arrangement.
• Dual ("combined") image source arrangement,e.g. beamsplitter or projection onto additional screen.
• Dynamically movable pupil in relay optics (e.g. polarizer and spatially switchable retarder).
• Coarse head following to position autostereo pupils in head motion box.
• None required.
• Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
• Optional forms of "combined" projector.
• Additional large elements for reduction of aberrations.
i_R_|_ii • Practicaland available image source (ideal is 1920x 1080 full color).
:_: • Light-weight and compact optics.
:F_fi_e'_Di_fi_io_ i • Use of multiple image relays raises significant concern about size and other issues. Relay optics will be large and
prqjector unit will scale with head motion box dimensions.
• Optics weight, size and form factor.
• Extra volume and weight associated with the projector and relay optics.
• Meeting requirements without additional elements.
• Ambient light reflection due to mirrors.
• Tiling seams. .....
ple relays are used.
• Resolution fall-off at edges of head motion box.
• Rounded comers on FOV.
• Size and form factor, to accommodate prqiectors.
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Reay.ageF
(possible screen)
Dual image source
projector (similar to
sketch of Concept D)
other folded
configurations
possible
Figure 3-12. General Display ConceptF: SymmetricCatadioptric,Dual Channel DirectionalProjection (autostereoscopic).(Vertical
pupil separationshown for clarity. Actual separation of pupils would be in horizontal axis for autostereo.)
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Table 3-12. General Display ConceptG: Symmetriccatadioptric,parallaxbarrier appliedto projected tiled image.
__ii_:iiii_i_Parallaxbarrier (autostereo, related_todual channel directionalprojection).
Light valves:ii!iii!iiiiiii!iiiiii! iiiill!!l ! li!iiill" Opt,on• ption 2: AMLCDs.
iO_i|_i Folded,symmetriccatadioptricsystem.
ii!iiiii i Single beamsplitter.
"Light-weight" front surface mirror.
Tiled image source arrangement, with double resolution in horizontal axis to provide compatibility with parallax
barrier method.
Dynamically movable projected image (e.g. translation or deflection).
Matching parallax barriermask to define left/right illuminationprofiles.
Coarse head following to position autostereo pupils in head motion box. '.
• None required.
i_:,_:_:_i_i_i_:_iii_i• Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
i iiii i!iiiii!_ i!!ii i if!ii iliiii ii • Optionalcurvedscreen andbarriermask.
• Additional large elements for reductionof aberrations.
• Possibility of dynamic parallax barrier rather than (or in addition to) image translation.
i • Addition of real-time image position feedback to partially compensate for vibration or drift.
• Practical and available image source (ideal is 3840 x 1080full color). ,
iiiiiiii::iii!D_l_:_.i:_:: !ii_:_:_._(:!:::?ii!ii:;:_ii'_i'_i• Light-weight and compact optics.
i iii !iii iiii'ii ii iii!i_:ili !!i! i "• Dynamic image position control for smooth translation of autostereoscopic pupils.High stab lity,high resolution prqiector,with tight distortioncont ol, and matched barriermask.
• Rear projection arrangementraises concern about size.
i!iii i!ili iiii iiiliiiiii:i i }!ii! !i i!iii i : reverseResolution/stabilityd g e sImage ra slationstereof freedomeffectalonemayrequirementsor causemayallownoimagethis.provideOnloss.realdesiredimage relayhe dprojectorm tion boxaredepth,severe,althoughsince driftadynamicrelative maskto thewithbarrieradequatemask can
Relative vibration between the barriermask and the projected image.
!iiii!ii_i_ii i Projector resolution.
Luminancedue to attenuation by barrier.
Optics weight, size and form factor.
Extra volume and weight associated with the projector.
Meeting requirements without additionalelements.
Ambient light reflection due to mirrors.
Tiling seams.
• Resolution fall-off at edges of head motion box.
iiiiii!!illiilI ii!!!ii!i)!ii !iii ii!iii i Roundedcomers on FOV.
Size and form factor,to accommodate projector.
L werhorizontalpixel density, to improve vibration tolerance.
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Collimatingmirror
Screen / barrier mask
(possiblefield lens)
Light Valve
projector(s)
_ Microdeflector
Figure3-13. GeneralDisplayConceptG:SymmetricCatadioptric,ParallaxBarrierAppliedto ProjectedTiledImage.(Verticalpupil
separationshownforclarity.Actualseparationofpupilswouldbe in horizontalaxisfor autostereo.)
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Table 3-13. GeneralDisplay Concept H: Unfolded catadioptricwith time multiplexing.
Time multiplexed stereo.
Light valve:
• Option 1: Single channel, DMDs, tiled if necessary.
2: Dual channel, multiple prqiection AMLCDs, tiled if necessary (initially).
• Unfolded, symmetric catadioptric system.
• "Light-weight" front surface mirror.
• Polarization-selectivereal image screen (transparent or diffuse, depending upon polarization).
• Separate projection modules for each light valve.
• "Injected", or reverse path projection, using collimating optics and supplemental optics to create appropriate image on
screen.
• Circular polarizer glasses.
• Display-mounted polarizing means.
• Variableretardermechanism,eitheron e,cewearor display system.
• Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled. .
• Additional large elements for reduction of aberrations.
• Practical and available image source (ideal is 1920x 1080 full color at 120 Hz, but this is not anticipated).
Configuration supports tiling/overlay of multiple projectors to extent necessary.
• Light-weight and compactoptics.
• Polarization-selectivescreen under development.
of AMLCD/shutter aliasing.
• Novel, polarization selective screen allows use of no-beamsplitter, on-axis reflective geometry. Image is projected onto
the screen (diffuse) using one polarization, and is viewed through the screen (transparent) after collimation and
polarization rotation.
• Image somewhat visible outside of design head motion box although may be degraded.
• This "injected"projection scheme provides several potential advantages.
_,reflectors are achromatic.
tlal :Trouble_ _ • Optics weight, size and form factor.
• Meeting requirements without additional elements.
• Ambient light reflection due to mirrors.
• Temporal artifacts associated with time multiplexing.
• Tiling seams.
• Possible haze due to incomplete polarization effects.
• Screen fabrication issues, especially if curved screen is required.
• Resolution fall-off at edges of head motion box.
• Rounded comers on FOV, and allowable obscuration by projectors.
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Polarization-selective screen
Polarizer Retarder Collimating mirror
Light Valve
projector(s)
(time multiplexed)
Figure 3-14. General Display Concept H: unfolded Catadioptricwith Time Multiplexing.
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Table 3-14. General Display ConceptI: Pancake Window@w/time multiplexing of non-tiled, BS-combined large image sources.
Time multiplexed stereo.
1_ _S_i :_:_::_{i_Ei!_:i_ii Two "large" full-color AMLCD image sources (i.e. direct view type).
_i;z_!i_iiii_}_g_i6n_ _i_iii:_i_iii• Pancake Window@,with associated polarizationcontrol elements.
Backlighted image sources combined using polarizing beamsplitter element, behind Pancake Window@.Variable retarder(s) used to switch between image sources, in conjunction with polarization selectivity of Pancake
Window@elements.
:_:ii_:i_!_:i i__ _ Circularpolarizer glasses.
Display-mounted polarizing
!ii }iii iii!!!ii ii!i!ii!ili!iI: il ii ! means.Variable retarder mechanism,either on eyewear or display system.
:_:i i:::_i Additional large elements for reductionof aberrations.
:_ : Non-polarizing beamsplitter arrangement also feasible, but lower efficiencyexpected.
_!_._ _1_ iliii !i Practical and available image sources (ideal is 1920x 1080full color) in size compatible with optical geometry.
ii_i_ Light-weight and compact optics.
!i!ili!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii !i !!)iilli High efficiency Pancake Window@optics.Suppression of AMLCD/shutter aliasing.
Pancake Window@is compact but generally very inefficient. Coupling this with the low efficiency of direct view color
AMLCDs raises concerns over the practicality of a suitable backlight.
Image somewhat visible outside of design head motion box although may be degraded.
System is not readily tiled seamlessly, so may be limited in pixel count to available color AMLCD formats.
_P_[_ti_i iiT_bi_iii _ _ii__!_/ Luminance.
Optics weight, size and form factor.
Optical aberrations associated with a beamsplitter having thickness suitable for stability.
Meeting requirements without additional elements.
Adequate space for dual image sourceconfiguration.
::iH_l'_f_i:_T_ad_6ff _ !:: Luminancerequirements.
:_: ! i::::i_i_ii_i.ii:_iii_:_:_i :/_!!:!_i_ii_i:: Resolutionfall-offat edges of head motion box.,.
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Polarizationoptics
Stereoselectionpolarizer
-_j_ Varlable_r Ideragesources
Pancake Window c_,,_la'itZio;gbeamsplitter
Figure 3-15. General Display ConceptI: Pancake Window®w/Time multiplexing of Non-Tiled, BS-Combined Large Image Sources.
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Table 3-15. GeneralDisplay Concept J: PancakeWindow®,parallaxbarrier applied to projected tiled image.
Parallaxbarrier (autostereo, related to dual channeldirectional projection).
Light valves:iiiiii!!i ii!!!i!!ii iiii!!ii! iii" O t,on1OMO .• ption 2: AMLCDs.
• PancakeWindow®,with associatedpolarizationcontrol elements.
• Tiled, projectedimagesource arrangement,with double resolutionin horizontalaxis to provide compatibilitywith
parallaxbarriermethod.
• Dynamicallymovableprojectedimage(e.g. translationor deflection).
• Matchingparallaxbarriermask to defineleft/rightilluminationprofiles.
• Coarse headfollowing to position autostereopupils in headmotion box.
• None required.
• Xenon or metal halide lamp, possibly fiber coupled.
i!!!!iii _ Optional curved screen and barrier mask.
Additional large elements for reductionof aberrations.
Possibility of dynamic parallax barrier rather than (or in addition to) image translation.
Addition of real-tim image position feedback to partially compensate for vibration or drift.
!_R_fiiiz_d:ii__e_f!_i_ i_:_::_:i_i::::i::ii_:• Practical andavailable image source (ideal is 3840 x 1080 full color).
i!i'_ i Light-weight and compact optics.!! i !!i!i!ii!ii !! !Ji!'ii! ii Dynamic imagepositioncontrolforsmoothtranslationofautostereoscopiepupils.High stability, high resolution proiect r, with tight distortion c ntrol, and matched barrier mask.
F_i_lDi_i_fii :_i:_iii :_:_i_• Rear projection arrangement raisesconcern about size.
illii ii!ii iii ilii !iiiiiii!i!ii iii!ii : reverseReS°luti°n/stabilitYstereoeffectrequirementSorcause image°nloss.realimage relayprojectoraresevere,since driftrelativeto the barriermaskcan
Image translationalonemay notprovidedesiredheadmotionbox depth,althougha dynamicmask with adequate
degre sof fre dommay llow this.
Relative vibrationbetween thebarrier mask and theprojected image.
ii iiii iii iiii iii!!ii i ! Projector resolution.
Luminance due to attenuation by Pancake Window® as well as barrier mask.
Optics weight, size and form factor.
Extra volume and weight associated with the projector.
Meeting requirements without additional elements....
Ambient light reflection due to mirrors.
Tiling seams.
:H_ipfii| _,T_'d_fl_ _ i_:_i_:::::: • Resolution fall-off at edges of head motionbox.!!ii!!i!iiii!ill! !ounecooeronSize and form factor, to accommodate projector.Lower horizontal pixel density, to improv vibration tolerance.
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micro-deflectorsOneormore(tiled)
projectionchannels
(folded path possible)
Screen/barriermask
(possible field lens)
Figure 3-16. GeneralDisplay ConceptJ: Pancake Window®,Parallax Barrier Applied to Projected Tiled Image.
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Table 3-16. GeneralDisplay Concept K: Pancake Window®,parallax barrierusing tiled, direct-view displays.
Parallax barrier (autostereo, related to dual channel directionalprqjection).
Multiple full-color direct view AMLCDs.
i:_i_!_iii_i:ii::_:_(!_ill _i_iii_i_i_i_i• Tiled Pancake Windows®, with associated polarization control elements, multiple contiguous fiat beamsplitters, and a
!ii!i!ii!!i!!ii!ii!i!ii iiiii i iiiiiii!iiii! !i[iiiiii!i!ii : single large (or segmented)curved beamsplitter.
Dynamic parallaxbarrier masks (effective translation by mechanical or electro-optic means).
Coarse head following o position autostereo pupils in head motion box.
• None required.
S__ i!_O_fi_ Additional large elements for reductionof aberrations.
!_:::_i_:_i_:!iliiiii_:ii!!!:_:i_ili_i iill !::_::ii!_i_Zi_i_ii_: Backlight profile steeringratherthan(or in additionto)barriermask translation.
• Practical andavailableimage source(s)(ideal is 3840 x 1080 full color), having appropriatesize. Tiling is supported,
iiii!__i!_: i::ili_i_ : although large head motion box andcompact size serve to reduce the effectiveness of tiling.ii!i!i!iiiiiiii!ili!i!iii iii iii!!il !ii_!iiii Light-weight and compact optics.Dynamic barrier mask control for smooth translation of autostereoscopic pupils.
Pancake Window® sections are readily tiled, although seams are still troublesome as with other tiling approaches.
iii!ii i :i_iiiilli !i i_iii!i!iliif!i.iiiji::i:::iii:i! ii_!_iii!Large head motionbox requires that pixels in the overlapregions be duplicated in adjacent panels, reducing (or
_ i i_: :: :: _! ::':i_:::_i i _i_i:i_:_::iiii_':_'_:_ii_?:eliminating, in some cases) the benefit of tiling.il i ; ::
Barriermasktranslationalone may not provide desiredhead motionbox depth,althougha dynamicmask with adequate
degreesof freedommayallow this.
Dynamic barriercontrolis requiredtoeliminatediscontinuitiesin the head-trackedpupils.
_ • Luminance due to attenuation by Pancake Window®,color AMLCD and barrier mask. Backlight requirements may be
!iiiiiiii!i!i iiiiiiii!!!iiiiiiiiii iliiiiii!! ili : impractical.
Opticsweight, size andformfactor.
Meetingrequirementswithoutadditionalelements.
Tiling seams.
Ineffectivenessof tilingdue to compact size andlargeheadmotionbox.
:: • Resolution fall-offatedges of headmotion box.
[ :i !ii ii;" i i )ii : ReducedSmallerhead uminance.mOtionbox.
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Multipleplanebeamsplitters
_ Spherical beamsplitter
Image sources
___ • __
Figure 3-17. General Display Concept K:Pancake Window®,Parallax Barrier Using Tiled, Direct-View Displays. (Example tiling
arrangementis depicted.Parallax barrier implementation is not shown in sketch.)
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3.3.2 Analysisof GeneralDisplay Concepts
The general display concepts discussed in Section 3.3.I resulted from considerationof individual technologies and methods as well as an
assessment of compatibilitiesamong collimationand other system components.:To further select a preferred configuration,additional
analysisof each of theseconcepts was performed relative to the strawman requirements.The subsequent concept downselections and
reasons for rejection of methods are summarized in Tables 3-17 and 3-18, and are discussed below.
Table 3-17. Selectedmethods from analysis of General Display ConceptsA-K.
AMLCD
' DMD Luminance
Form factor/flexibility
3-D eyewear Autostereo • Development time frame .
• Time multiplexed • Parallaxbarrier • Smooth pupil motion
• Polarization • Dual channel • Vibration environment
• Retroreflectorarray • Head tracking
• Optical complexity
Folded, symmetric catadioptric Pancake Window ® • Luminance
• Rear projection of light valve
• Front projection of light valve
Other symmetric catadioptric • Development time frame
i'
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Table 3-18. Further selection of methods from analysisof General Display Concepts A-K.
Development time frame / trends
AMLCD Twostereochannels Availability
DMD Combinedadditivecolor Configurational flexibility
3-D eyewear 3-D eyewear • Developmenttimeframe
• Timemultiplexed • Timemultiplexed • Ambientlightissues
• Polarization • Shutterineyewear • Stereochannelcrosstalk
Folded, symmetric catadioptric Folded, symmetric catadioptric • Development timeframe
• Rearprojectionof light valve • Rear projectionof light valve • Luminance
• Frontprojectionof light valve - • Ambient light issues
3.3.2.1 Image Source. As shown in Table 3-17, light valve projection was selected as the image source method. There were two primary
considerationsfor the rejection of direct view devicessuch as plasma displays and large AMLCDs. The first is luminance capability.
Emissive devices such as plasma displays are presentlylimited in luminanceoutput. While this might be acceptable if a high transmission
refractive collimator were used, such a system is unacceptable from a physical perspective, particularly in terms of weight as discussed
earlier.Luminance is also a concem for direct view AMLCD concepts for similar reasons, although directionalbacklighting schemes
could possibly help.
The second considerationfor any of the large displaysconcerns the availability,format, and the associated lack of design flexibility.
Considerablerisk is anticipatedin obtainingactual deviceshaving suitable resolution and size in the strawman time frame, especially in
light of the stereorequirement. Current trends in the development of thesedisplays do not appear to support the needs of this programi:i !
directly,and the collimatedstereo designs are not readily adapted to makeuse of these devices to meet the strawmanrequirements in an
effective manner. : _
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Table 3-18 further identifiesthe AMLCD as the selected light valve for this display. This selectionis based upon the anticipated
availabilityof suitabledevices. While DMD technologyhas been demonstratedat the strawmanresolution, the technology has yet to be
commercializedand availabilitycannot be ensured in the strawman time frame. In contrast,the broad industry-wide activity and trends in
AMLCD technologyraise the possibilityof multiple light valve suppliers.
3.3.2.2 3-D Method.The general display concepts A through K include both autostereoscopicand eyewear-based methods. While both
are considered viable(and autostereo does provide certain desirable attributes),our analysis suggests that implementation of any of the
autostereoscopicmethodsconsidered introducessignificantlyhigher risk in achieving the desiredperformance in the relatively short
strawmantime frame.
Several factorscontribute to this increased risk, as identified in Table 3-17. Perhaps most important is our implicit assumption in each of
these concepts that smoothpupil motion is required over the full three-dimensionalrange of head motion. This means that relatively fine,
dynamic directionalcontrol of the illuminationapertures (eyeboxes) is required. While each of the listed concepts provides for this, some
concepts (e.g.G and J) are put at risk by likely vibration in the intended display environment. Others (e.g. K) require the development of
dynamically adjustableparallaxbarrier mechanisms, and stillothers (e.g. D and F) involve increased optical relay complexity and the
potential for degradationof the projected image. Autostereoscopicconcept E includes a relay approach for which high resolution
capability has not yetbeen demonstratedwithout the potential of visual artifacts.Coupled with all of these autostereoscopic methods is
the requirement for headtracking, which further impacts the system complexity.
The analysis thereforesupports the initial implementation of an eyewear-based3-D method such as time multiplexing or polarization
multiplexing.Further comparison of these two eyewear methods provides a justification for the selectionof time multiplexing as shown
in Table 3-18.This selectionarises from analysisof ambient light suppression,especially since both of the remaining candidate
collimationmethods involvebeamsplitters and large on-axis mirrors. Without effective contrast enhancement measures, the resulting
reflectionscouldeasily overwhelm the displayed imagery. The best reflection suppressionmethod in this case involves polarization
optics,effectivelyeliminatingpolarizationmultiplexing as an option. While time multiplexing couldof course be implemented such that
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simplepolarizingglasses could be worn,placement of the shutter mechanismin the eyewear is considered to be the lowest risk approach
due to the large sizeof the collimatingoptics.
3.3.2.3 CollimationMethod. As discussedearlier, the mostpromising candidates for providinghigh performance collimation in a large
but relativelylight-weightsystem are symmetriccatadioptricconfigurations,including both thefolded catadioptric with beamsplitter and
the unfoldedcatadioptric,alongwith the related PancakeWindow®approach.Performance is enhanced in the projection light valve case
by incorporatingan appropriatelycurved screen.
Some advantagesof the PancakeWindow®(see Figure 3-2) include intrinsic wide FOV capability, light weight, large head relief and a
compact form factor.The primary disadvantage is that it is typically very inefficient, beihg several times less transmissive than a
comparableconventionalfolded system such as is shown in Figure 3-3 (which itself is potentially several times less efficient than a
straight-throughrefractive system). Based upon analysisof the luminance capabilitiesand efficiencies of the various system components,
use of the PancakeWindow®introduces unacceptablerisk in meeting the strawmanluminance requirements in the absence of further
developmentand optimizationof the system. While possibilitiesexist for improving the efficiency of this configuration, the time frame
again makes this developmentless desirable, especially in light of the large element sizes involved.For these reasons, the symmetric,
foldedcatadioptriccollimator, with beamsplitter, was selectedfor the final system recommendationas shown in Table 3-17. The
remainingcatadioptricapproach(H) was rejected due to thedevelopmentrequired to achieveadequateperformance via the special
projectionscreen/diffuser.
.1
As indicatedin Table 3-18, theoptical configuration is furtherspecified to use a rear projectionreal image relay screen. While front
projectionapproaches such as that shown in Figure 3-8 havecertain potential advantages, they would in the present system result in
unacceptableefficiency lossesas well as increased concemsregarding ambient light.
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3.3.3 General InteractionConcepts
This portion of the report documents thepreferred combinations of 3-D interaction methods.The interaction method is intended not for
conventional flightcontrol, but rather simulator displayfunctions such as 3-D object selection and manipulation and continuous 3-D rate
and/or cursor positioncontrol.
For the three general interactionconcepts evaluated below (Tables 3-19 to 3-21), it is assumed that software drivers will be available with
which the input methodsmay be exercised with reduced degrees of control freedom where desired(preferably user selectable). It is
furtherassumed, per the preliminarydisplay requirements (Table 1-3),that the interaction method must be compatible with arm and/or
wrist support to allow stable controlunder vibration. The general interactionconcepts described are:
A 3 DOFjoystick (isometricor isotonic) _
B 2 DOFjoystick (with optional 1DOF controller) :_
C 2 DOF tablet (with optional 1DOF controller)
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Table 3-19. General Interaction Concept A: 3 DOFjoystick (isometric or isotonic).
_3_D:_Intera_tl6fii!M_|li6diii::i_,Singleisometricorisotonic.joystickwith3 simultaneousDOF.
:OH_iP_k_lfig:ii _Di : :::::_:: Option1:Pistolgrip.
iiiiiiii!i!ilil ! ii!iliii ii!:iii!! ii!i'i • Option2: Ball(e.g.,Spaceball).Option3: T grip.
C_:fii_6i]S_l_'_i:i6fi Option1:base-mountedbuttons.
: Option2:grip-mountedbuttonsor trigger.
DOFi i' • Option1,Forceappliedtotwoorthogonalaxes,perpendiculartostick,with3rdaxisparalleltolengthof stick.
i! ii!iii! !!!i!iii iiii_ilI ! " Option2: Forceappliedto twoorthogonalaxes,perpendicularto stick,with 3rdaxisfromrotationof stick:
• Option3: Forceappliedto grip fordesiredtranslation(isometric).
iIfii_'_ii_i!::i :::_:_i:__!::: .........• Fullyintegratedin onecontroldevice.
iS_6_d'_ry i:O_fi_ ii * Softwaregainadjustment.
Softwarecontrolof controldeadspace.
:R_qui_eff: _e_h_:olo_il _i_i: • Flexibilityof softwaredrivers.
:_ii!i!iiii_i_D_'_mi_! :i_i!_i_ii_:::ii_il• SiliconGraphicsinterface(hardware,software).
i_iF_[_[_]D|_i_fi if! !! • AvailableasCOTSdevice.
__:i! :_!_iii!ii !_: i_i_ iii:_:_::_:_:_i:::_:i::_i_iii!i_° Canbe operatedas a 3-nDOFcontrollerthroughsoftwareisolationof controlinputs.
i_!ii° Noneanticipated.
:.H_i_ffi!!._ifid_ft_iii_:a_ ilil • None.
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Table 3-20. GeneralInteractionConcept B: 2 DOFjoystick with 1 DOFcontroller.
Single isometric or isotonic joystick with 2 simultaneous DOFii!ii!!!!!ii!ii!iiiiiii!!iiiiii! i ;Jiii!iiiThumbwheel, dial, or slider switch (1 DOF).
i ii : Option I: Pistol grip.
i!!iiiiii! i;!!i!iili iiiiiiiil]i!ili!ilililii!i iiiililiii • Option 2: Ball (e.g., Spaceball).ti 3: T grip.
_ :_C_fiJ_|]S£i_il:_:_ Option 1: base-mounted buttons.
i ii:!:;i!_ i__i!:.iiii ;_!!iif_i_!_i!! : : Option 2: grip-mountedbuttons or trigger.
iiiii! i : OptionI: Force appliedto two orthogonal axes,perpendicularto stick, with 3rdDOF fromthumbwheel.
iiiiiiiiii!ii!!ili!iiiii!i!i)!!ii)iiii!iiili !!!!ii!!iiiiii!• _pti_n2:F_rceapp_iedt_t___rth_g_na_axes_perpe_dicu_art_s_i_k_with3rdD_Ffr_mdia_.Option3: Force applied to two orthogonal axes,perpendicularto stick, with 3rd DOF from slider switch.
ii,_J'_'ii_iiii • Option I: Thumbwheel integratedwith grip.
iiii_iii)iiiiliiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!iii]iiiii!i!ii!i!i!i_!!i!!!ii• Option 2: Thumbwheel,dial, or slider switch integratedwith base.• ption3: hu b heel,dial,or sliders itchon separatebase (foruse by alternatehand).
O_t|_ i i i ° Software gain adjustment.
:!_:_Aii: !!i!!ili!iii!i iii:i_i! i!!_i_. ° Software controlof controldeadspace.
• LimitedCOTSdevices:Mayrequirecustomdevelopment.
ii i_ili__ililii° Flexibility of software drivers.
:_i::_iii _:_::_ii!__i:_ii_:i"_:i • SiliconGraphicsinterface(hardware,software).
:iF£_[_ID|_i'_: ! • Can be operated as a 3-n DOF controller through software isolation of control inputs.
!iii::!i_iiii!;ii!?!iiii ii_ii!!'::_i_:ii_:__:! !i:iii ii::_ii!,:!_: ° Separation of control to 2 DOFand I DOF inputs may be desirable for novice users and may enhance accuracy. "
_!i_:::• May requirecustomintegration.
!iHti_fiii _T_fi_i'f iiA_::i !:!i:ii • None.
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Table 3-21. General InteractionConcept C: 2 DOF tabletwith 1DOF controller.
Single tablet with 2 simultaneous DOF
AND
Thumbwheel, dial, or slider switch (1 DOle).
• N/A
• Option 1:Buttons mounted on face of base.
• Option 2: Buttons mounted on side of base.
• Option 3: Tablet selection of virtual buttons.
_tion4: Buttons mounted on stylus.
• Option I: Finger or stylus selection on two orthogonal axes, with 3rd DOF from thumbwheel.
• Option 2: Finger or stylus selection on two orthogonal axes, with 3rd DOF from dial.
3: Finger or stylus selection on two orthogonal axes, with 3rd DOF from slider switch.
Option 1:Thumbwheel, dial or slider switch integrated with base.
Option 2: Thumbwheel, dial or slider switch integrated with stylus.
3: Thumbwheel, dial or slider switch on separate base (for use by alternate hand).
Software gain adjustment.
No known integrated COTS devices: Will require custom development.
Flexibility of software drivers.
Silicon Graphicsinterface (hardware,software).
Can be operated as a 3-n DOF controller through software isolation of control inputs.
of control to 2 DOF and 1 DOF inputs may be desirable for novice users and may enhance accuracy.
Will most likely require custom integration.
None.
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3.3.4 Analysisof GeneralInteraction Concepts
All threegeneral interactionconcepts are technicallyviable and of relativelylow cost. The joystick concepts in particular (conceptsA and
B) are widely available as COTS devices. The specific selection of configurationoptions for all concepts will be highlydependent on the
specific software applicationsused within the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System environment. Because of the current uncertaintyin
usage, as well as the low cost and COTS availability of these devices, there is neither need nor ability to downselect further amongthese
two concepts at this time. It was recommended that NASA purchase multipleCOTS implementationsof ConceptsA and B for trial once
the softwareinteractionrequirements for thePanoramic, 3-D Flight DisplaySystem are better defined. One implementationof interaction
Concept C, the cursor control device (CCD) from the Boeing 777 cockpit, is uniquely suited for cursor control with avionic displays but
is not available as a COTSdevice with an RS-232interface. Further discussion of this device is presented in the final system concept
(Section 3.4), the display specification (Section 5), and the development plan (Section 6). 4,
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3.4 Selection of Final System Concept
3.4.1 Display System
Based upon the discussion of concepts in Section 3.3, a final display system recommendation was made and subsequently selected with
NASA concurrence. The baseline configuration is shown in Figure 3-18.
Image Source
• Dual channel AMLCD projectors
3-D Method
• Dual channel time-multiplexing
• LCD shutter glasses
Optical Configuration
• Folded symmetriccatadioptric with beamsplitter
• Front surface collimating mirror
• Curved real imagerelay screen
Shuttered and combined LCD projectors
Means for suppression of amblent reflection
Figure 3-18. SelectedDisplaySystem Concept (SymmetricCatadioptricwith Time Multiplexing).
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3.4.1.1 Image Source. The image source subsystemwill consist of two full-color AMLCD light valve projectors. Each projector will use
three monochromelight valves in an optically-combinedadditive colormode. In the baseline system, a color combiner prism will be used
in conjunctionwith the projector optics such that each light valve modulates one color (R, G or B) of the light projected onto the curved
screen by that projector. To maximize performance, the projector will be centered on the axis of symmetry for the screen. Curvaturein
the image plane is accountedfor in the lens design.
The two projectorscorrespond to the two eyeperspectives, left and right. A polarizingbeamsplitter will be used to efficiently combine
the output of the two projectors,such that identical lenses can be used and both are effectively on-axis with respect to the screen.
Illuminationof the lightvalves will be providedby two metal halide arc lamps. Metalhalide lamps provide the best available trade-off
between efficiency,luminance,reliability, safety and lifetime. As an option, a single lamp could be used, although the use of two is
preferred for redundancy reasons. Condensing optics (not shown) will be providedbetween the lamps and the light valves, serving
several purposes.The condensing system must efficiently collect light from the lamps, partiallycollimate that light, split it into
component colors and direct the light uniformly onto the light valves.Conventionalcollimatingand color splitting designs are
envisioned, althoughthe detailed design of such a system involvesnumerous trade-offsbetween uniformity, collection efficiency and
other parameters.This topic is addressed further in Section4.
The system concept includes interface electronicsto allow driving the image sourcesby two synchronizedstereoscopic Silicon Graphics
output channels.Image source calibration and adjustmentsuch as gamma correction is assumed to take place within the SiliconGraphics,
althoughthese capabilitiescould optionallybe provided in the interfaceunit.
3.4.1.2 3-D Method. The selected 3-D method is time-multiplexed stereo.A dual channel image source configuration will be used in
order to avoid the response time and persistence issues which would otherwisebe encounteredwith a single channel AMLCD time-
multiplexedsystem. Synchronizedpairs of shutters will be used to ensure that each eye sees only its appropriate perspective.
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As shown in Figure 3-19, each color LCD projector modulewill be followedby a correspondingpi-cell variable retarder. The variable
retarderswill selectivelyrotate the polarizationof theLCD output,and the resultingimages will be subsequentlypassed or blocked by the
polarizingbeamsplitteror other supplementalpolarizer in the system.
Theseshutters will be alternatelyopened suchthat each perspective is projected onto the screen for a fraction of a frame, for example
1/120thof a secondland at any given time only one perspectivewill be present.Corresponding shutters in the stereo eyewear will be
synchronizedwith theearlier ones such that correct perspectivesare viewed.The remaining variable retarder in Figure 3-19 will be
situatedbetween thepolarizingcombiner and the screenand will serve to ensurethat polarization of the light reaching the screen is
compatiblewith maximumtransmittancethroughthe collimationoptics.
Luminancebalancebetween the two stereoscopicchannelswillbe achievedvia adjustmentof the relative duty cycles of the left/right
shutteringmechanisms.Supplemental control may also be providedby adjusting the Silicon Graphics video signal to the display.
Additiona!,optionalcomplexity in the illuminationpath can provideother adjustmentmethods or even largely eliminate the need for
subsequentadjustmentafter an initial calibration.
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Figure 3-19. SelectedDisplay System Concept (Dual ChannelTime-Multi91exedStereo 3-D Method).
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3.1.4.3 Collimation Optics. The selectedoptical collimationmethod is shown in Figure 3-20. (Additional drawings can be found in
Section6 as well as Appendix A). After being relayed to the curved projectionscreen, the scattered light will be reflected by the
beamsplitter and subsequentlycollimatedby the front surfacecurved mirror.A portion of the collimated light will then pass through the
beamsplitterto the head motionbox. The largeelements are of a constructionand size which will provide both ample stabilityand
reasonable weight.
Optical performanceof such a systemhaving a curved image screen will meet or exceed the strawman opticalperformance,and allow for
additionalviewing (albeit with some vignetting and increasing aberrations)beyond the specified head motion box. With the dimensions
as shown, an unvignetted pupil (headmotion box) of approximately 6" x 4" will be provided at an on-axis head relief of 20 inches.
Reducing the head relief will increase the unvignettedpupilaccordingly.The optics were in this case scaled from a maximumwidth
dimension of 30 inches.
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Figure 3-20. SelectedCollimationMethod.
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3.4.1 3-D InteractionMethod
Based upon the discussion of interaction method concepts in Section 3.3, the cursor control device (CCD) provided by Honeywell to the
Boeing 777 cockpit was selected for modificationto the requirementsof the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System. Other COTS
interaction deviceswere recommendedfor NASA procurement, independentof the specificationand development plan included in this
report (see Section 3.3.3).
The base CCD configuration, standard to the Boeing 777, is sketched in Figure 3-21. Two CCDs aremounted in the Boeing 777
cockpit, one to either side of the aisle stand. The touchpad is mounted in a raised, angled housing to provide wrist support. All buttons
are dual-positionswitches.Annunciator lights are includedabove each button to indicate the currently selecteddisplay for control.The
top three buttonsas well as a single side-mounted thumbswitch are configuredfor either left (Captain) or right (First Officer) installation;
the button configurationsare mirror-imagedbetween the two configurations.Figure 3-21 is configured for the First Officer position (the
thumb switch is not shown in Figure 3-21).
When interfacedwith otherBoeing 777 software (i.e., the AIMS cabinet), the CCD accepts touch pad inputs for either absolute or
relative cursor positioning,including a "hot comer" concept for quicklymoving the cursor to the comer of a display. The touchpad is
capacitive,consistingof a non-reflective conductivecoating with an activearea of 2.5 x 2.5 inches (excluding the rounded comer areas).
The resolution of the touchpad is 882 x 882 resolvable touch points. The touchpad's four comers are driven by an alternating voltage.
When a humanfingercomes in contact with the conductivesurface, a small capacitance is introduced. This causes current to flow
through thecomers to the capacitance.The magnitudeof the current is proportional to the magnitudeof the leakage capacitance and the
proximity of the capacitanceto the comer. The touchpositioncalculations are based on the magnitudeof the currents flowing through
each of the four comers, and yield rectangular X and Ycoordinates.
The CCD communicateswith the AIMS cabinet via an ARINC429 interface.Five unique circuitcard assemblies (CCA) are used to
accomplish the ARINC 429 interface,convert power, and convert analog signals to digital signals. A digital signal processor is used in
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one CCA to execute touchpad positioncalculation algorithms. Provisionaldesigns have been made for an RS-232 transceiver to be
included in one of theCCAs, but the transceiver is not included in the standardCCD configuration.
The CCD requires 28 volt DC power, and the maximumpower consumption of the CCD and associated CCAs is a total to 9.3 watts.
The Boeing 777 CCDis a fully-developedinteraction device, and as such no development requirements are givenin Section 4. However,
several aspects of the Boeing 777 CCD require engineering design to make this device suitable for use in the Panoramic,3-D Flight
Display System. Theseengineering requirementsare outlined in the developmentplan (Section 6).
_"2z
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Figure 3-21. Sketch of CapacitiveTouch Pad Cursor Control Device (not to scale) (Side thumb switch not shown)
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4.0 REQUIRED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
Throughoutthe technologyreview andconcept analysis phasesof this program, discussionsof the relevant strengths and limitationsof
the methods havebeen presented. These discussions in themselves serve as indicators of developments necessary to make those methods
or technologiesmore suitable for thePanoramic, 3-D Flight Display System. In this section,however, we address specifically any
perceived limitationsor shortcomings in the technologiesand methodsselected for the final configuration. The conclusions and
supporting discussionsare grouped into four categories as presented and summarizedin Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Requireddevelopments and activitiesfor the final display system configuration.
Technologies in which significantdevelopmentis neededto meet the strawman requirements.
• Image source technology -- development and availability of large pixel count AMLCDs
These areareas in addition to the required fundamental technology developments which present potential risks in
meeting the strawmanrequirements, but which can be addressed within the context of the proposed development
plan. These include
• Display luminance
• Eyewear transmittance
Numerous areas which require engineering activity throughout the design and implementation of the selected
concept, but in which no fundamental technology gaps are apparent.
• Final optical design
• Detailed mechanicaldesign
• Detailed electronicsdesign
Potential paths to improving the performance capabilities of the display concept
• Planned subsystem upgrades (e.g. image source)
• Concept modifications (given additionaldevelopment, time frame,Orrequirements)
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4.1 Discussion of Required Developments
4.1.1 RequiredTechnologyDevelopments
Throughoutthe analysisportions of this program, it has been evident that the timeframe for fabrication of the display system is short
relativeto typical technology development time scales. As such, the downselection process has repeatedly favored approaches requiringa
minimumof technology development. For the most part, the selected system concept is largely conventional in nature. One subsystem,
however, clearly falls short of the strawmanrequirementsin its present state of development.
This area requiring developmentis the image source technology. Simplyput, no readily available image source can provide the strawman
resolutionand other desiredperformance attributeswith an appropriate form factor.While resolution requirementscould be met with
CRTs,their size is prohibitivefor the collimateddisplayconcepts. Alternatedevices such as AMLCDs, plasma displays and DMDs fall
short in at least one area such as number of pixels, luminance,or form factor.
In the case of the selected image source technology, AMLCD light valve projection, the major shortcoming for this design is the number
of pixels.While laboratoryprototypes have been demonstratedwith higher informationcontent, the apparent upper limit on number of
pixels in the strawmantime frame is around 1280x 1024rather than 1920 x 1080or more. A number of methods to address this
shortcominghave been considered. These are:
1) Incorporatedevelopment of higher pixel count displaysinto the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System development plan
2) Incorporateimage mosaic filing (or similar methodssuch as interleaving) to achievehigher pixel count
3) Reducethe performancerequirementto match availabledevices without tiling
4) Use available deviceswithout tiling, but with an upgradepath to higher performancewhen the technology is available
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Option 1 is readily ruledout as being beyond the intended scope of the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System developmentplan, both in
terms of time frame and estimated resourceavailability.Such development activityis currentlyunderway at several companies, and
includes ARPA-fundedactivity.
Image tiling, as suggestedby option 2, certainly provides a means for meeting theresolution requirement in a relatively timely manner,
but introduces other risksand considerations. To be most effective, tiling is ideally seamless in appearance.While a number of methods
can be used to approachthis level of performance,high-resolution seamless tiling is at best extremely difficult, even under ideal
environments. The intendedapplication environments for the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System include both motion base and
aircraft mounting, makingalignment and stability of the tiled approaches a significantconcern. Included in early requirements
discussions was the desire to avoid seamplacement near the center of the FOV, implying that at least three projectors (each providing full
color as well as stereo)would beneeded. Besides increasing the required precision and repeatability of the optics, this would greatly _;_."
impact the opticalcomplexitydue to the loss of projector/screen symmetry.The implementationand optimizationof such a tiling _.
approach would increase the risk, duration, and cost of the display development plan.
Option 3 eliminates theproblem by ignoring it completely and fails to satisfy the intended purpose of the display system, which is to .
provide a vehicle for assessing the benefits and issues associated with use of a high-resolution, panoramic display.
Option 4 represents the recommendedcompromise approach. In this approach, delays associated with the complexity and risk of
implementing tiling are eliminated by constructingthe initial image projector with lower informationcontent images sources.The large
opticalelements and 3-D method are implemented, however, in a way which supports the strawmanresolution requirement, including
FOV as well as pixelcount. In this way, straightforwardupgrade compatibility is provided. Since appropriate higher pixel count devices
are anticipated to be availablerelatively soon after the strawman time frame, this option is consideredto be the best way of meeting
program goals in light of the technology constraints.
While the strawmanrequirementscall for1920 x 1080 image sources, the most suitable devices anticipated in the strawman time frame
(with relatively low risk) are 1280x 1024monochrome AMLCDs. These devices can be matched up with the panoramic, high resolution
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rcollimator in a number of configurations, as shown in Figure 4-1. In particular, the interim solutioncan sacrificeFOV or resolution, or
strikea compromise betweenthe two. The need to makethese trades is brought about by the difference in aspectratio between the interim
(1280 x 1024)image source (1.25:1) and the upgrade (1920 x 1080)image source (1.78:1), the latter for which the collimation optics are
designed.
The upper configurations in Figure 4-I show various ways Oftrading resolution and FOV. The shaded rectangles represent the full active
area of the projected image source, while the wire-framerectangles represent the available FOV Ofthe collimationoptics.Where•the two
rectangular areasoverlap perfectly, the full active image source area is visible to the observer. Where unfilled area is presented (top left
and top center), unused FOV in the collimation optics is present. For example, the effective horizontalFOV in the top left is reduced from
48 to 34 deg. Where the shaded area extends beyond thewire frame (top center and top fight), the usable portion of the image source is
reduced by that amount.For example, in the top fight configuration, filling the horizontalFOV causes approximately 29% of the image
source pixels to fall outside of the usable vertical FOV. •
In the lower fight of Figure 4-1, full strawman performance is shown, assuming an upgrade to 1920 x 1080image sources. Higher
resolution may be possible when 2560 x 2048 (or similar) devicesbecome available, although other system components such as the
screen and opticsplay a role in system resolution as well.The VISTAS configurations are provided for comparison.The temporal
multiplexingconfiguration(lowercenter) achieves the wide FOV at the expense of vertical pixel density.
Based upon discussionswith NASA LaRC, the configuration in the upper left (38 pixels/deg, 34 x 27 deg FOV) was selected as a
preferred interimsolution.This configurationuses the entire light valve area, and meets or nearly meets both the strawmanpixel density
and vertical FOV.
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Figure 4-1. PossibleField of View / Resolution Trades
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4.1.2 RiskReductionAreas ....
One area of potentialrisk in the selecteddesign is luminancecapability.While luminancecapability is in many ways enhanced by the
decouplingof the image source and the illuminationsource,the requirements for 3-D and collimation take their toll. This is especially true
in light of the downselectionsmade. As stated previously,highlyefficient refractiveor Fresnel optics were rejected based upon physical
and image qualityconsiderations,respectively.A major considerationin the selectionof the final collimation method (folded symmetric
catadioptricwith beamsplitter)over the Pancake Window®was the reduction of risk associatedwith meeting the strawman luminance
requirements.Still, some element of concem persistsin this area, due to the inefficienciesassociated with both the beamsplitter and time
multiplexingapproaches.A system-wideestimate of opticalpower efficiencywas performed.With reasonable assumptions for each
element or component,it was shown that the strawmanrequirementof 30 fL to the eye is achievable. The analysis also indicated,
however, that if any subsystemperformed below the nominal efficiencyestimate,performance of one or more other elements would need
to be improvedto compensatefor it. The large number of contributorsto the efficiency implies the likelihood that deviations from the
assumptionswill occur (for example, in the light valve transmittanceor the lamp collection efficiency).
Optimizingeach and every elementfor maximum efficiencywould add prohibitivelyto the programcost and jeopardize the servicedate
requirement. As such, an ongoing assessment of the relativeefficiencies of the subsystemsis recommended, with appropriate action
taken as necessary to ensure that achievedluminance performancefalls in the neighborhoodof the 30 fL strawman level.
Other risk reduction analyseshave shown that benefits to the service date requirementcan be obtained by loosening or linking certain
"soft"requirements in the strawmanrequirements.Examples of this include the eyewear transmittance,physical size, weight, head relief
and head motionbox.
While eyewear transmittanceis preferably maximized,an initial strawmanrequirementof 30% was set, in part to allow consideration of
polarization based eyewearmethods.With the selectionof time multiplexing,even 30% becomes a challenging level. Commercial time-
multiplexing eyewearare availablewith a nominal open state transmittanceof 32%, but with activeshuttering this is expected to fall to
15% or so. At least two methodsfor boosting the transmittanceback to more than 30% were considered, but each involves additional
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complexity (and hencerisk). After discussingthe considerationswith NASA, consensus was reached that 15% average eyewear
transmittancewas acceptable.
Size and weight were also considered for risk reduction.A firm size constraintendorsed by NASA LaRC was a maximum width of
approximately 30 inches.Evaluation and physical modeling of the resulting scaled system dimensions and head motion box / head relief
relationships were perceivedfavorably in thecontext of this program.With regard to weight, concepts havingclear weight disadvantages
were eliminated,but efforts to trim system weight to a minimum,at the risk of reducing stability or increasing program duration, were
not deemed critical.
The selectedconcept provides for significant interdependencebetween the head motion box and the headrelief. Slight reduction in the
strawmanhead motion box dimensions allows favorable adjustmentsto the head relief as well as reductions in both size and weight of:.
the large elements. Whereasthe head motion box represents a volume from which both perspective views are fully visible, the gradual
vignetting inherent in the system design in actuality allows the centralFOV to be seen from a significantlylarger viewing range. The
arrangement also provideseffective visualcues to lead the observerback to the head motion box. If a larger unvignettedhead motion box
is desired, this can be achievedto a certain degree by simply movingcloser to the display. This flexibility is due to the freedom of head
motion supported by the time-multiplexedstereo'method, as well as the use of the diffusing projection screen in the optical relay system.
Potentialrisk factors in other technical performanceparametershave been addressed and greatly minimizedby incorporatingmechanisms
and features in the selecteddesign concept which largely eliminate the concerns. One such example is the suppressionof ambient light
reflections, Usingthemethods described in Section 3.
4.1.3 DetailedEngineeringDesign Activity
The current design activityconcentrated on identifyingrequirements,concepts,realizable performance parameters,and technology
constraints, and resulted in a selected system design concept. Additional design and analysis was performedto further specify the foma
and performance,and to allow generationof a specification and development plan. It must be recognized,of course, that additional
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engineeringdesign activity (e.g. optical,mechanical, electrical)is required in order to specifyand fabricate subsystemswhich can be
integrated into a working displaysystem. These further design efforts were anticipated and included in the developmentplan (Section 6).
4.1.4 Upgrade Path
Throughout the concept generationand selection,numerous trades and choices were made based upon the established strawman
requirements and technology availability.Many of these choices were made on the basis of providinga display system as soon as
possible (with respect to the strawmanservice date) and with a minimum of risk in doing so.
In one major area, a planned upgrade path has been establishedto account for a short-term specification trade-off. This consists of
upgradingthe 1280x 1024image source projectors to higher resolution (higherpixel count)when available light valves achieve or
exceed the•desiredcapability of 1920x 1080which the collimationoptics are designedto support. Along with the retrofit of the light
valves,modifications to the electronics and projection optics are likely requiredas well. Considerationwill also be needed regarding the
image data source (i.e., Silicon Graphics), such as whether the upgraded resolution, frame rate, and interlace factor of the new image
source are supported.
It is also clear that, givendifferent requirements,priorities, or service date, some of the previouslyrejected methods or concepts might
merit additionalconsideration.As an example, the disadvantagesof stereoeyewear could be eliminatedby adopting one of thesmooth
pupil motion autostereoscopicconceptsconsidered. Alterationsin the required FOV may also call for reassessmentof the collimation
method selection. Finally,the state of the various image source technologies should be continually monitored as upgrades are considered.
The size and weightof the selectedbeamsplitter-basedcollimationmethod could be traded for the smaller and morecompact Pancake
Window®geometry (given, of course, additionaleffort in addressing the associatedluminance issues).
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4.2 Display System Specification Highlights
As the rate and compare analysisbegan, strawmanrequirementswere identifiedas a basis for comparison of candidatemethods.
Following the subsequentdown-selection and analysis in Sections2 through 4, these strawman requirements were updated to reflect the
effect of identifiedtechnologyconstraints and the anticipatedperformanceof the selectedcandidate system. Highlightsof the modified
strawmanrequirements (includedin the Display Specification, Section5) are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Display Specification highlights.
Fieldof View 48 Hx 27 V Collimationopticsto be designed for48 deg FOV.
(FOV) (Initialactive image FOV34 H x 27 V) Upgradeto projectionoptics, image source,image data
source, and electronicsrequired for matchingactive
image FOV.
Pixel Density 40 pixels / deg Upgrade to image source, image data source, electronics,
(Resolution) (Initially 38 pix / deg) and prqiection optics required for 40 pix/deg.
Pixel Count 1920x 1080 Upgrade to projection optics, image data source, and
(Initially 1280 x 1024) electronics required for 1920x 1080.
Gray Shades 32 linear steps
Head Motion Box A spherical volume with 6" diameter within which both eyes must Additional viewing volume is expected beyond the
be located to see the unvignetted, binocular image. The head motion prescribed head motion box. Gradual roll-offof display
box is truncated vertically, such that the top 1" and bottom 1"of performance (vignetting,reduced luminanceand
the sphereare excluded.The centerof thespherical area intersects resolution) is acceptable within this additional viewing
the center line of sight and is located at the on-axis head relief, volume.
Luminance 30 fL @ eye As seen from head motion box.
Luminance: 50:1
Contrast Ratio
Eyewear 15% time-multiplexed
Transmittance 32% open
Physical max of 30" H x 30" W x 30" deep,
Constraints 400 lbs. total
HeadRelief, '15" to nearest system component, 20" on-axis:
Light Source >_.1000hours luminance half-life . Replaceable light source.
ImageData Source 2 channels, Silicon Graphics, 1920x 1080each channel (initially Upgrade to 1920x 1080 requires upgrade to image
1280x 1024each channel) source, proiection optics, and electronics.
ServiceDate 2Q, 1997
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The upgradeable image source path is represented in the FOV, pixel density, pixel count, and image data source entries. Several of the
parametershave been modified as discussed under the Risk Reduction Areas (Section 4.1.2). New entries have been added to reflect the
light source lifetime as well as the electronicinterfaceto the image data source.As a final change to the strawmanrequirements, the
service date has been extended slightly, assuming a program start date of October, 1995.
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5.0 DESIGN SPECIFICATION
This design specificationdescribes the required functionalityof the Panoramic, 3-D FlightDisplay System. This specification is intended
to be used with the developmentplan outlined in Section 6. The design specificationis derivative of the preliminary display requirements
(Section 1.2),with manysignificantdifferences. Most significantly,the design specificationreflects relaxation of the preliminary display
requirementswhere necessary in order to mitigate system developmentrisk. In addition, the design specification addresses significantly
fewer parameters than arecited in the preliminary display requirements.This brevity is accomplished by focusing on those parameters
deemed most critical to the system design, most of which encompass or impact a larger set of nonorthogonal requirements found in
Section 1.2.
• . ! •
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5.1 Scope of Specification ....
5.1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this specificationis to describethe functional requirementsof the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System, hereafter
referred to in this specification as the display system. The display system is designed for the motion-base flight simulator environment,
with the capabilityfor implementationin an aft-compartmentsimulationenvironmentof a 757 research aircraft.The display system is not
intended for mass production,but rather for limited research applications.General specifications for the display system do not apply to
the touch-padinteraction device, which is specified separatelyat the end of this specification.
5.1.2 ComponentsCovered in Specification
The displaysystem includesthe followingrelated components and subassemblies:
• AMLCD lightvalves, includinglight sources;
• Collimationand projectionoptics;
• Power supplies and cooling for the above components;
• Hardware necessaryfor interfacingany of the abovecomponents among each other; and
• Software for test functionsor display system component interfaces.
The touchpad interaction device includes the followingrelatedcomponents and subassemblies:
• Touch pad cursor-controldevice (CCD);
• RS-232 interfaceelectronicsand cabling;and
• Cursor driver software
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5.1.3 Componentsand Equipment Excluded
The display system specificallyexcludes the followingrelated components:
• Graphics computers(image data source) and any related power supplies and cabling;
• Either of the two simulators intended to host the display system (ground motion-based or airborne);
• Installationof the display system
• Brackets, fasteners,cabling, or othercomponents required to secure or interface the displaysystem to the host simulator; and
• All software not related to test functionsor display system component interfaces.
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5.2 Applicable Documents
5.2.1 Precedence
Whena requirement in this specificationis in conflict withthat presented in anotherdocumentcited within this specification,the
requirementsspecified within this specificationshall haveprecedence.
5.2.2 RelatedDocuments
The followingdocuments were drawn on in the formationof this display specification.The degree to which these documents apply to
this specificationis limited by the citationsoccurringwithin this specification.These documents do not constitute whole parts of this
specification.
• Panoramic, Large-Screen,3-D Flight Display System Design:Final Report (1995).
• Flight Research Program Management (LHB 7910.1). NASA LaRC Handbook (September, 1987).
• RTCA DO-160A-80:Environmental Conditionsand Test Procedures for Airborne Equipment.
• MIL-STD-129L: Marking for Shipment and Storage.
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5.3 Requirements
This sectionof the specificationpresentsthe functionalrequirements•for the display system andinteractiondevice. The word "shall"
conveys a requirement, while the word "should"denotes a recommendation.Unless otherwise stated in the requirements, all
requirementsshall be met within the full head motionbox. The requirementsspecified here addressthe following general areas:
• Mechanical/Physical
• Optical
• Electrical
• Environmental
• InteractionDevice
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5.3.1 Mechanical/Physical
Table 5-1 describesthe specificationfor mechanical/physicalcomponents of the display system.
Table 5-1. Specificationof mechanical/physicalparameters
Cooling Either passive cooling, forced air cooling, or suction of ambient air for cooling shall be acceptable, provided the following
guidelinesare followed. Passivecooling shall be acceptableprovided heat dissipation does not significantly raise the
temperatureof the operations environment and the external temperature of the display unit does not present a hazard to
operators (see Temperature- External). Active cooling shall be acceptable, provided adequate provision is made for noise
isolation, relative to the general noise level of the operations environment. In addition, exhaust air shall not cause
discomfort to operators. Forcedcool air shall be acceptable provided demand does not exceed the capacity of the available air
conditioning system. Suction application of ambient air shall be acceptable provided dust filtering is used and provision is
made in the design of the electronics for dust accumulation.
Fasteners All fasteners used in the display system shall be compliant with section 5.2.1 of NASA LHB 7910.1.
HeadRelief Head relief is defined as the range of physical clearancebetween the nearest display systemcomponent and the head of the
display observer.The display system shall provide >15 inches of head relief in any direction from the center of the head
motion box when positioned for normal installation, and >_20inches on-axis. On-axishead-reliefshhll notexceed 33 inches.
Housing Fabrication of the display system housing shall conform to the fabrication guidelines found in Section 5.5 of NASA LHB7910.1.
Maintenance Where practical and necessary, the display system shall be designed to allow maintenance of components. Specifically, the
display system light source(s) shall be user-replaceable.Built-in test equipment should be considered where an advantage
exists in doing so.
Markings The display system shall be marked as per section 5.2.2 of NASA LHB 7910.1.
Temperature:External External surfacesof the displaysystem intended to be touched during normal operation shall not exceed 35 deg C.
External surfacesof the display system which may be inadvertently touched during display system operation shall not
exceed50 deg C.
Volume The physical dimensions of the display system, including light sources and display cooling but not image data sources,
shall be <30 inches high, <30 inches wide, and <30 inches deep.
Weight The weight of the display system should be minimized, and the total display system shall weigh less than 400 lbs.
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5.3.2 Optical
Table 5-2 describes the specificationfor opticalcomponents of the display system.Because many of these specificationsare not
objectively obvious fromthe system design, definitionsof the specification parametersare included, as well as a recommended procedure
for measurement.Inclusionof a measurementprocedure in Table 5-2 does not necessarily constitute a requirement for performance
testing. Performancetest requirementsare indicated separately in Section 5.4. Recommendedmeasurement proceduresare offered for
further clarificationof the definitionof the specification and constitute a requiredmeasurement:methodology only where the word "shall"
is used.
The followingdefinitionsapply to the optical specificationsin Table 5-2:
Term Definition _
CenterLine of Sight The line of sightthatoriginatesin the centerof the headmotionbox and intersectsthe centerof the image.
Color Element The smallest addressablearea of the display. IndividualColorelements may vary in luminancebut are limited to a _'
singledominant wavelength, except in cases where colorelements are equivalent to pixels (e.g. subtractive color
displays or projection displays using optical combinationof multiple image sources)....
Comer Line of Sight The four lines of sight that originate in the center of the head motion box and intersect the four points located
10%from the outer comers of the total FOV along the diagonals formed between these comers.
Pixel A combinationof one or morecolor elements sufficient to display any color within the color gamut of the display
system. Color elements are equivalentto pixels for monochrome displays, ubtractive color displays, and
projectiondisplays using opticalcombination of multiple image sources.
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Table 5-2. Specificationof opticalparameters
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Color Element: Failures Definition: Color element failures are defined as the temporary or permanent loss of addressability of individual color
elements or clusters of color elements.
Specification: Each image source of the display system shall have <0.5% total failed blue color elements, <0.25% total
failed red and green color elements.For adjacent failed color elements (clustersof the same color), each image source of the
displaysystem shall have <10 clusters of 2 failed elements, <_5clusters of 3 failed elements, <2 clusters of 5 failed
elements, and <I cluster of I0 failed elements. This specification applies to total failures, either on or off.
Measurement: Measurementshall be madeby visual inspection, or by image source vendor testing.
Color Gamut: Maximum Definition: The range of hues and saturation capable of being displayed at maximum luminance.
Specification: The display system shall have a color gamut which is acceptable to NASA. As a guideline, the color
gamut should approximate that of a standard color workstation CRT. For reference, the following CIE u'v' color coordinates
are offered as an example of a maximum color gamut of a CRT:
U* V'
red .397.527
green .125.559
blue .171.170 :
The chromaticity coordinatesgiven above are for reference only and do not constitute a requirement for the display system.
Measurement: Color gamut should be subjectively evaluated as well as measured from the center line of sight, as well as
the four comer lines of sight. Color gamut should be measured as the maximum color gamut (i.e., measured at maximum
!display luminance). The conversion to 1931 CIE x, y from 1976 CIE u'v' is as follows: x = 27u'/4/[(9u72)-12v'+9], y =
3v'/[(9u'/2)-12v'+9]. The conversion from 1931 CIE x, y to 1976 CIE u'v' is as follows: u' -=4x/(-2x+12y+3), v' = 9y/(-2x+12y+3).
Chromatic Uniformity: Large Definition: Large-area chromaticuniformity refers to the absence of unintended chromatic differences between the center
Area line of sight and the comer lines of sight.
Specification: There shall be no subjectively objectionable large area chromatic nonuniformities. This specification for
largearea chromatic uniformityapplies to the center of the head motion box.
Measurement: Large area chromatic uniformityshould be subjectively evaluated and should be empirically determined by
measuringu', v' coordinates from the center and comer lines of sight. Uniformity measurements should be made for white
_magesfor each stereoscopic image field. Measurements should be taken at 50% of maximum disnlav luminanea
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Chromatic Uniformity:Small Definition: Small areachromatic uniformity refers to the absence of unintended chromatic differences between two points
Area within a 0.5 deg area across the TFOV.
Specification: There shall be no subjectively objectionable small area chromatic nonuniformities. This specification for
small area chromatic uniformity applies to the center of the head motion box.
Measurement: Small area chromatic uniformity should be subjectively evaluated and should be measured using the points
of largest difference within a 0.5 deg portion of the display TFOV, measured from the center of the head motion box.
Uniformitymeasurements should be made for white images for each stereoscopicimage field. Measurements should be
taken at 50% of maximum display luminance.
Chromatic Uniformity: Definition: Stereoscopic chromatic uniformity refers to the absence of unintended variation in color between stereoscopic
Stereoscopic image fields.
Specification: There shall be no subjectively visible difference in colors (color breakup) between stereoscopic image
fields where a fused image of equal color is intended.
Measurement: Stereoscopic uniformity should be subjectively evaluated and should be empirically recorded by measuring
color gamut for both stereoscopic image fields independently. Uniformity measurements should be made for white images
for each stereoscopic image field. Measurements should be taken at 50% of maximum display luminance.
Crosstalk Definition: The amount of light "leakage" from one stereoscopic field to the other, due to imperfect stereoscopic selection
._
or excessive image persistence. Perceptually, the extent to which ghost images are present. :_
Specification: The luminance crosstalk between display system stereoscopic image fields shall be <_5%for white or any ....
primary color.
Measurement: Crosstalk may be measured by presenting a white image to one stereoscopic channel but not theother. ":
The luminance of the image should be measured as seen from each channel (e.g., through each lens of stereoscopic glasses).
The selection leakage is defined as follows: leakage = (Luminanceoff/Luminanceon) 100, where Luminanceoff is the
luminance as measured through the nonselected channel and Luminanceonis the luminance as measured through the selected
channel. This measurement should be performed from the center line of sight, as well as the four corner lines of sight. This
procedure should be repeated for red, green, and blue. This procedure should be repeated with the image being sent to the
, other stereoscopic channel.
Dipvergence Definition: The presence of disparities between stereoscopic eye points in the vertical direction due to vertical
misregistration between stereoscopic fields.
Specification: The dipvergence between display system stereoscopic fields shall be <0.08 deg. This specification refers to
the maximum dipvergencebetween stereoscopic fields as measured from two binocular eye points, separated by a nominal
IPD such as 2.5", anywhere within the head motion box.
Measurement: To measure dipvergence, a calibration image constructed of numbered horizontal lines should be presented
to each display channel, with the vertical position of selected lines noted with respect to a fixed reference (e.g., a viewing
reticle), samples should be taken at multiple positions on the lines and for multiple lines because image rotation or other
image distortions may exist. The physical vertical separation of equivalent test image lines can be converted to degrees of
visual subtense as:
2 tan"1(V/2F), where'V is the vertical separation of equivalent test lines and F is the focal length of the display optics.
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Distortion Definition: A formof opticalaberration.The net percentageof unintendedvariation in the positionof an image element
with respectto an idealimage.Perceptually,thedegreeto which opticalaberrationssuch aspincushionor barreldistortion
arepresentin the image.
Specification: The net imagedistortion of the display system shall be <5% distortionover the total, unvignetted,binocular FOV.
Measurement: Distortion is commonly measuredby displayinga uniform gridpatternand measuringthe maximum
deviationin thedisplayedgridpositions fromtheexpecteddistancefromthecenterof thegrid. Distortion is thencalculated
as: 2(Ih2-hll)/(h2+hl)100 or 2(Iv2-vll)/(v2+vl)100, where hI andh2 correspondto theexpectedandmeasuredhorizontal
distancefromthecenterof thegrid andv1andv2 correspondto theexpectedandmeasuredvertical distancefromthecenter
of thegrid. Thesecalculationsshould bemade asa minimumwithrespect to the fourcorner lines of sight.
Field Curvature Definition: A form of opticalaberrationin which the image of a flat object does not lie in a plane, with object points
falling off opticalaxis showingthe aberration.Perceptually,the presenceof variationsin the accommodationdistancewhere
none shouldoccur.
Specification: The field curvatureof the display system shall be < +/- 0.25 dioptersover the total,unvignetted,
binocularFOV. Fieldcurvature,if any, shall be greaterin theperipheralFOV thanatthe centerline of sight.
Measurement: Field curvatureshould be measured,as a minimum,from thecenter line of sight, as well as the four
corner lines of sight.
Field of View: Total,Binocular Definition: The angularsubtense,horizontallyand vertically,of the image that is visible with both eyes simultaneously
from within the headmotionbox. Total, binocularFOV is calculatedas: Pixels/Resolution, where Pixels is the total
numberof pixels eitherhorizontallyor verticallyandResolutionis thenumberof pixels per deg eitherhorizontallyor
vertically:Alternatively,FOVmay be calculatedasi 2 tan'l(I/2F), where I is the horizontalor verticalextent of the image
sourceandF is the focal lengthof the displayoptics.
Specification: The display systemshall have an unvignetted,total binocular FOV of 34 deg (horizontal)by 27 deg
(vertical).However, thedisplaysystem collimationopticsshall be designed to allow a totalbinocularFOV as large as48
deg (horizontal)by 27 deg (vertical). This larger FOVassumes anincreasedpixel countof 1920x 1080anda pixel density
of 40 pixels/deg.These FOVspecificationsshall be met foreacheye (the display systemshall present 100%stereoscopic
overlap).
Measurement: FOV may bemeasuredwith a theodolite.
Focus Control Definition: The meansby which the focus of the display image on the projectionscreen may be adjusted.
Specification: Manualfocus control shall be provided. This specificationapplies to controlof image focus on the
projectionscreenandis notintendedto requireadjustabilityof collimationdistance.
Measurement: Provisionof focuscontrol is evident fromthe system design (no measurementis necessary).
FrameRate Definition: The numberof timeswithin a one-secondintervalthatall display pixels maybe addressed.
Specification: The display systemframe rateshall be >60 Hz and must be compatible with the Silicon Graphics imagedata source.
Measurement: Framerateis evidentfromthe systemdesign (nomeasurementis necessary).
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Gray Scale Definition: The number of discretely addressable luminance levels for each color primary in adigitally-addressed display
and the algorithm describing the linearity of the distribution of available gray scale steps over the luminance range of the
display.
Specification: The display system shall be capable of displaying >_32linearly distributed shades of gray per color
channel, where the first luminance step is equal to the background luminance. Linear distributionof digitally-commanded
gray scale steps should be obtained by fitting a regression equation to the data describing display luminance as a function of
DAC value at the image data source.
Measurement: To verify the total number of gray shades available per color channel, the luminance of the display should
be measured in a dark room while each primary color channel is addressed from zero in the smallest increments possible. To
verify the linearity of the gray scale luminance distribution, the values recorded from the above procedure should be plotted
against theirdigitally=commandedvalues anda regression equation fit to the data.
Head MotionBox Definition: Head motion box is defined as a spherical area of given diameter within which both eyes must be located to
see the unvignetted,binocular image. The head motion box is truncatedvertically, such thattop and bottom of the sphere of
given vertical extentare excluded. The Centerof the spherical area intersectsthe centerline of sight and is located at the on-
axishead relief.
Specification: The display system shall have a head motion box as described above with a spherical diameter >_6 inches
and a vertical truncation < 1 inch top and < 1inch bottom. Additional viewing volume should be provided beyond the
prescribed head motionbox. If provided, gradualroll-off of display performance such as vignetting, luminance and
resolution is acceptable within the additional viewing volume.
Measurement: Head motion box should be inherent in the display system design, but may be verified by subjectively
noting the envelope around the center of the head motion box at which vignetting first occurs.
Image:Artifacts Definition: Any undesirable visual quality of the display system image which is reliably visible to more than one
observer. Examples of image artifacts include double images, tiling seams, contrast reversal, image retention, image
smearing, and visual discomfort.
Specification: The display system shall be free of image artifacts within the entire head motion box.
..... Measurement: Visual inspection by multiple observers.
Image: Distance Definition: The distance from the center of the head motion box to the plane of visual accommodation.
Specification: The display system shall have an image distance of infinity.
Measurement: Measurement of the display system image distance may be conducted through either formal or informal
approaches. One informal measurement approach is the use of an SLR lens with split-field focus.
Interlacing(Spatial) Definition: The conservation of display system bandwidth by addressing only a subset of display pixels during each
display refreshcycle.
Specification: The display system shall be spatially noninterlaced
Measurement: Spatial interlacing is evident from the system design (no measurement is necessary).
Line Failures Definition: Line failures are defined as the temporary or permanent loss of addressability of a complete row or column of
color elements or pixels..
Specification: The display system shall have no line failures, neither on nor off.
Measurement: Line failures are detected by visually inspecting each image source.
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Luminance Definition: The luminous intensityof a surface in a given directionperunit of projectedarea.
Specification: The maximum(white) luminanceof the display systemshall be >30 iT,when measuredafter the closest
opticalelementto the eye.
Measurement: Luminanceshouldbe measuredfromthe centerline of sight, as well as the four comer lines of sight. A
solidwhite imageshouldbe usedformeasuringforegroundluminance.A solid blackimage shouldbe used for measuring
backgroundluminance.A photometerwitha onedeg acceptanceangle is appropriatefor thesemeasurements.
Luminance:Asymmetry Definition: The percentagedifferencein luminancebetweenstereoscopicimage fields.
Specification: The luminanceasymmetryof the displaysystem between stereoscopicimage fields shall be <10%.
Measurement: TheproceduredescribedunderLuminance is used to measureeach stereoscopicimage field. Luminance
asymmetryis calculatedfor each of the pairsof measuredluminancevalues as:(ILuminancelow- LuminancehighI/
Luminancehigh) 100,where Luminancelow representsthe lowest luminanceof the pairandLuminancehighrepresentsthe
highest luminanceof thepair.
Luminance:Contrast Definition: The ratio of maximumdisplay luminanceto minimumdisplay luminance,as expressed below.
Specification: The luminancecontrastof the display system shall be >50:1 fromthe center of the head motion box.
Measurement: The luminanceandbackgroundluminanceshouldbe measuredfromthecenter line of sight, as well as the
fourcomer lines of sight. Contrastratiois calculatedas:CR= Lmax/ Lmin,where Lmaxis the higher of the two
luminancemeasurementsandLminis the lowerof the two luminancemeasurements.
Luminance:Half-Life Definition: The time requiredfor themaximum luminanceof the display to be reducedto below 50% of the initial value
overthe life of thedisplay.
Specification: The maximum(white) luminanceof the display system shall remain>50%of the initial(or required,
whichever is greater)luminancevalue for>I000 hours.
Measurement: Backlight vendorspecificationor destructivetestingof spare.
Luminance:LargeArea Definition: The percentageof unintendedvariationin luminancebetweentwo areas across thedisplay TFOV. Large-area
Nonuniformity luminancenonuniformityrefersto unintendedluminancedifferencesbetweenthatmeasuredfromthecenterline of sight and
thecomer lines of sight.
Specification: The large-areanonuniformityof the display system shall be _<40%.
Measurement: Largearealuminancenonuniformityis calculatedas: (ILuminanceA - LuminanceC I/ Luminancec)100,
whereLuminancecis the luminanceof the imagemeasuredfromthe centerline of sightandLuminanceAis the luminance
of the image measuredfromeachof thecomer lines of sight. A photometerwith a one deg acceptanceangleis appropriate
formeasuringlarge-arealuminancenonuniformity.
Luminance:SmallArea Definition: The percentageof unintendedvariationin luminancebetween two areasacross the display TFOV. Small area
Nonuniformity nonuniformityrefers to unintendedluminancedifferenceswithina 0.5 deg area of thedisplayTFOV.
Specification: The small-area nonuniformityof the display system shall be <10%.
Measurement: Small arealuminanceuniformityis calculatedas: (ILuminanceBl - LuminanceB2I/Luminancec)100,
whereLuminanceCis the luminanceOfthe image measuredfromthecenter line of sight andLuminanceB1and
LuminanceB2representthe imageluminancemeasuredanywherewithin a 0.5 deg circle within theTFOV. A photometer
acceptanceangle of no larger than0.25 deg shall be used formeasuringsmall-area nonuniformitv.
i
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Misconvergence:Spatial Definition: The center-to-center misregistration distance between overlapping color elements forming the same pixel,
expressed asa percentageof thewidthof a primarycolor line. Perceptually,the spatialseparationof a color pixel into
constituentprimary colors.
Specification: The display system shall have spatialmisconvergence of <33% of line width.
Measurement: Spatialmisconvergence is measuredas the separationof red, green, andblue primaries in a white line,
vertically fora horizontalline andhorizontallyfor a vertical line. Misconvergenceof white cross-hairtargets should be
measuredin the image from centerandcomer lines of sight. Misconvergenceis defined as:(linewhite-
lineprimary)/lineprimary)100,where linewhite is thehalf-amplitudewidthof the luminanceprofile of the white line and
lineprimarvis thehalf-amplitudewidthof the luminanceprofile of theWidestof the three primarycolor componentlines.
Misconvergence:Temporal Definition: The degree to which displaycolors appearto alternateover time, when a single, fused color presentationis
intended.
Specification: No apparentcolor separationor alternationshall be visible as a result of usingtime-multiplexedcolor
mixing.
Measurement: This specificationcanonly be judged subjectively.Evaluationmay be madethrough casualobservation,
but is best madethrougha morerigorous procedure whichcontrols viewingconditionsandviewing criteria.
MTF (ModulationTransfer Definition: The minimum modulation transmittanceof the display system optics at the maximum display resolution
Factor) (frequency). Perceptually, theextent to which the display optics faithfully represent image sharpness. _-
Specification: The minimum modulation transfer factor of the display system optics at the maximum display resolution
(40 pix/deg) shall be _>0.3across the maximum FOV of the display system.
Measurement: The modulation transfer factor, MTF, is calculated for any given spatial frequency,as: Mout/ Min, where "_:
Mout is the modulation of the image after transmission through the optical system and Min is the modulation of the image
prior to transmission through the optical system. Luminance modulation, M, is defined as: (Lmax =Lmin)/ (Lmax +
Lmin),where Lmaxis the higher luminance of the foreground or background, and Lminis the lower luminance of the two.
Pixel Count Definition: Total number of addressabledisplay pixels in both thehorizontaland vertical dimensions presented to each .:
eye (i.e., each stereoscopicperspectiveview).
Specification: The display shall have 1280(horizontal) x 1024 (vertical) addressable full-color pixels which are visible
without vignetting from the centerof thehead motion box. The full pixel count shall be available to each eye for each
stereoscopicimage frame.The display system shall be capable of accepting an image source with 1920 (horizontal)x 1080
(vertical)pixels without replacement of thecollimation optics and without loss of either pixel density, FOV, or totalpixels
• (unvignetted).
Measurement: Pixel count is evident from the system design (no measurement is necessary). However, an upgrade path
to the hil_herpixel count should be demonstratedthroughanalysis of the system design.
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Reflectance:Diffuse Definition: The percentage ratioof thedisplay luminance contribution due to ambient light divided by the illuminance on
the displaydue to thatambientlight, where the luminancecontributiondoes not include specularlyreflectedcomponentsof
the ambientlight.
Specification: The display system shall have a diffuse reflectance of _<0.4%.
Measurement: Characterizationof the diffusereflectanceis mademore complex in thepresent systemdue to the large size
andcomplexarrangementof surfaces.Diffuse reflectanceis measuredby placinga smallnon-directionalightsource
(simulatinga pointsource) inthe center of thehead motionbox. A small whitereference surfacehaving approximately
100%Lambertianreflectanceis placedatthe first opticalelementalong andnormalto thecenter line of sight.Reflectance
is givenby (LuminanceR / LuminancewH)/100, whereLuminancewH is the reflectedluminanceof thewhite reference
surfaceandLuminanceR is measuredfrom a secondpointin thehead box and atan angleof 10degrees fromthe center line
of sight, andalignedsuch thatno specular reflection is includedin the luminancemeasurement.The measurementsare made
in anotherwise dark room and with the displaylamps turnedoff.
Reflectance:Specular Definition: The sumof the percentagesof luminancefrom equivalentspecular light sources reflected by thecorresponding
displayopticalelements.
Specification: The display system shall have a specularreflectance of _<4%.
Measurement: Specularreflectanceis measured by aiming a photometeralong the centerline of sight.For each surface
contributingsignificant,noticeablespecularreflectance(wherea clear image of a light source can be seen), the Specular
reflectancecontributionfrom thatsurfaceis measuredby placing a light source with a white diffusingfilterin a location
suchthat thecorrespondingspecularimageis sampledby thecollection angleof the photometer.The reflectance
contributionis given by (LuminanceR /Luminances)/100 , where LuminanceS is the luminanceof the diffusesource and
LuminanceR is the luminance0f the reflectedimage of thediffuse source. Specularreflectance is thesum the contributions
from thecollimatingmirror, thebeamsplitter,and all additionalsignificantspecular reflections.Themeasurements are made
in anotherwisedarkroom andwith thedisplaylamps turnedOff.
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5.3.3 Electrical
Table 5-3 describes thespecificationfor electricaland electro-mechanicalcomponents of the displaysystem.
Table 5-3. Specificationof electricalparameters
Control of Luminance The display system shall provide manual luminance control in the form of a balance control between (or among)
stereoscopic image fields or image tiles. Manual controls shall be located on the exterior of the display system or on the
interior with an easily opened access panel. Exterior controls shall incorporate appropriate positioning, guarding, and/or
lockout to prevent inadvertent actuation or breakage of the control. Controls should incorporate physical displacement and
resistance as feedback to actuation.
Control of Stereoscopic Display The display system shall provide manual control to allow the presentation of a single stereoscopic image field to both eyes
(i.e., a monoscopic viewing condition). The control shall allow selection of either the left-eye image or the right-eye image
for monoscopie viewing. Manual controls shall be located on the exterior of the display system or on the interior with an
easily opened access panel. Exterior controls shall incorporate appropriate positioning, guarding, and/or lockout to prevent
inadvertent actuation or breakage of the control. Controls should incorporate physical displacement and resistance as --
feedback toactuation.
Electrical: Components Where available, electrical components (e.g., semiconductors, resistors, capacitors, switches, relays, circuit breakers,
terminal boards, transformers, connectors) used in the display system should be aircraft approved parts, as per section 5.4.6
of NASA LHB 7910.1.
ElectromagneticInterference Three forms of electromagnetic interference (EMI)are addressed in this specification. EMI can originate from within one
(EMI) display component and affect another display component. Alternately, the EMI can originate within the display system and .:
affect other components in the environment (i.e., aircraft). Finally, EMI may originate from a source outside of the display ....
system and effect display system performance.EMI broadly includes any functional or quality interferenceassociated with
electromagnetic emissions, including static electricity and lightning.
The display system should incorporate appropriate shielding, bonding, filtering, grounding, and circuit design where
appropriate to ensure no EMI effects, neither on nor from the display system. RTCA DO-160 establishes suitable test
procedures for EMI in commercial avionics (these procedures, however, are not a requirement of this specification).
OverloadProtection The display system shall incorporate electrical overload protection with fuses or circuit breakers as per section 5.4 of NASA
LHB 7910.1. Circuit breakers shall not be used as switches. Overload protection of the primary wiring to the display
system and internal wiring cable harnesses shall be provided. Reset controls for circuit breakers shall be readily accessible to
operators. Fuses or circuit breakers should have sufficient gap clearance, after breaking or clearing, tOprevent arcing at up to
40,000 feet of altitude.
Power The display system shall be powered with one or more of the following sources of aircraft-available power, as per section
5.4 of NASA LHB 7910.1:12 V DC, 24 V DC, 115/208V 60 Hz lab power, or 115/208 V 400 Hz. If 24 V DC is used,
filtering and regulation shall be provided. The display system shallnot require power converters external to the display
system housing.
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Table 5-3. Specificationof electricalparameters(continued)
_ HI_.S_ii'i_fi_ iiiij i':_i_ 2!!_i i._ _@?ili!@i_%ii!i_4@ii:_ii ...............................__.._.. ............._. .......................................................................
Power-OnSequence The power-on sequence of displaysystem components shall not affect display system functionality orjeopardize the health
or safetyof the system or users.The preference is for either no required power-on sequence, or a single power-on control. If
a fixed power-on sequence is necessary,this sequence should be automated and as transparent to the user of the system as
possible. Serial lock-out of power controls may be considered as one form of automation. If automation of a power-on
sequence isnot possible, the power-on sequence shall be clearly marked at all exterior power switches of the display system.
VideoInterface The display system shall be designedto receive a dual-channel (stereoscopic) computer video signal from one or more
Silicon Graphics workstations(RS-343 as applied to a 1280 x 1024 active area display refreshed at 60 Hz).
Wiring All electrical wiring, both internal and external to the display system, should conform to sections 5.4 and 5.6 of NASA
LHB 7910.1.
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5.3.4 Environmental
Table 5-4 describes the specification for environmental performance of the displaysystem.
Table 5-4. Specificationof environmentalparameters
:_:{: _ _.::_::.::_ ,,_ ___ _ __::_ _!i_::::_:<i:_i:_: _:_:_i_:i_:::__:_:?:<:'"_:<''_ _'_'_::<'?_:_::_=i:iti'_:':i:_iliii!__i!::i_ :' i':_!i'_'_: !ii _i:_i'!':
Acceleration The display systemshall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, during and after exposure
to <2 g constant (RMS) acceleration on the axis parallel to the center line of sight.
Altitude The display system shall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, over a range of at least 0
to I0,000 feet (equivalent pressure altitude)
Humidity: Operating The display system shall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, over a range of at least 5
to 80% relative humidity over the full operating temperature range.
Humidity: Storage The display system shall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, after storage over a range
of at least 5 to 95% relative humidity when stored at a temperature _<40deg C. If temperatures exceed40 dog C, the display
system shall operate normally after storage over a range of at least 5 to 80% relative humidity.
Shock The display system shall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, during and after exposure
to impulse shock of <3 g impulse (<20 ms) on the vertical axis and <1.5 g impulse on the horizontal axis. The display
shall continue to operate normally both during and after such exposure without measurable loss, either temporary or
permanent, in performance or MTBF. This specification is for impulse shock generally applied to the system via the aircraft
or simulatorairframe and does not address impact shock directly applied to any optical elements or Otherspecific display
system components.
Temperature:Operating The display system shall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, over a range of at least 10
to 40 deg C.
Temperature:Storage The display system shall operate normally, either on ground or in a pressurized cabin or cockpit, after storage over a range
of at least -25 to 60 dog C.
Vibration The display system shall withstand the maximum vibration magnitudes and durations reasonably expected to be encountered
in aft compartment TSRV flight, including vibration frequencies as high as 2,000 Hz. The display system shall continue to
operate normallyboth during and after such exposure without measurable loss, either temporary or permanent, in
performance or MTBF. Temporary losses in image quality during long-term vibration exposure shall be prevented if
possible throuzh vibration isolation measures.
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5.3.5 TouchPad InteractionDevice
Table 5-5 describes the specificationfor the display system interaction device.
Table 5-5. Specificationof touchpad interaction device
i_arameter:iiis_ _i i _:_: _S_'_tfi_iti_ii ii!!_!iii_:!iilj !_i_ i ii ii_ M i _, i _! ii '__i _ i _i_ _ _i !,
ComputerInterface The interactiondevice shall use an RS-232 interface. RS-232 interface is defined here to mean any electronics or cabling
necessary to plug the output of the device directly into a Silicon Graphics standard mouse input port. The electronics shall
support use of cable extensions without incurring signal loss-induced errors.
Degreesof Freedom The interactiondevice shall provide two simultaneous DOF. Interaction device buttons may be used to control assignment
of DOF (e.g., x-y, y-z, or x-z) or to control a third DOF.
Palm/Wrist Support The interaction device shall provide physical support for the palm and/or wrist of the user to promote ease of use inturbulence.
Reliability The interactiondevice shall have no moving parts other than switches and shall have a mean-time between failure (MTBF)
> 80,000 hours. The interactiondevice shall be sealed against dust and accumulation of finger oil sliall not degrade itsfunctionality.
Selection/Cursor Control The interactiondevice shall accept selection or cursor control inputs through a capacitive touch pad interface, three finger-
Modality actuated switches, and a thumb switch. The switches should be two-position switches and incorporate tactile feedback anddisplacement.
SoftwareDriver A software driver shall be provided which translates2-D touch inputs into relative 2-D cursor movements on the display.
Absolute positioning mode is desirable as an optional controlmode, but not required. The drivershall allow cursor gain
control for use in relative positioning mode. The drivershall also provide hooks for interpretingdevice button actuation.
Driversourcecode as well as compiled code shallbe delivered.Driversoftwareshall be compatible withcontemporary
Silicon Graphicscomputersand should be writtenin a common computer language such as 'C.'Adaptation of the software
driver for 3-D cursor control is not a requirement of the display system intearator.
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Ib .;_
5.4 Performance Tests
The integratorof the displaysystemshallbe responsibleforprovidingdatato NASA describedby the performancetestswithinsection
5.4.The performancetests includedhererepresenthe limitof formal testingrequiredto establishcompliancewith the requirementsof
Section5.3. Additionaltestingmaybe conductedby the integratorin the course of displaysystemdevelopment,but such testingis not a
requirementof this specification.Testresultsmayin somecircumstancesbe suppliedto the displaysystemintegratorby vendorsof
displaysystemcomponents,in lieu of testingbythe displaysystemintegrator.Test proceduresmay be basedon those recommended
measurementapproachesdocumentedin Section5.3, or alternateproceduresmutuallyacceptableto the displaysystemintegratorand
NASA.
Not all requirementsgiven in Section5.3 requireperformancetesting (most mechanical and electricalrequirements such as provision of _.
luminancecontrol willbe self-evidentin the physical design);other requirements (most notablythe environmental requirements)can't be
empirically testedwithoutdestructive testing, which is not warrantedby the one-timeproduction of this research display system.In .
addition, many performanceparameterswill not be readily tested in the upgradeable portions of the FOV.
For those requirementswhich are not associatedwith recommendedperformance tests in Section 5.3 and which can'tbe derived from the
physical design of the display system, compliance shallbe estimated by the integratorwhere requested by NASA through either: a)
documentationof visual inspection;b) examination of historicaldata regarding component performance (e.g., vendor-provided backlight
luminancehalf-life);or c) generationof analyticalestimatesof performance.
The display system integratorshallprovide performancedata to NASA regarding the followingparameters:
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5.4.1 RequiredMechanical/PhysicalPerformanceTests
The displaysystem integratorshall weigh each major displaysystem subassembly as well as the completely assembled display system.
The physicaldimensions of each major display system subassembly, as well as the volume of the assembled display system shallbe
measured. The head relief shall also be measured.The displaysystem integrator shalldocument any steps taken to verify
mechanical/physicalcompliance with NASA LHB 7910.1and the system maintenancerequirement and shall document any NASA-
approved deviations from this specification, as well as thereasons for the deviations.
5.4.2 Required Optical PerformanceTests
he displaysystem integrator shallprovideperformancedata for the following opticalparameters.The display system integratorshall
document any NASA-approved deviations from this specification,as well as the reasons for the deviations.
• ChromaticUniformity
• Color ElementFailures
• Color Gamut
• Crosstalk
• Dipvergence
• Distortion
• Field Curvature
• FOV
• Gray Scale
• Head Motion Box
• ImageArtifacts
• ImageDistance
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• Line Failures
• Luminance
• LuminanceAsymmetry
• Luminance Contrast
• LuminanceNonuniformity(Large and Small Area)
• LuminanceHalf-Life
• Misconvergence(Spatial and Temporal)
• MTF
• Pixel Count
• Reflectance(Diffuseand Specular)
5.4.3 RequiredElectricalPerformanceTests
The display system integratorshalldocument any steps taken to verify electrical compliance with NASA LHB 7910.1 and the EMI
requirement and shalldocument any NASA-approved deviations from this specification, as well as the reasons for the deviations.
5.4.4 RequiredEnvironmentalPerformance Tests
The display system integratorshallprovide vendor-supplied data to NASA regarding system component performance within the specified
environmentalparameterswhere available, and shall document any NASA-approved deviations from this specification, as well as the
reasons for the deviations.
5.4.5 Required InteractionDevice Performance Tests
The display system integratorshall verify the operability of the interaction device and software driver in 2-D cursor positioning modes
through installation on a Silicon Graphics workstation. The display system integrator shall provide vendor-documented performancedata
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where availableto NASA and shall documentany NASA-approveddeviationsfrom this specification, as well as the reasons for the
deviations.
5.4.6 RequiredGeneral System PerformanceTests
In addition to the performance tests described in Sections 5.4.1 - 5.4.5, the display system integrator shall identifyany general system
performance featuresnot covered in this specification,if any, which may limit the expected usefulness of the display system. Where
possible, short- or long-term remediations should be described.
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5.5 Preparation for Delivery
5.5.1 Marking
The markingon all display system assembliesand interior and exterior containers shallbe legible and permanent.The ESD symbol per
MIL-STD-129Lshallbe placed on the assemblies,and on the packaging materialsor on the containers that provide ESD protection.
5.5.2 Packing
Preservationand packaging shallbe in accordancewith best commercialpractice,in a manner that will assure acceptanceby common
carrier and safe delivery at the destination.
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT PLAN .....
6.1 Program Overview
This developmentplan is for the design, fabrication and testing of the Panoramic,3-D Flight Display research prototype described in
Section 5, Display Specification.A three-phasedprogram is planned for the development of this system (Figure 6-1). These phases are: a
design phase, a fabrication/assemblyphase, and an integration/testphase. The period of performance is from October I, 1995 through
April 30, 1997.The total cost of this nineteen month program is $2.125M. The three phases of the program are fully described below.
AR0 - MONq_rISi
TASKS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 18 ]9
Phase I
Detailed Design
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Figure 6-1. Program Milestonesfor Display System Development.
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6.1.1 Phase I- DetailedDesign ($625K)
Phase I consists of producingengineering designs of all system components and the overall total system. Where applicable, analyses of
the total system (includingall sub-systems)will be performed. The deliverable from Phase I will be the engineeringdesigns themselves.
This program phase includes the following major program tasks:
• AMLCD Design
• System OpticsDesign
• Electronics/SoftwareDesign
• InteractiveDeviceDesign
• Packaging/HardwareDesign
• Risk Assessment/Reduction
6.1.2 Phase II- Fabricationand Assembly ($1,125K)
Phase II consists of procurement, fabrication, assembly, and testing of system components and subassemblies.This program phase
includes the followingmajor program tasks:
• Image Source Fabricationand Component and Subassembly Testing
• System Optics Fabricationand Component and Subassembly Testing
• Electronics/SoftwareFabricationand Component and Subassembly Testing
• InteractiveDeviceFabricationand Componentand SubassemblyTesting
• Packaging/HardwareFabrication and Component and Subassembly Testing
• Documentation0f Componentand Subassembly Testing
6.1.3 Phase III- System Integration ($375K)
Phase III consists of integrating all components and subassemblies into the total system. Also, final testing and evaluation of the total
system will be conducted.The deliverable for Phase Ill will be the completed display system, documentation of test results, and
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documentationof procedures for maintenanceand operation of the system. This programphase includes the followingmajor program
tasks:
• Display System Componentand Subassembly Integration
• Display SystemAcceptanceTesting
• Documentationof AcceptanceTesting,Maintenance Procedures,and OperatingProcedures
In addition to the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System and associated documentation described in Sections 6.1.1 - 6.1.3, monthly
reports and a final report will be delivered to NASA, and program meetingswill be supported as indicated in Figure 6-1. The remainder
of this develoPmentplan includes a detailed description of each of the three program phases (Sections 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4).
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6.2 Phase I Development Plan - Detailed Design
This sectionof the developmentplandescribesthe currentstatusof the designof the Panoramic,3-D FlightDisplaySystem.This design
representsthebaselineagainstwhich the detaileddesignwill be developedin PhaseI. The followingmajorprogramelementsare
addressed:
• SystemDescription
• SystemOptics
• ImageSourceandLamp i
• Packaging/Hardware
• Electronics/DisplaySoftware
• InteractiveDevices
• RiskAssessment/Reductions
6.2.1 System Description
The engineeringprototypeto be developed for the Panoramic, 3-D, Flight Display System will provide a variety of capabilities for flight
displayresearch. This full-color panoramicdisplay system will use state-of-the-artAMLCD light valves to deliver high-resolution, wide
FOV imagery in a flightsimulator environment.Three-dimensionalcapability willbe achievedby dual-channelstereoscopic presentation
of binocular perspectiveviews without correspondingsacrifices in resolution. In addition, the displayed stereoscopic images will be fully
collimatedto maximize the depth-viewingvolume of the display.User comfort will be maximized by careful matching of the two
channelsand by allowingample head relief and freedom of head motion.The displayprototype is designedto be compatible with
motion-basesimulatoruse and to be readily adaptableto flight in a research vehicle for in-flight investigation-rf crew/vehicle interface
and other human factors issues.
The prototypedisplay system (Figure 6-2) Willconsist of two major subassemblies.The stereoscopic AMLCD light valve projection
system will produce alternatinghigh quality perspectiveViewson an intermediatecurved projection screen.These views will be
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subsequentlycollimatedby a symmetricoptical system for presentation to the viewer:Image data willbe receivedfrom two Silicon
Graphics-compatibledata channels.Either channel maybe displayed separatelyas a high resolution collimateddisplay, or in stereo mode
with the use of suppliedstereoeyewear. The display will initially provide full binocularimage resolution of 1280x 1024, and will be
upgradeable to at least 1920X 1080pixels over the 48 deg x 27deg FOV when suitable light valves become available.
Top folding mirror
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I I
, I Beamsplitter _ Ltghtvalves
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Verticalheadbox 4" 30"
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Figure 6-2. Side View of Display System.
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6.2.2 Image Source and Lamp
The image source for the display system will consist of six AMLCD light valve panels. The panels willbe arranged as two sets of three
panels each. Each group of three panels willbe illuminated and opticallycombined to form a fullcolor projector module for a single
perspectiveview. The two projector modules, representing left and fight eye views, will be optically merged for projectiononto a single
screen. The configurationfor a single projector module is described further in Section 6.2.3.2 (Projection Optics).
Each Kopin AMLCD panel provides 1280horizontal color elementsby 1024vertical color elements in a package size of 1.52" (38.72
mm) by 1.36"(34.58 mm). The row scanners, column scanners, and latches are integral to the AMLCD package. A flexible interconnect
tape connectsthe AMLCD to the power source and data inputs. Each pixel is on a 24 micron pitch with an anticipatedaperture ratio of
approximately 70% and a polysilicon pixel electrode. The AMLCD uses Kopin's high mobility single crystal silicon processed wafers_
Rear illuminationfor the light valves will be derived from twometal halide arc lamps. These lamps, manufactured by ILC, include an
integral elliptical reflectorand deliver a tightly focused spot. Nominallamp power is 400 watts per lamp.The output of the lamps will be
collimated and separatedinto constituentcolor bands for illuminationof the individual light valve panels.
, .' ..'
The matching lamp power supply will also be obtained from ILC and Willoperate from the specified 115/208V 400 Hz line voltage.
The Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System can be upgraded to a full 1920x 1080 pixel resolution when suitable high resolution panels
become available.The upgrade will consist of replacing the 1280x 1024 AMLCD panels with the higher resoiutionpanels. Modification
or replacement of the associated interface electronics and projectionoptics will also be required. K0Pinis currently developing a 2560 x
2048 AMLCD in a comparablysized packagelTheYestimate that samPlesof the _AMLCD•panelwillbe availableby the mid-1997time
frame. Exceeding the specified 1920 x 1080pixel count is likely to provide further enhancement of the display system resolution,
especially in the centralportion of the FOV, although overall performance willbe impacted by a niamberof other factors.
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6.2.3 System Optics .......
6.2.3.1 Collimation. The collimationsystem (Figure 6-3) willhave an aspheric concave mirror with a beamsplitter fold and a spherical
projection screen.The beamsplitter willbe at an angle of 35 deg with the vertical plane to make the system as compactas possible. The
collimationmirror will be aspheric to minimize the resultingdipvergenceof a spherical mirror of the same power. The aspheric mirror
will reduce the blur sizeover the fullpupil with the result that the left eye image shift from the righteye image is within the dipvergence
limit. Additionally,the projectionscreenwill be made sphericalto match the curved image of the collimatingmirror,permitting the single
mirror approach to meet theperformancerequirement of 40 pixels/deg over the full48 deg x 27 deg FOV. The first surfaceof the
projection screen, which will have the real image for collimationon it, is designedto be a diffusing surface which disperses the light
from the projectionoptics into the full 10deg cone of light needed to fill the head motion box with illumination. : "
Antireflection coatingsand polarizationcontrol films willbe used with the beamsplitter to effectivelysuppress ambient reflections.
Without such contrast enhancementtechniques,reflectionsfrom both the beamsplitter and collimationmirror wouldbe problematic.
Included in the first phase of the developmentplan is considerationof methods for providing field lens functionalityin the vicinity of the.
screen to allow increasedoptical efficiency, as well as a further look at thebenefits and disadvantagesof the aspheric mirror versus a
spherical form.
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Figure 6-3. CollimationSystem. ,
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6.2.3.2 Projection. The projectionoptics subassembly (Figure 6-4) will combine the images from six miniature light valves into a curved
and magnifiedreal image on the sphericalprojection screen.To minimize the volumeand weight of the display, a fold mirror will be used
in the projectionopticsbetween the lenses and the projectionscreen. To providea collimatedstereo image, an additional fold with a
polarizationbeamsplitterwill be used between the first fold mirror and theprojection lenses. The projection lens will be a four-element
system with an internalstop. Alternately (Figure 6-5), the stop could be placed on the first lens surface,allowing a smaller polarization
beamsplitter (such as a standardpolarizingprism) to be used. The alternate lens would also have a large back focal distance, allowing the
three single color light valves to be coincidentallycombinedwith a color cube prism combiner (Figure•6-6).
In the detailed design task of Phase I, we will optimizeperformancefurtherby making the design more telecentric, increasing the back
focal distance, and matchingthe collection angleto the divergenceof the illuminationbeams.These modificationswill improve grayscale
and luminanceuniformityacross the FOV, enhance opticalefficiencyand permit a more optimum color combining prism arrangement.
Consideration willalso be given to opticaldistortioncompensation,taking into account the effect of the collimationoptics.
The six light valveswill be transmissionilluminatedby the two collimated white arc lamp sources described in Section 6.2.2. The
collimation anglewill be kept as small as possible whilemaintaining high illuminationefficiencyand uniformity.With a color
beamsplitter assembly,each collimatedwhite light source will supply red, blue and green light illuminationfor a set of three light valves.
The light transmittedby each of these light valveswill thenbe recombinedwith anothercolor beamsplitter to provide a coincident color
image source for theprojection and subsequent collimationdisplay system. Another identical set of color beamsplitters (Figure 6-7), light
valves and collimatedwhite light source will supply theother stereo coincidentcolor image source. Polarizationelements will be
incorporated as describedin Section 6.2.3.3 to provide a stereo image pair for the 3-D display and to ensure compatibility with the
ambient light rejection method described in Section 6.2.3.1.
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Figure6-4. ProjectionOpticsSubassembly.
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Figure 6-5. New ProjectionLens Design.
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Figure6-6. RightStereoColorProjectionLensAssembly.
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Figure6-7. LeftStereoColorProjectionLensAssembly.
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6.2.3.3 Stereoscopic SelectionMethod. Stereoscopic capability in the prototype displaywill be providedby a dual-channeltime-
multiplexingmethod. Optical shutterswill be located in each of the two projectionpaths, and will be synchronized such that only one
projector is selected(only one projector shutter is open) at any given time. The projector selectionwill be alternated at a frequency
sufficient to eliminateperceivedflicker in the displayed image, nominally with a stereo frame rate of 60 Hz and in synchronizationwith
the video frame rate.
The shutteringmechanismwill variable retarders (pi-cells)and polarizers to achieverapid and reliable switching.The elements will be
incorporated into the projectionoptics as depicted in Figure 6-8. Polarizers and retarders,including a variable retarder followingthe
polarizing beamsplitter,will be includedand oriented as necessary to maximizethroughputefficiency from the polarized light valves and
to minimize stereocrosstalk.
Stereo eyewear will be provided and required to ensure delivery of the correct stereo view to each eye. The eyewear (e.g. CrystalEyes®)
will include optical shutter mechanisms which will be synchronized with the corresponding shutters in the image projectors.
Luminance balancebetween the two channels willbe adjusted via the relative duty cycles of the corresponding shutters. As a user
selectable option,singlechannel operation (nonstereo, right or left) will be enabledby opening the appropriate projector shutter and
closing the other. In this latter.case, the eyewear shutters will continue to alternate (to keep luminance constant) but could be removed
altogether.
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Figure 6-8. StereoscopicSelectionMethod (Dual ChannelTime-Multiplexed).
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6.2.4 Packaging/Hardware
The components for the display will be individuallydesigned, specified, and procured from outsidevendors. A support structure will be
designed and fabricatedat HTC with appropriateadjustmentsfor accurate assemblyand alignment.The structure will accurately maintain
alignment and acceptableperformanceover the expectedenvironmentalranges specified.The structurewill also be modular to facilitate
illuminationlamp replacementand willbe easily adaptableto the expectedhigher resolutionlight valves and correspondingnew
projection lens system. The overall dimensionsof the complete display system are given in Figure 6-9. A three dimensional view of the
major components of the full display system is given in Figure 6-10, with a solid model of components in Figure 6-11. A view of the
back of the Figure 6-11 solid model is shown in Figure 6-12. A drawing of the complete enclosure is given in Figure 6-13, with a solid
model of the enclosure shown in Figure 6-14.
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Figure 6-9. Display System Dimensions (inches)
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Figure 6-10. 3-D View of Major System Components.
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Figure 6-11. Solid Model of Major System Components.
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Figure 6-12. Solid Model of Major System Components (Reverse of Figure 6-11).
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!Figure 6-13. 3-D View of CompleteSystem Enclosure.
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Figure 6-14. Solid Model of Complete System Enclosure.
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6.2.5 Electronics/DisplaySoftware
The Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System interfaceunit will convert the image signals from the image data source into a form
compatible with the display system. An additional functionof the interfaceunit will be to supply power to the displaysystem. Figure 6-
15 illustrateswhere the interfacewill fit into the signalstream from the image data source (Silicon Graphics), whileFigure 6-16 is a
block diagram of the interface unit itself.
The power of the interface is expected to be under twentywatts. The sizeof the interface is expected to be in the 3 x 6 x 8 inch range.
Only one card comprising analogand digital circuitry is expected to be required, based on prior designs used to drive 640 x 480 flat panel
displays; these were one quarter the size of the present application.In addition to this card, a COTS power supply and power signal
conditionerwill be required. The signal conditionerwillbe that which Honeywellused to drive the 640 x 480 flat panel displays from the
same vendor. The output of the image data source, the SiliconGraphics, is an RS-343 compatible signal that results in an active imaging
area of 1280 x 1024pixels.
Given the modest size and power requirements,and the "plug-it-in-the-video-stream"nature of the recommendedinterface, the interface
unit is expected to be easy to use, unobtrusive and convenient.
Additionaldetails regarding the electronicsinterfacedesign are presented in Appendix B.
IMAGEDATA
SOURCE _ INTERFACE _ 3-D PANORAMIC(SiliconGraphics) DISPLAY
Figure 6-15. Relationshipof InterfaceUnit to Image Data Source and Display.
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Figure 6-16. Block diagram of the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System InterfaceUnit
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6.2.6 InteractionMethod
The baseline interaction device willbe a modified Boeing777 CCD (Figure 6-17) and is described in more detail in Section 3.4.1. The
touch pad will be mounted in a raised, angled housing to provide wrist support.The touchpad will be capacitive, consisting of a non-
reflective conductivecoating with an active area of 2.5 x 2.5 inches (excluding the rounded comer areas).The resolution of the touchpad
will be 882 x 882 resolvable touch points. The modified CCD will require 28 volt DC power. All buttons willbe dual-position switches.
The thumb switch is not shown in Figure 6-17.
The Boeing 777 CCD will requiresome engineeringmodificationsfor interface with the Panoramic, 3-D Flight Display System as
describedbelow:
• The ARINC 429 interface, standard in the design of the Boeing 777 CCD, is incompatible with theSilicon Graphic RS-232 input
device port. Honeywellhas included conversionof the CCD to an RS-232 interface in the ROM developmentcost.
• The Boeing 777 currently expects (requires) interface with software resident in the Boeing 777 AIMS cabinet for some of the
advanced CCD functionality. Such functions include absolute positioning mode, "hot comers," variable cursor gain, and
actuation of annunciator lights. Honeywell has included development of CCD driver software in the ROM development cost,
but the software driverwill not include advancedCCD functionality.
• The Boeing 777 CCD is a 2 DOF control device, currently used in a nonstereoscopic application. Honeywell has made no plans
for addinga third DOF to the CCD, or integrating a 1 DOF device with the CCD. However, Honeywellwill develop a standard
2 DOF software driver with hooks suitable for DOF mode control via buttons.
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• The Boeing777CCDcurrentlyinterfaceswith a single data stream,while the Panoramic,3-D DisplaySystemrequirestwo
(stereo)datastreams.Reconciliationof the CCD signalwith two datastreamsfor stereoscopiccursorcontrolis not currently
withinthescopeof thisdevelopmentplan.
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Figure6-17. Sketchof CapacitiveTouchPadCursorControlDevice(notto scale)(Sidethumbswitchnotshown)
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6.2.7 Risk Assessment/Reductions •
The displayconfigurationand approach describedin this developmentplan have been carefullyselected to minimize therisk in delivering
a timelyand highlyfunctionalpanoramic displayfor upcomingNASA research activities. In the area identified to have the highest
uncertainty,namely the availability of light valves having 1920x 1080elementsor more, an interim solution has beenselected, along
with recommendationof a straightforwardupgrade path.
Despite the trades and selections that have been made, however, a developmentprogram of this nature still involves an element of risk.
This development plan includes a provision for assessingand anticipating issues which may arise, concurrently with the design and
subsequent programphases. Remainingissues associated with meeting the specification will be considered, as will Opportunitieswhich
arise for improvingperformance further. In addition to the currently presented program, these opportunities may be quite relevant to the
outlookfor implementationof display technology such as this in actual cockpit applications.Examples of such opportunities include:
reduction of size, weight or cost; performance improvement(e.g. luminance or resolution); and improved user acceptance.
One example of a risk/opportunityarea to be assessedis the image source and its potential impact on luminance performance.While the
risk in procuring the indicated 1280by 1024AMLCD panels is low, the plan to use polysilicon as the pixelelectrode material presents a
likely constraint on the panel efficiency. A similar constraint results if the desired aperture ratio is not provided. There are potential
opportunitiesto be explored furtherwherein high aperture ITO pixel electrodesmaybe used, either as an extension of ARPA-funded
activitiesto develop an enhanced pixel processcompatible with the Kopin light valve approach, or from alternate vendor sources.
Another area to be consideredrelates to the large opticalelements.Large optical systemscan become prohibitively heavyif normal
thickness to diameterratios for smaller components are simplyscaled up. Additionally,although the display system is large, the pupil of
the human eye is small, so some compromises in opticalcomponent performancecan be allowed. This means thinner optical components
may have acceptableperformance,or alternate materialsmight be used. To pursue this opportunity for lighter weight and high
performance, light-weight/low-costversions or samples of the largest opticalelements will be specified, procured, fabricated and
evaluatedfor system performance impact.Performing these tasks as a concurrentrisk reduction activity will allow the core program
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activities to proceed in the most timely manner while still maximizingthe opportunityfor deliveringhigh performance in both this and
subsequent efforts.
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6.3 Phase II- Fabrication and Assembly ............
This sectionof the developmentplan describesthe plans for fabricationand testingof systemcomponentsand subassemblies. The
followingmajor programelementsare addressed:
• ComponentProcurement
• Componentand SubassemblyFabrication
• Componentand SubassemblyTesting
6.3.1 ComponentProcurement
In developingthe ROM costestimatereported in this developmentplan, Honeywellcontacted vendorsfor estimates of component
availability.The estimateddelivery times and vendors for major system componentsare included in Table 6-1. The table entries are given
in descendingorder of estimated delivery time. Note that multiple vendors are listed for some components.Prints to specify optical
components were sent to vendors with the requests for quotes. These printsare included in Appendix A.
6.3.2 Componentand SubassemblyFabrication
Most system components(see Table 6-1) will be fabricatedby vendors and supplied to Honeywell.Two exceptions will be the electronic
interface and the CCD interactiondevice, which will be fabricatedat Honeywell. Honeywellwill also fabricate the housing and support
structure for the displaysystem and will integrate system components into subassemblies (e.g., projectionoptics subassembly).
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Table 6-1. Vendorsand estimated delivery times for display system components.
Iiii:_ii!ii:::)i:_iiiT,ii:i:J_iii iii:._:iiiiii :i_.:.)i !_i_:_: __.]_: )) ): i?:::_ii_{iiiii_% iii::ii)ii_: ....._:_:_...........Proiection Screen 18-30 Max Levy
Collimating Mirror (aspherie) 25 ERG
Collimating Mirror (aspheric) 25 HEXTEK
50/50 Beamsplitter 16 HEXTEK
Metal Halide Lamp & Supply 12-16 ILC Technology
Fold Mirror 12 Precision Optical
1280x 1024 AMLCD 10-12 Kopin Corp.
PrqiectionLenses 8-12 KreischerOptics ;:
Dichroie Color Combiner Cube 8-12 CVI Laser
50150Beamsplitter 8-10 CVI I.a_er
VariableRetarder (pi-cell) 8-I0 Planar Advance
StereoscopicEyewear 6-8 Stereographics Corp.
50150Beamsplitter 2-4 Denton
1"Polarization B.S. Prism 2-4 Newport
3" x 3" Folding Mirrors 2-4 " ' Melles Griot
AC500 Blue Additive Filters 2-4 CVI Laser
AC600 Red Additive Filters 2-4 CVI Laser
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6.3.3 Component and SubassemblyTesting
Honeywellwill verifycomponent and subassemblyperformancewhere necessary. For example, prior to fabrication/assemblyof the
image source, each monochromeAMLCD panel receivedfrom Kopin willbe tested opticallywith an ILC metal halide lamp for
luminance efficiency,contrast and contrastuniformity. In addition,each AMLCD panel willbe inspectedfor overall opticalquality and
flex interconnectintegrity.
System components will be procured with copies of test verification data supplied by the vendors where available. Additionally,
acceptance testing will be performed at Honeywell for some components. Examples of collimator components/subassemblies
performance tests Honeywell will consider are described in Table 6-2.
The projectionsubassembly has many more componentsthanthe collimation subassembly and is likely to require more iterative testing
prior to final assembly.The projection lens tests will be performedseparate from the rest of the subassembly.Each color cube and light
valve subassembly will also be individually tested. The projectionlenses will then be tested when assembledwith the light valves for
alignmentof the multicolorimages. Assembly with the fold mirrorand projection screen will be completed prior to system testing.
Examples of projectioncomponents/subassembliesperformance tests Honeywell will consider are described in Table 6-3.
The illuminationsubassemblywill also be assembledseparately to independently verify its performance.Examples of illumination
components/subassembliesperformance tests to be considered are described in Table 6-4.
The results of Honeywell-conductedtesting of componentsand subassemblies, as well as vendor-supplied performance data, will be
supplied to NASA with the monthly program reports.
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Table 6-2. Exampleperformance tests forcollimation components/subassemblies
Beamsplitter • Transmission@45degS vsP polarization
• Polarizationcomponentseffecton transmissionandreflection
• Flatnessin reflection@45deg
• Uniformityin transmission
• Deformationwith45degsupportstructureandgravitystresses
• Vibrationeffects
ConcaveAsphericMirror • Reflection,surfacefigure,roughness
ProjectionScreen • Transmission,dispersionangles,fieldlenseffects
• Imagesurfacefigure
• Thicknessuniformity _
• Supportstructure/gravitystresseffects
• Polarizationchangingeffects
CollimationSubassembly • Headmotionbox
• Headrelief
• Vignetting
• Transmission
• FOV
• Opticaldistortion
• Fieldcurvatureandastigmation
• Resolution
• Binoculartests
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Table 6-3. Exampleperformancetests for projectioncomponents/subassemblies
LightValves • Resolution
• Coalignmentability
• Luminance fficiencyanduniformity
• Contrastandcontrastuniformity
ColorCubePrism • Transmissionforeachcolor
• Relativeilluminationbetweencolors
ColorFilters • Spectraltransmission
ProjectionLens • Resolutionwithindividualcolorbackfocal
distances
TopFoldMirror • ReflectionS vsP polarization
• Hatness
• Deformationwith support/gravitystress
• Vibrationeffects
PolarizationCombinerPrism • Surfacefigures
• Hatness
• Thicknessuniformity
ProjectionSubassembly • Resolution
• Transmission
• Colorimagefusionability
• Stabilitywith thermalandvibrationstresses
• Polarizationtesting
• Opticaldistortionmatchto collimator
distortion,FOV,fieldcurvatureand
astigmatism
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Table 6-4. Exampleperformancetests for illuminationcomponents/subassemblies
ArcLampCollimationOptics
ColorBeamsplitterCube • Transmissionforeachcolor
° Relativeilluminationbetweencolors
ColorFilters • Spectraltransmission
FoldMirror ° Reflections
I
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6.4 Phase III- System Integration
6.4.1 Componentand Subassembly Integration
Following the fabricationand testing of displaysystemcomponents and subassemblies,Honeywell will integrateall remaining
componentsand subassembliesinto thedeliverable displaysystem configuration.Subsequent to system-level acceptance testing, partial
system disassemblymay be required to safely ship the display system to NASA. Should this be necessary, Honeywell will support
reassemblyof the system at NASA. Honeywellwill also provide to NASA documentation of maintenance and operations procedures for
the completeddisplay system.
6.4.2 System Testingand AcceptanceCriteria
Honeywellwill conductacceptance testing of the assembleddisplaysystem at a Honeywell location. NASA will be invited to participate
in the acceptancetesting at Honeywell.Acceptancetesting willbe directed towardproviding evidence that the display system fully meets
the requirementsgiven in the display specification (Section5). However, attentionwill also be paid to global issues concerning image
quality and general system performancewhich might not otherwisebe captured in the display specification. Acceptance of the display
system by NASA will be givenby NASA acceptanceof Honeywell test results, which either fully meet the display system specifications,
or meet the display system specificationswith NASA-approved deviations. The results of Honeywell-conducted system acceptance
testing willbe supplied to NASA at the completion of the program. Honeywellwill also provide NASA with descriptions of the test
proceduresused in the acceptance testing.
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Appendix A- SUPPLEMENTARY OPTICAL DRAWINGS
Followingaretwelveopticaldrawingssupplementalto the developmentplanpresentedin Section6. These drawingswere sentto optical
componentvendorswhenrequestingquotes.
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MILL- C -48.4gAFORREFLECTION> 50%ANDTRANSMISSION> 50%
( FlrrRATIO::1:5%)AT45° INCIDENCEANDOVERTHE440TO620
MILL_ICRON WAVELENGTHS.
®P
• '" ' DR' ' '
CHK
I_pD
5CALB JRE,/,,,B_ PSI, DATBPLATEBEAMSPLITrER
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iiiii .
...... i MIR -I
RADIUS RADTOL POW/IRR C./_ CENTRAL
.......... . EDGE TOt THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGEi i
Sl 46.0000CC _ 12/3.0 21. X29 "
22.X80 . ±0.10..3"0000 ;0.1000
i .i i
._OTES:
i, ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES.
2. MATERIAL:ALUMINUM,DUOCEL,ALUMINUM COMPOSITE
TYPE: NO.
3. 'P' PITCH POLISH TO TEST PLATE WITHIN _ __ _
POWER AND IRREGULARITY INDICATED. (PF ! _ _
4. MANUFACTUREPER HIL-O-13830 "-" I _ _
5. SURFACE QUALITY 60/40 _ _ _ 7[r
6 'C' ALUMINUMFILM COATINGPER MIL-M-13508B _ f l _ /_>" "
FOR MAXREFLECTION AT 540 MILLIMICRONS _ I
.IT. REF_CTIO.• 90_ OWRT_ ._V'RAND / _ \ I
440 TO 620 MILLIMICRONSAND 0° INCIDENCELR22 I"_/ /-_'_ ,I I
7. SURFACESAGTABtJEIS G_/EN IN TABLE' ON PPJNTM " //_ I J ' _' a,"
_) SLOPEACCURACYi 500 M1CRORADIANS S_HE_ I I
ii
,
_IL1PPD
,, .... SCAIJ_ REL BY REL D_'_l
m
ELEMENT 1
i i i ij Jl i
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....... TABLE1 I MIR 2 - 2I
ASPHERIC CONSTANTS
2
(CURV)Y 4 6 0 I0
z - . (AIY + (ely + (C)Y + (D)Y
2 2 1/2
I + 11-11+K1 (CURV) Y )
ASPHERIC .CURV K A B C D
A( 1) -0.02173913 1.634204 0,165714E-05 0.702525E-08 -0.131521E-10 0,158802E-13
CURVATUREOF BASESPHERE- -0.021739
RADIUSOF BASESPHERE- -46.000
Y ASPHSAG SPHERESAG SAG DIFFERENCE(z)
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0.800000 -0.006957 -0.006957 0.000000
1.600000 -0.02?837 -0.027835 0.000003
2.400000 -0.062665 -0.062651 0,000014
3.200000 -0.111490 -0.111439 0.000041
4.000000 -0.174336 -0.174243 0.000093
4.800000 -0.251295 -0.251120 0.000175
5.600000 -0,342429 -0.342142 0.000287
6.400000 -0.447815 -0.44?393 0.000422
?.200000 -0.56?532 -0.5669?2 0.000560
9.000000 -0.701664 -0.700993 0.000671
8.800000 -0.850296 -0.949585 0.000711
9.600000 -1.013518 -1.012891 0.000627
10.400000 -1.191429 -1.191072 0.000356
11.200000 -1.384142 -1.384308 -0.000186
12.000000 -1.591791 -1.592793 -0,001002
12.800000 -1.814540 -1.816745 -0.002205
13.600000 -2.052590 -2.056400 -0.003810
14.400000 -2.306190 -2.312015 -0,005825
I5,200000 -2.575642 -2.583874 -0,008231
16,000000 -2.861305 -2.872283 -0.010977
16,800000 -3.163595 -3.177576 -0.013991
17.600000 -3.482977 -3.500118 -0.017141
18.400000 -3.819956 -3,840304 -0,020348
19.200000 -4.175059 -4.198565 -0.023506
20.000000 -4.548818 -4.575370 -0.026552
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..... I -L_
TOLPo.l CA EOGE TOL CE.T L
THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGE
Sl 24.369cx TPF 4 /2 19Xl, ..........I ' I
s2 23.769cc T,_' 4 /2 ,9X,1 ...20X'2.. "0.10, . 0.600O-'-0.01, ,ARCMIN
i= i
NOTES :
I. ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES.
2. MATERIAL:OPTICALGLASS PER HIL-G-174
TYPE: BK7 SCHOTT NO. 517642
Nd 1.5168 + 0.001 V 64,2+ 0.32
STRIAE GRADE B , ANNEAL
3. 'P' PITCH POLISHTO TEST PLATE WITHIN S_____
POWER AND IRREGULARITYINDICTED PER INCH II _ $2 POVER THE FULLAPERTURE.
4. _UFACTU_ PER MIL-O-13830
5. SURFACEQUALITY 6014060140 i
6. SURFACE$2 ANTIREFLECTIVECOATEDPER MIL- C- 4849A
FOR< 1.0%MAXREFLECTANCEAT0" INCIDENCEAND
OVER440 TO 620MILLIMICRONWAVELENGTHS.
7. SURFACE$1 A DISPERSIONSURFACECREATEDBY
ETCHING,COATING.OR GRINDINGTO DISPERSETHELIGHT
FROMTHE$2 DIRECTIONINTOA 10"CONEOF LIGHT.A REAL
IMAGEWILLBEPROJECTEDONTO$1 FROMTHES2DIRECTION.
, ,,, i
DR
CI_K
.,t.BBD
............. scxr.s I _L BY KS,-DX_EPROJECTIONSCREEN -
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m i
I I
RADIUS RAD TOL POW/IRR CA CENTRAL
.... EDGE TOt THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGE
Sl INF "TPF 4 / 2 19Xll ,.. :
20 X12 +0.10 0.6000 ±0.01
f 1,,
j ....
NOTES :
I. ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES.
2. MATERIAL:OPTICALGLASS PER MIL-G-174 /_--,, --
TYPE: BK7 SCHOTT NO. 517642
Nd 1,5168 _0.001 V 64.2 _:0.32
STRIAE GRADE B , ANNEAL ._
3. 'P" PITCH POLISH TO TEST PLATE WITHIN
POWER _M_DIRREGULARITYINDICATEDPER 1.0 INCH __
OVERTHEFULLCLEARAPERIliRE. P O /
4. MANUFACTUREPER HIL-0-13830 $1/ __
5. SURFACE QUALITY 60/40
6. 'C'ALUMINUMFILMCOATINGPERMIL- C -135088 _FORMAXREFLECTIONAT540 MILLIMICRONS /3.
WITHREFLECTION• 90%OVERTHE WAVEBAND
440TO 620MILLIMICRONSAND35° INCIDENCE _
/
ii I_R
CBK
. _.PPD
sc_z I_L ,, _,. ,.,.I
FRONTSURFACEFOLDMIRROR
m
ELEMENT I
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..
.... i -I
RADIUS PAD TOL POW/IRR C.A. DIA CENTRAL
EDGE DIA DIA TOL THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGE
$1 0.7063CX TPF 4 / 2 0.5376 +u.u ........
. 0. 6153 -0.025 0. 2734 +0.005 1 ARCMIN
$2 3.1777 CX TPF 4 / 2 0.5523 .......
NOTES :
I. ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES.
2. MATERIAL:OPTICALGLASS PER HIL-G-174
TYPE: LAKN6 SCHOTT NO. 642580
Na 1.6425 -+0.001 V 58.0+ 0.32 (_
STRIAE GRADE B , AN_ _
3. 'P' PITCH POLISH TO TEST PLATE WITHIN
POWER AND IRREGULARITYINDICATED.
4. MANUFACTUREPER MIL-O-13830
5. SURFACE QUALITY 60/40 60/40
8. SURFACEMARKED( ANTIREFLECTIVECOATEDPER < _:'!
"MIL-C-4849A FOR_;1.0%MAXREFLECTANCEAT 0" _
INCIDENCEAND440TO620MtLLIMICRONWAVELENGTHS
7 .MARK V TO IDENTIFYSURFACE 51 _" :
8. BEVEL EDGES AT 45 DEG TO 0.005 MAX FACE WIDTH
J
l, ii ,i
DR
CHK
APPD
..... SCALE BY
 ,63.11 LD^,,
i
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 D,os c^ cE., LTO,. .,IcK..SST,ITO,.
,,
' iHn
S1 IXF TPF 4 I 2 1,3X1,3 .... I 4- I MIN!
52 INF TPF 4 / 2 0gx09 - _ ' • '
.... " ,' $2 - •
1. ,,,,i..i.ENs_o.s_ i. i,,,c.Es..... //_"_'.,. V
2. ,_TEn,AL"oP_'_cALG ASSPER.IL-G-174 / / ,':,,,"_,,_.J ,_,
TYPE: BK7 SCHOTT NO. 517642 / / , _*"_ _"
N 1.5168"1"0001 V 64.2±0.32 $I L/ / l ' _ h._. /
.,......n _N'--_ \'" / i '/ €'_ J_ --S2STRIRB G]R.P,D_ B r ._ . | "I _- . ./_ I ,/ \",,,/ _,@
POWER AND IRREGULARITY INDICATED.. ._X_/ __._/_ .__--" _._ !
4, HRNUFAC'TURB PER HIL-O-13830 " _ 7 _-..--'"""- _-. "% .-- -''\ % L
8. SURFACEMARKED® ANTIREFLECTNECOATEDPER ,_ . "__ .. - -- -/ I _ 1,"_ _ _....._.__.._"_.MIL-G-4849AFOR < 1.0%MAXREFLECTANCEATO" " ""_-- _ / I & __,.,.,_ ....r ,,_._.
INCIDENCEAND440TO 620MILLIMICRONWAVELENGTHS \"_ "_ /__T'_ _
7. SURFACEMARRED® REDREFLECTIVEDICNROIOFILTER " " _ ,_ I I i_- _''-- /
COATING(COLORBANDCOLORSEPARATIONFILTER) FOR45"ANGLEOF "_L' _ /
INCIDENCEPERFORMANCEAFTERFINALPRISMASSEMBLYANDCEMENTING. ,-,,,. '_ _ , I /
6. SURFACEMARKED¢ BLUEREFLECTIVEDICHROICFILTER :dE "_ _%. : . ; .
COATING(COLORBANDCOLORSEPARATIONFILTER) FOR45"ANGLE ) _ ! ' I /_ _\_'l
OF INCIDENCEPERFORMANCEAFTERFINALPRISMASSEMBLYANDCEMENTING. ._ _ • _ I / T_) "
9. w=h=l.40;l=0.g9 "-_ / _ _ ' /
10.THEFOURPRISMSWILLBEASSEMBLEDANDCEMENTEDAS . " _./__ " _ . , /
SHOWN ;THEFINALPRISMASSEMBLYWILLBEUSED/I_ A COLOR 81 (_ _ " %4',_ /..--$2
COMBININGPRISMASSHOWNINTHE 6ECONDPRINT(2-2) • __/'_"=
,,,,,_ ,,DR
CHK
COLORCOMBINERCUBE ....
_PPD
• , ...... SCAZ,B [_L eT _L D^'r_
ELEHENT 1
.. _ ..
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V41| 3& |3_ ,JU,_&IIN
RADIUS PAD TOL POW/IRR C.A. DIA CENTRAL
EDGE DIA DIA TOL THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGE
ii|= •ii
S1 0.9252 CC TPF 4 / 2 0.54 +0.0 :l:O.00S 1ARCMIN0.66 0.0420
- 0.025$2 0.8"/09 CC TPF 4 / 2 0.5g
NOTES :
I. ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES.
2. MATERIAL:OPTICALGLASS PER MIL-G-174 ....._
TYPE: F2 SCHOTT NO. 620364 _ _
Na 1.6200 + 0,001 V 36.4+0.32
STRIAE GRADE B , •ANNEAL- S1._ $2
HELT NO.
3. 'P' PITCH POLISHTO TEST PLATE WITHIN
POWER AND IRREGULARITYINDICATED. •
4. MANUFACTUREPER MIL-O-13830
5. SURFACE QUALITY 60/40 60/40 r:
6. SURFACEMARKED® ANTI REFLECTIVECOATEDPER <!
MIL ,C - 4849A FOR< 1.0%MAXREFLECTANCEAT 0°
INCIDENCEAND440 TO 620 MILLIMICRONWAVELENGTHS
7 .MARKV TOIDENTIFYSURFACE$1" J L
S. BEVEL EDGES AT 45 DEG TO 0.005 MAX FACE WIDTH
9. DIAMETERTO FLAT IS 0.055 (REF)
WITH SURFACESAG OF 0.0418 ON SURFACES1
DIAMETERTO FLAT.IS 0.030 (REF)
WITH SURFACESAG OF 0.0533 ON SURFACE$2
DR
CKK
APPD
..... SCALE IREL BY!REI.'DATv.
5.71:11
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I -I
RADIUS BAD TOL POW/IRR C.A. DIA CENTRAL
EDGE DIA DIA TOL THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGE
S1 1.7891 CX TPF 4 / 2 0.6330 44J.U I
$2 0.7477 CX TPF 4 /'2 0.7079 ' 0.7793 --ON_-q 0.2515 :1:0.005IARCMINi |
NOTES:
I. ALL DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES. _)
2. MATERIAL: OPTICAL GLASS PER MIL-G-174 $2
S1TYPE: SK4 SCHOTT NO. 613586
N_ 1.6127 -_0.001 V 58.6+ 0.'32
STRIAE GRADE B , ANNEAL
MELTNO.
3. 'P' PITCH POLISH TO TEST PLATE WITHIN
POWER AND IRREGULARITYINDICATED.
4..I_ANUFACTUREPER MIL-O-13830
5. SURFACE QUALITY 60/40 60/40
6. SURFACEMARKED_)ANTIREFLECTIVECOATEDPER <
MIL-C -484gA FOR€ 1.0% MAXREFLECTANCEAT 0"
INCIDENCEAND440 TO 620 MILLIMICRONWAVELENGTHS
7 .MARK V TO IDENTIFYSURFACE$I
8. BEVEL EDGES AT 45 DEG TO 0.005 MAX FACE WIDTH
..,.., .. ,..|
DR
CHI_
P,PPD
. 4,99:11 ,
ELEMENT 6
, -- • n.
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ii • ,,
I -i
RADIUS RAD T0L POW/IRR C.A. DIA CENTRAL
EDGE DIA DIA TOL THICKNESS THI TOL WEDGE
,,, i:ii i
Sl 0.535! CC TPB 4 / 2 0.7743 ' 0.96 '-P0.0 0.0420 '_0'.005' 1 arcmin
$2 1.0737 cx TPF 4 / 2 O.8797 O-O-_5 ...........
ill . _
NOTES :
1. ALL DIMENSIONSJ_ IN INCHES. __--_ I_$2 _
2. MATERIAL: OPTICALGLASS PER MIL-G-174
TYPE: LAKN22 SCHOTT NO. 651559 ,_/
N_ 1.6511 _0.001 V 55.9+0.32
STRIAE GRADE B , ANNEAL
MELT NO.
3. 'P' PITCH POLISH TO TEST PLATE WITHIN S1
POWER AND IRREGULARITYINDICATED.
4, MANUFACTUREPER MIL-O-13830
5. SURFACE QUALZTY 60/40 60/40 -
6. 'C' MAGNESIUMFLUORIDE COATING.PERMIL-C-675
FOR MAX TRANSMISSIONAT MILLIMICRONS.
8. BEVEL EDGES AT 45 DEG TO 0°005 MAX FACE WIDTH .... --
9. DIAMETER TO FLAT IS '0.09 (REF)
WITH SURFACESAG OF 0.1687 ON SURFACE $1
DR "
•I CHK -
_PPo
ELEMENT7
ii =.
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!CENTRAL ' "" "
• .. . ....
RADIUS RAD TOL POW/IRR CA THI TOLEDGE TOt. THICKNESS WEDGE
$1 IN F..... TPF 4 / 2 1.3X|.3 I '' '± MIN
$2 INF TPF 4 I 2 0.gX0.9. I 82 .....
I. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.
2. HATERIAL: OPTICAL GLASS-PERMIL-G-174
TYPE:'DK7 SCHOTT NO. 517642
Nd 1.5168 _0.001 Y 64.2 4"0.32 S h
STRIAE GRADE B '', ANNEAL $2
3. 'P' PITCH POLISH TO TEST PLATE WITHIN
POWER AND IRREGULARITYINDICAT.ED...
4. MANUFACTUREPER MIL-O-13830
5. SURFACE QUALITY 60/40 80140
6. SURFACEMARKED¢ _J_TiRI_FLi=CT_/ECOATEDPER ___
MIL-C - 484gAFOR_;1.0%MAXREFLECTANCEAT0"
INCIDENCEAND440TO 620MILLIMICRONWAVELENGTHS
7. SURFACEMARKED€ REDREFLECTIVEDrCHROICFILTER
COATING(RC.600)FOR45"ANGLEOF fN IDENCE FORMANCE
8. SURFACEMARKED_ BLUEREFLECTIVEDICHROIOFILTER $2
COATING(RC-500)FOR45"ANGLEOF INCIDENCEPERFORMANCE
AFTERFINALPRISMASSEMBLYANDCEMENTING. i
g. w-h=1.40 ; 1=0.g9
10.THE FO!JRPRISMSWill BEASSEMBLEDANDCEMENTEDAS
SHOWN ;THEFINALPRISMASSEMBLYWILLBEUSEDASA COLOR $11 (_/ "__ _-- 2
COMBININGPRISMASSHOWNIN THE SECONDPRINT(2 - 2) S
DR
CHK
COLORCOMBINERCUBE ....
&PPD
''' " _ SCALE JRELBY F_F..LD_T£
I
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.... I 2-12--
Colorcombinercube
Projectionlens
Blue llghtvalw : ':_
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Red llghtvalvz
On:enlightvalvc
II.ightvalvellluminadonis notshown)
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Appendix B- SUPPLEMENTARY ELECTRONICS DESIGN
The output of the image data source, the Silicon Graphics,is an RS-343compatible signal that results in an active imaging area of 1280 x
1024pixels. Figure B-1 shows a full frame of video. The frame lasts approximately 16.66 msec as can be seen by examining the spacing
between the rising edges of the two vertical synchronizationpulses. Note that the sampling frequency used to obtain Figure B-1
introduced some artifacts, including the attenuationof the full depth of thehorizontal Synchronizationpulses.
TeR Run: 25.0kS/s ' HI Res[---T ]
15 Mar 1995
12:38:19
Figure B-1. Full Frame of Silicon Graphics Video
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Figure B-2 is magnified about the vertical blank period. It shows that the top of the image shown on a Silicon Graphics screen occurs 35
horizontal synchronizationpulses after the rising edge of the vertical synchronizationpulse. This implies a strict timing alignment on the
interfacecircuitry.The interface must ensure that the first row of active video sampled from the Silicon Graphics corresponds with the
first row to be shown on each of the three AMLCDs.
Tek Run: 500kS/s HI Res[---T ]
.... i .... ! .... ! .... ! ........ ! .... : .... ! .... ! ....
Jll;TtiIHwI
re
_"_d0m_.... ; .... i ....... ;.... ; .... i.... ; ...M 100115 Ctll "_. 148mV 15 Mar 1995
12:40:15
Figure B-2. MagnificationAbout the VerticalBlank Period.
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FigureB-3 details the horizontalperiod in the Silicon Graphics video signal.The active period and the blanking period are shown. In a
manner similar to that requiredto vertically alignthe picture, the interfacemust time the sampling and readoutof the video to the
AMLCDs in such a manner that the video registerswith the left and the right edges of each panel.
Tek Run: 25.0MS/s HI Res
I--T ]
15 Mar 1995
• 12:42:06
Figure B-3. Horizontal Line from the Silicon Graphics.
• i
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\
;j _ r_')
Figure B-4 details the startof the left edge and the right edge of the image with respectto the horizontal synchronizationpulse. The
timing shown was taken from a Silicon Graphics Crimson Elan located in a Honeywell laboratory. It corresponds to the timing obtained
from a Silicon Graphics Indigo to within a few nanoseconds.The implication of this is that the timing from various models of the Silicon
Graphicsis stable and precise and may imply further that a Phase Lock Loop may not be necessary to ensure that the left- right and top-
bottom edges of thevideo match up well with the AMLCDs. The interface system canbe timed as a precise and, for the most part, open-
loop system, not requiring an extensive amount of feedback. In practice, Honeywell recommends that some small amount of feedback is
insertedto ensure thatsignals are sampled properly. This is typically difficult to do at the high speeds required, but much more easily
accomplishedgiventhe precision that is evident in the Silicon Graphics output. As will be discussed in greater detail below, the interface
can circumventthe needfor much higher sampling frequencies because the phasing of the video information is known a priori. The left
edge of the videobegins 2.32 rtsecafter the rising edge of the horizontal synchronizationpulse. The right edge of the screen begins 160
nsec before the fallingedge of the horizontal synchronization pulse which also corresponds with 1.32 lxsecbefore the rising edge of the _
same synchronizationpulse.
Tek Run: 125MS/s HI Res
[--T ]
.... _ .... ! .... _ .... ! ........ _ .... _ .... ! .... _ ....
...'. .... : .................. : .... : .... : ........
..........
• I s,
• i _i ] i::: :::I : :''+-I ; ;:::: : : :--I"
. . _,,,, __. , . , _t., ..... :....: ...... : .... : .... "-..,.:...
[] .-_
o
...: .... : .............. - ...: .... : .... : ........
.... ; .... ; .... ; .... ; .... • ...i .... ; .... ; .... ;.,.
200mV M 400ns Chl'_. 200m _ 15 Mar 1995
' ' 12:42::32
Figure B-4. Expansionabout the Horizontal Blank Period of the Input Video.
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Takentogether, Figures B-1 to B-4 above illustratethe timingrequired in the state machine - controllerof the interfaceunit to maintain
the proper sizing and placement of theSilicon Graphics image within the field of each AMLCD. The four figures show the top-bottom
and the fight-left temporal alignment.They imply when the A/D conversion process should start and stop and where the alignment
signals the AMLCDsneed shouldbe placed as well.
Input Requirements for Kopin AMLCD
Figures B-5 and B-6 below indicatethe outputrequirementsof the interface circuitry.Given the inputs specified above, the interface unit
must provide signals similar to those shown below. A moreexact description of the signals was not available from Kopin at the time of
the writing of this report. However, the continuousgray scale integrated driver used on the 640 x 480 product is the basis for the higher
resolutionunit in all majorrespects except one: 16 channelsof analog input are required versus the one channel of the lower resolution
unit.This is required to ensure that the video timing signals, the driver and all the support circuitry can operate at significantly more
manageable frequencies.Instead of injecting the analog videointo the flat panel drivechain at 107MHz, only 6.7 MHz is required.
Thus, the input 1280pixels must be absorbedby the interfaceunit and re-partitionedor scan-converted into 16 sub-segmentsthat all get
readout simultaneouslyand writtento each flat panel column drive system. Of course, the signals must be converted from digital form to
analog form first, and must be inverted with respect to thecommon voltage level, 8 volts, in order to prevent flicker and preclude
damagingelectro-platingaction on the flat panel pixel electrodes.
Level shiftingcircuitrywill be included in the driver to bring the RS-343 signal levels through the A/D and the D/A processes to conform
with the detailed signal requirementsof the panels. Gammacorrection willbe assumed to take place in the Silicon Graphics, where
gamma correction functionsare already incltided.This, of course, assumes that the image seen at the Silicon Graphics is not necessarily
of optimalquality when shown simultaneouslyon the display system.
As an option,Honeywellcan insert gamma correctioncapabilitydirectly into the interface unit. But this would entail additional expense.
A gray shade look-up-table (LUT) would be required for each color. Additionally,a PC and PC interface (or equivalent) would be r
needed to load theLUT. Assumingthis option is not selectedand that the inherent gamma correctioncapability of the SiliconGraphics is
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used instead,Honeywellwill include gamma correction tables to be loaded onto the target Silicon Graphics platform. This Silicon
Graphics-LUTimplementationis included in the ROM estimate.
Details of the Interface Circuitry
The 1280x 1024outputof the Silicon Graphics is conveniently available in analog form in RS-343 RGB (red,green andblue) signal
format. All three linescarry the synchronization signals (See Figures B-1 through B-6). The G (green) line is the one typically used in
decoders/monitorsto derive all the synchronization information.The synchronizationsignals are composited with the video, that is, the
vertical and the horizontal timing signals are encodedtogether along with the RGB signals. The composited information must be
separated and routed through the interface circuitry to the 3-D Panoramic Display to Createthe final image. The horizontal synchronization
will be used not only to time the beginning and ending of each row read-out but also to establish the pixel clock. 1280 clocks are required
during the 11.94_tsecactiverow time meaning that the analog to digital converter on each of the three RGB lines must sustain a clock
period of 9.3 nsec, correspondingto a 107 MHz sampling frequency. Note that selecting this as the sampling frequency will require that "
the drivingclock be in precise phase alignment with the Silicon Graphics image generator pixel clock, otherwise the sampling cycle could ....
straddletwo pixels resultingin a smeared version of the input image. It is required only that the sampling period fall sufficientlywithin
the timing bin of the sourcepixel. Other than a one-timeadjustment (tappingthe correct point via a jumper in the clock generationchain),
no other sampling alignmentwill be required.
The interface will be insertedinto the analog videostream of the Silicon Graphics output.This may be effected by a T-type stub, which
would appear to the user as a standard loop-through connection.The.line receiver (Figure 6-16) will buffer the incoming signal and
convert it from a differential signal into a single-endedsignal. Immediatelyfollowing that, the signal will be routed for synchronization
separation and A/D conversion.Conversion to digital form as soon as possible will be required to minimize noise injection. The digital
form will be requiredbecause the signal must be reformatted into 16 channels to drive the 16integrated column drivers, embedded on
each of the three AMLCDs, one for each of the primary colors.
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0.7V Analog Frame Inversion
VGA
0v
Frame1 Frame2 Frame3
12.0 V
KVGA
7.5 V
AVO
3.0V -_ ................. ......
12.0 V ' • •
KVGA
7.5V
AVE
3.0V
VGA is the standard VGA analog input, Typically 3 analog signals are provided representing
Red, Green and Blue. For rnor_ochromeRGB the following proportions are added:
MONO = 30% Red + 59% Green + 11% Blue
AVO & AVE show voltages applied to tile panel with frame inversion to prevent flicker.
Figure B-5. Inverted Analog Waveforms Needed to Drive the 640 x 480 Continuous Gray Scale LCD (precursor to the 1280 x 1024).
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KVGA LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY MODULEPrn_,,rtNn-_nn-nnn_-NN SpecificationNo.835-0001
TimingCharts Note: TS= SetupTimeH= HoldTime
H ShiftRegister Timing Don'tCareArea
HPL THPS1
"[-IPS2
V Shift Register Timing
HRate Llne# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
_ 31.72 = (H Rate)uS lOOnSVC_
VPL
_Tvp TVPp
1 1uS
TVPH W
1uSMinimumWidth
Figure B-6.. Timing Required for the 640 x 480 Continuous Gray Scale LCD (precursor to the 1280 x 1024)i
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The horizontalsynchronizationwill be used to derive the pixel clock (Figure 6-16) using a Phase Lock Loop or equivalent. Because of
the precisionand repeatabilityfrom unit to unit in the SiliconGraphics product line (assumed from a sampling of two units and an
understandingof how easy this level of precisionis to obtain from standard crystal clock sources and digital circuitry), the Phase Lock
Loop willbe implementedas a simplemultiplexer-delayline and counter; it will pick the delayed crystal driven clock edge closest to the
middle of the pixel bin. The middle of the pixel bin willbe derived from therising edge of the horizontal synchronization pulse.
The timingand control state machine (Figure 6-16) willprovide the overall coordinationbetween the Silicon Graphics and the AMLCDs.
It will ensure that the top-bottom and left-rightedges of the input image fall within the correspondingareas of each AMLCD.
The 1to 16channel scan converter (Figure 6-16) willbe a ping-pong arrangement of memory. The memory will be 1280 pixels long by
8 bits deep.Theping-pong arrangementis needed so that an input !ine canbe stored while a previouslyread line can be read out in 16
segments, thus providingthe AMLCD with the lower rate video needed to refresh the integrated column drivers.
The timing and control state machinewill also be taskedwith running the row by row refresh of each AMLCD. One significantdifference
between the standard640 x 480 panel and the higher resolution 1280x 1024panel is the row drive. The high resolution unit allows non-
sequential row activation, needed to support the "falling raster" color Videooption.
The PolarityD/A Converters (Figure 6-16)will be derivedfrom existing circuits developed by Honeywell to drive a 1280 x 1024
AMLCD. Luminanceand contrast controlswill be included.These latter signals are expected to be one-time settings.Adjustments
thereafter willbe made using the Silicon Graphics Look Up Tables, most often used for effecting gamma correction.
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Appendix C- BIBLIOGRAPHY
Thefollowing citationsincludethosereferencedin theprecedingreport, as well as additionalrelated materialthereadermay findhelpful.
The bibliography addresseseach of the following five topical areasof the report:
• Display Requirements
• Image Source Technology
• 3-D Methods
• 3-D InteractionMethods
• CollimationMethods
Due to the interactivenature of these topics, the organizing categoriesare not mutuallyexclusive. Consequently,many of the references
found under one headingmay contain material equally relevant to another.
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